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MTA LIRR East Side Access Project 
Environmental Analysis of Design Changes in Queens 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Since completion of the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for the East Side Access 
Project in 2001, modifications to the design of the project in Queens have been proposed. The 
changes affect portions of the Queens alignment located primarily within the confines of the 
Sunnyside Yard rail complex in Long Island City, Queens. The primary purpose of these 
modifications is to minimize impacts to Amtrak operations that would result from increased 
LIRR service operating in the Sunnyside rail complex and improve operations and operational 
flexibility for LIRR. In addition, the modifications are proposed to meet the new standards that 
were issued by the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) in 2003 for ventilation system 
design for commuter rail service.  

Interim changes to the FEIS design were proposed in 2002, and further modifications are now 
proposed in Queens in a package of changes known as “Revision 14-4M.” Table 1 lists the 
elements that would be modified by Revision 14-4M in comparison to the design analyzed in the 
FEIS and the 2002 interim design, and summarizes the associated environmental impacts and 
required property acquisitions, which are discussed in this document.  

Revision 14-4M would create a new yard lead (loop) track constructed in a tunnel to the outside 
of Amtrak’s three existing loop tracks.  In the FEIS design, a fourth loop track was proposed 
inside the three existing loop tracks.  The new inner loop track would have a tight curve, 
requiring trains on the track to operate at slow speeds.  To make this curve wider, the three 
existing loop tracks would be shifted slightly outward (to the east).  Even with this shift, the 
curve of the new inner loop would require trains to operate slowly, with the potential to cause 
operational conflicts and delay to both Amtrak and LIRR operations.  The “tunnel loop track” 
allows for an adequate curve radius and would eliminate the construction-period impacts on 
Amtrak operations. The 2002 Interim Design also proposed an outer loop track, however, it was 
not in a tunnel and required taking either the 43rd Street sidewalk or parking lane.   

The Revision 14-4M design offers an additional benefit of improved operational flexibility for 
LIRR over the FEIS design and the 2002 Interim design. The previous designs provided access 
to LIRR’s new midday storage yard for LIRR trains coming from Grand Central Terminal 
(GCT), but not those coming from Penn Station. In contrast, a new connection from an existing 
loop track to the new midday storage yard is proposed in Revision 14-4M, permitting Penn 
Station trains to access the yard by sharing a portion of the existing loop track with Amtrak and 
utilizing the new connection.  

In addition to the long-term benefit of enhanced operational flexibility, the changes would 
reduce construction-period effects at the General Motors (GM) property adjacent to the 
Sunnyside rail complex, as well as effects on LIRR and Amtrak operations that were identified 
in the FEIS.  In addition to the changes to the yard lead track, Revision 14-4M also includes 
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grade-separated routes through Harold Interlocking to minimize operational conflicts between 
Amtrak and LIRR. A number of alternatives were developed for improving Amtrak operations 
through Harold Interlocking with East Side Access in place, beginning during the EIS process 
and continuing as the project design evolved following the FEIS. The current design included in 
Revision 14-4M is very similar to the design that was included in the FEIS, and consists of a 
westbound bypass and eastbound reroute track, predominantly for use by Amtrak, to minimize 
conflicts for Amtrak’s Northeast Corridor service, improving on-time performance and service 
reliability and reducing trip time for Amtrak service. 

Several new buildings would be constructed to house emergency ventilation and substation 
equipment and provide for exits in the event of an emergency to meet the new NFPA standards.  
Two new substations would also be constructed to provide LIRR with adequate traction-power.  
With the exception of the proposed 43rd Street substation, each of the new buildings would be 
located within the confines of Sunnyside Yard.  

In accordance with applicable NEPA implementing regulations (23 CFR 771.130), the proposed 
design changes in Queens were evaluated for each of the environmental areas addressed in the 
East Side Access Project’s FEIS to determine if the modifications would result in significant 
environmental impacts. The results of the analyses indicate that the changes to the proposed 
action would not result in any new significant adverse impacts. The proposed project 
modifications in Queens would occur almost entirely within the Sunnyside rail complex, a vast 
railroad complex that is separated from and below the grade of the surrounding neighborhoods. 
The preferred alternative for the East Side Access Project analyzed in the FEIS included 
extensive project construction in the Sunnyside rail complex, and the proposed modifications 
would overall not be substantially different in terms of adverse effects during construction or 
operation from those of the FEIS design. As a result, a supplemental EIS will not be necessary 
and this environmental analysis will be maintained in the project files to document compliance 
with the NEPA process with regard to this design modification. 

A. INTRODUCTION  
Modifications to the design of the preferred alternative for the East Side Access Project have 
been proposed. The changes affect portions of the Queens alignment located primarily within the 
confines of the Sunnyside rail complex in Long Island City, Queens. This environmental 
analysis provides a review of the East Side Access Project’s design development in Queens and 
assesses the environmental consequences of proposed design changes. Specifically, the 
assessment examines the design changes currently proposed in Queens as part of the East Side 
Access Project’s “Revision 14-4M,” to identify whether any significant adverse impacts would 
result from the changes. The Revision 14-4M changes are considered with respect to the findings 
of the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) prepared for the project, dated March 2001, 
and the Record of Decision issued by the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) in May 2001, to 
determine if any additional impacts not discussed in those documents would result from the 
changes. This environmental analysis also compares the current design changes with those 
included in interim design analyzed in the Technical Memorandum dated February 26, 2002 
(“2002 Interim Design”). 

The East Side Access Project, as described in Chapter 1 of the FEIS, “Project Purpose and 
Need,” will bring Long Island Rail Road (LIRR) passenger service to Grand Central Terminal in 
addition to Penn Station, providing direct access for LIRR passengers to Manhattan’s East Side. 
Trains will travel from LIRR’s Main Line and Port Washington Branches in Queens through the 



 

Table 1
Sunnyside Area Project Elements: Comparison of Revision 14-4M to Earlier Designs

FEIS Design 2002 Interim Design Revision 14-4M Design 

Project Element 
Need for Revision 14-
4M Design Changes 

Design 
Configuration Environmental Impacts 

Property 
Acquisitions 

Design 
Configuration Environmental Impacts 

Property 
Acquisitions 

Design 
Configuration Environmental Impacts 

Property 
Acquisitions 

New yard lead 
track(s) 

Eliminate operational 
problems caused by 
inadequate curve radius 
of inner loop track pro-
posed in FEIS design.  
Improve operational 
flexibility for LIRR by 
providing access to the 
midday storage yard 
from Grand Central 
Terminal and Penn 
Station.  
Simplify construction 
techniques, eliminating 
impacts that would 
occur under FEIS 
design and 2002 Interim 
design. 

New fourth loop 
track located 
inside existing 
three loop tracks, 
at the same 
grade. 

Operational impacts to Amtrak due to 
the inadequate radius of the inner loop 
track curve. 
Construction period impacts to existing 
Amtrak operations would occur due to 
the need to shift the existing three 
tracks outward to permit construction of 
the fourth loop track.  
Construction period impacts to the GM 
property would result from its use as a 
staging area, displacing 28 spaces for 
2 years, and the relocation of GM 
bridge farther north along 43rd Street.  
 

Fee acquisition - 
Block 183, Lots 
200, 195, 192 
(MTA-owned, 
formerly Matura) 
 
Fee acquisition -
Block 183,  
part of Lot 250 
(Refron) 
 
Permanent and 
temporary 
easements – Block 
183 Lot 332 (GM 
Property) 

In an open cut 
outside existing 
three loop tracks.  

No operational or construction period 
impacts to Amtrak.  
Narrowing of 43rd Street in the vicinity 
of the Barnett Avenue intersection 
would be required for the open cut 
tunnel. This would either require 
relocation of the western sidewalk and 
elimination of one parking lane on 43rd 
Street (20-30 spaces), or elimination of 
the western sidewalk.  
Same construction period impacts to 
GM facility 

Fee acquisition - 
Block 183, Lots 200, 
195, 192 (MTA-
owned, formerly 
Matura) 
 
Fee acquisition -
Block 183, Lot 191 
(MTA-owned, 
formerly Sarah Rose) 
 
Fee acquisition - 
Block 183, Lots 375 
(2 owners), 185, 189   
 
Fee acquisition - 
Block 183, part of Lot 
250 (Refron) 
 
Permanent and 
temporary 
easements – Block 
183 Lot 332 (GM 
Property) 

New yard lead track 
in a tunnel, outside 
existing three loop 
tracks to provide 
access for trains from 
GCT; and new 
connection from 
existing loop track to 
midday storage yard 
to provide access for 
trains from Penn 
Station 

No operational or construction period 
impacts to Amtrak.  
No narrowing of 43rd Street, relocation/ 
removal of sidewalk, or removal of 
parking. 
No construction period impacts to GM 
facility from loop track.  
Noise effects on the nearby Sunnyside 
Historic District from the loop track would 
be less than in the FEIS design because 
it would be located in a tunnel. No 
operational vibration or ground-borne 
noise impacts from proposed tunnel. 
 

Same as 2002 
Interim design 
except that only a 
subsurface 
easement is 
required at Block 
183, part of Lot 
250 (Refron) and 
reduced  
easements at 
Block 183 Lot 
332 (GM 
property).  
 
 
 

Harold Interlocking  
- Shift LIRR Track 
D and Mainline 
Track 4 
 
-Relocate LIRR 
substation G02 

Reduces operational 
conflicts for LIRR. 
 
 
LIRR substation G02 is 
in the path of the 
eastbound reroute 

Need for 
changes not 
identified. 

None. None. Need for changes 
not identified. 

None. None. Construct retaining 
wall and shift tracks 
southward. 
 
Substation relocated 
to northwest corner 
of Skillman Avenue 
and Honeywell Street  

None. Permanent 
easement 
acquisition for a 
narrow strip of 
Block 183 Lot 
332 (GM 
property). 

New buildings for 
emergency exits, 
and ventilation and 
substation 
equipment;  

Required to meet 
revised NFPA 130 (year 
2003) standards for 
tunnel ventilation and 
additional traction 
power needs. 

Need for project 
element not 
identified. 

None. None. Need for project 
element not 
identified. 

None. None. Buildings in three 
locations in 
Sunnyside rail 
complex: one at 
northwest corner of 
Skillman Avenue and 
39th Street; and two 
adjacent to Honey-
well Street bridge.  

The buildings would be located in an 
already industrial setting, and would be 
visible from limited areas, and to user 
groups with limited sensitivity. No 
significant adverse visual impacts would 
result. 

None. 
 

New substation to 
provide power to 
trains (“traction 
power”) 
 
 
 
 
 

Needed to provide suffi-
cient traction power for 
operation of loop track 
and mainline tracks, as 
well as adequate redun-
dancy in the event of a 
substation outage. 

Assumed 
modifications to 
an existing 
substation would 
suffice. 

None. None. Need for project 
element not 
identified. 

None. None. Two possible 
locations: 43rd 
Street, north of 
mainline tracks, or 
inside loop tracks 
west of 43rd Street. 
 
 
 

The buildings would be located in an 
already industrial setting, and would be 
visible from limited areas, and to user 
groups with limited sensitivity. No 
significant adverse visual impacts would 
result. 
 
 

Same as for 
tunnel loop 
above. 

Additional tracks 
between 43rd and 
48th Streets 

Construction cost 
savings and elimination 
of maintenance require-
ments for viaduct 
structure. 

New viaduct 
structure, modi-
fied bridges over 
43rd and 48th 
Streets. 

Traffic, noise and visual impacts during 
construction. Noise impacts during 
operation. 
 

Temporary 
easement-Block 
142, Lot 15 (church 
parking lot).  
 

Widened embank-
ment, modified 
bridges over 43rd 
and 48th Streets. 

Construction and operational impacts, 
similar to FEIS design. 
 

Temporary 
easements- Block 
142, Lot 15 (church 
parking lot) and Block 
119 Lots 150 (vacant 
lot) 
Fee acquisition (de 
minimus) Block 142 
Lot 291 and part of 
Lot 50 

Widened embank-
ment, modified 
bridges over 43rd 
and 48th Streets. 

Construction and operational impacts, 
similar to FEIS design. 
 

Same as 2002 
Interim Design 
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existing 63rd Street Tunnel beneath the East River via a new connection to be built in and near 
the Sunnyside rail complex (see Figure 1). In Manhattan, trains will continue from the 63rd 
Street Tunnel in new tunnels deep below Park Avenue to a new lower level of Grand Central 
Terminal. In addition to the new tunnels and new elements at Grand Central Terminal in 
Manhattan, the project will require construction of numerous new project elements in and around 
the existing Sunnyside rail complex in Queens. 

In the Sunnyside area of Queens, the vast Sunnyside railroad complex extends from close to 
Hunters Point Avenue on the west to 43rd Street on the east, between Northern Boulevard and 
Skillman Avenue. Figure 2 provides an aerial view of the rail complex. The railroad facilities in 
Sunnyside are dominated by Sunnyside Yard, which is used by Amtrak and New Jersey Transit 
(NJ Transit) for storage and maintenance of trains. Sunnyside Yard includes extensive tracks for 
train storage with associated overhead electric wire (catenaries) and numerous buildings and 
parking areas for railroad employees. Amtrak stores trains throughout the day at Sunnyside 
Yard, while NJ Transit uses the yard for midday storage of trains between the morning and 
evening peak periods. Adjacent to Sunnyside Yard on the north is a separate, smaller train yard 
owned by LIRR. This yard is known as LIRR’s Existing Rail Yard and was previously referred 
to as Yard A. South of the two storage yards is the Harold Interlocking, an approximately 1.5-
mile-long segment of tracks and associated switches and crossovers, located adjacent to 
Sunnyside Yard within the Sunnyside rail complex that allows connections among East River 
tunnel tracks; LIRR’s Main Line and Port Washington Branch tracks; Amtrak’s Northeast 
Corridor tracks through Queens, on the route between New York and Boston; and loop tracks 
leading into and out of the Amtrak’s Sunnyside Yard and LIRR’s Existing Rail Yard. The 
extensive Sunnyside rail complex, including the storage yards, associated buildings, and Harold 
Interlocking, is a self-contained facility that is separate from and substantially below the grade of 
the surrounding neighborhoods.  

Section B of this document describes the design evolution for East Side Access Project elements 
in Queens, including the need for design modifications and the specific modifications that are 
proposed. Section C compares the environmental impacts of the proposed Revision 14-4M 
design changes to those disclosed in the FEIS and the 2002 Technical Memorandum, to 
determine if any new significant adverse impacts would result. Based on the analyses described 
in Section C, “Assessment of Project Effects,” no new significant adverse impacts would result.  

B. HISTORY OF DESIGN CHANGES 

FEIS DESIGN IN QUEENS 

The design for the East Side Access Project in Queens was described in the FEIS in Chapter 2, 
“Project Alternatives,” beginning on page 2-18 and in more detail in Chapter 17, “Construction 
and Construction Impacts,” (see page 17-11). The design included the following elements within 
the Sunnyside rail complex: 

• New tunnels connecting LIRR’s existing tracks at Harold Interlocking in the Sunnyside rail 
complex to the existing 63rd Street Tunnel structure just north of Northern Boulevard at 41st 
Avenue. The FEIS design proposed constructing the new tunnels from Harold Interlocking to 
the 63rd Street Tunnel via a combination of cut-and-cover construction and soft bore 
tunneling. Tunneling machines would be launched from a large open cut in LIRR’s Existing 
Rail Yard, immediately north of Amtrak’s Sunnyside Yard. As described below, the location 
of the launch point would be modified in Revision 14-4M.  
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• Modifications to Harold Interlocking to minimize conflicts between Amtrak and LIRR 
operations. Because of the number and frequency of trains running through Harold 
Interlocking today, these tracks are congested and Amtrak and LIRR train movements must 
be carefully managed to avoid delays. In the FEIS design, modifications were proposed at 
Harold Interlocking to minimize conflicts between LIRR and Amtrak in the interlocking. 
The work included in the FEIS design would have separated the tracks used by Amtrak and 
LIRR, allowing Amtrak to travel on tracks (called the westbound bypass and eastbound 
reroute) separated from the LIRR route with some portions of the route in tunnels or cuts. 
Additional crossovers and switches would also be added to provide greater operational 
flexibility. As detailed in Chapter 17 of the FEIS (see page 17-15), five stages of 
construction were envisioned for the modifications at Harold Interlocking to minimize 
disruption to existing train traffic in the interlocking. These stages would include 
construction of detour tracks, switches, and crossovers so that train operations through the 
interlocking could continue without being affected by construction work.  Compared to the 
FEIS and 2002 Interim designs, Revision 14-4M relocates LIRR Track D and requires a shift 
in mainline track 4 between 39th and 48th Streets.  (The westbound bypass and eastbound 
reroute tracks under Revision 14-4M would have virtually identical horizontal and vertical 
alignments as was assumed in the FEIS.)  

• Additional tracks between 43rd and 48th Streets, east of Sunnyside Yard. In this area, 
LIRR’s Main Line and Port Washington Branch tracks are on an embankment that is also 
used by Amtrak trains traveling between New York and Boston. The FEIS design included a 
new viaduct on the south side of the embankment carrying additional tracks (described on 
pages 2-21 and 17-15 of the FEIS). (As described in more detail below, the viaduct is no 
longer proposed; instead the embankment would be widened.) As part of the work in this 
area, the rail bridges crossing 43rd and 48th Street also had to be modified to carry 
additional tracks. 

• Modifications to the loop tracks that connect Harold Interlocking to LIRR’s Existing Rail 
Yard. Currently, three loop tracks curve from Harold Interlocking to connect to both LIRR’s 
yard and Amtrak’s Sunnyside Yard. From west to east, these tracks are referred to as Loop 
Track 2, Loop Track 1, and Loop Track A. To provide additional capacity, an additional 
loop track inside the three existing tracks was proposed in the FEIS design. After addition of 
the new loop track, Amtrak would have used the three inside tracks for access to Sunnyside 
Yard and LIRR would have used the outside track for access to its new midday storage yard. 
With the Revision 14-4M modifications described below, the fourth loop track would no 
longer be constructed inside the existing loop tracks. Instead, a new yard lead track for LIRR 
would be constructed in a tunnel outside of the three existing tracks. 

• New midday storage yard for LIRR trains at LIRR’s Existing Rail Yard. This yard will be 
used for midday storage of electric trains that serve GCT and for cleaning and light 
maintenance of trains. The FEIS design also included a new employee facility located 
adjacent to the yard on Northern Boulevard and a new maintenance facility for LIRR trains 
at nearby Arch Street Yard.  No changes are proposed to the midday storage yard. 

• A new LIRR passenger station at Sunnyside, beneath the Queens Boulevard Bridge inside 
the Sunnyside rail complex.  No changes are proposed for Sunnyside Station. 
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Environmental Analysis of Design Changes in Queens 
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DESIGN MODIFICATION SINCE THE FEIS 

After completion of the FEIS, design modifications were made to address certain practical 
disadvantages of the FEIS design in Queens that were identified during the course of East Side 
Access design development. These modifications primarily address the need to minimize 
transportation impacts to Amtrak operations that would result from increased LIRR service 
operating through Harold Interlocking as a result of East Side Access and to provide for future 
capacity for all railroad operations through Harold Interlocking. In addition, the modifications 
are proposed to meet new ventilation requirements for commuter rail systems incorporated in the 
2003 standards issued by the National Fire Protection Association.  

The 2002 Interim design proposed a modification to the project’s design for the yard lead (loop) 
track at the eastern end of the Sunnyside rail complex and for the embankment between 43rd and 
48th Streets. Under Revision 14-4M, further changes are proposed to the yard lead (loop) track. 
In addition, as a result of the project’s modifications at Harold Interlocking, one existing LIRR 
substation in the yard complex must be relocated. Finally, the need for additional facilities has 
also been identified, including tunnel ventilation buildings, new electrical substations to provide 
power to trains (“traction power”), and rail yard access driveways. 

The proposed design modifications are described in more detail below. Figure 3 illustrates the 
location of the project elements discussed. The majority of these changes would take place 
within the boundaries of the Sunnyside rail complex, on either MTA or Amtrak property, and 
would generally not be noticeable to the surrounding communities. It must be noted that all work 
to be performed on Amtrak’s property is subject to an anticipated agreement with Amtrak. 

MODIFICATIONS TO MIDDAY STORAGE YARD ACCESS 

In the FEIS design, a fourth loop track was proposed inside the three existing loop tracks at the 
east end of the Sunnyside rail complex. Once the new loop track was in place, Amtrak would 
have used the three inside loop tracks and LIRR would have used the outside track for access to 
its new midday storage yard. In this design, the new inner loop track would have a tight curve, 
requiring trains on the track to operate at slow speeds. To make this curve wider, the three 
existing loop tracks would be shifted slightly outward (to the east) before the new inner loop 
track could be constructed. This would require acquisition and demolition of one building on the 
west side of 43rd Street, just east of the existing loop tracks. Even with this shift, the curve of the 
new inner loop track would require trains to operate slowly, with the potential to cause 
operational conflicts and delay to Amtrak and LIRR operations.  

To address this problem, the 2002 Interim design proposed a new outer loop track, outside the 
three existing loop tracks, for use by LIRR to access the midday storage yard. This new outer 
loop track would be in an open cut that would extend eastward past the existing boundary of the 
Sunnyside Yard rail complex, to occupy approximately 400 linear feet of the sidewalk space 
beneath and close to the mainline rail bridge that crosses above 43rd Street. A new barrier would 
be constructed along the eastern edge of the loop track to buffer the Sunnyside rail complex from 
the surrounding neighborhood. The outer loop track in the 2002 Interim design required 
acquisition and demolition of a total of six buildings (instead of one in the FEIS design) on the 
west side of 43rd Street immediately north of the mainline rail bridge that crosses that street. 

In addition to providing an adequate curve for the loop track and reducing the potential for 
delays to occur, the 2002 Interim design’s outer yard lead (loop) track would be less complicated 
to construct than the FEIS design’s inner loop track. For the fourth loop track, the FEIS design 
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required construction of a new tunnel underneath the mainline embankment inside the Sunnyside 
rail complex. The outer lead track in the 2002 Interim design would eliminate the need for this 
tunnel, because it would pass beneath the mainline tracks underneath the existing 43rd Street rail 
bridge. In addition, the outer lead track in the 2002 Interim design would minimize construction-
period effects on Amtrak operations by eliminating the need to shift the three existing loop 
tracks outward.  

In Revision 14-4M, a new outside yard lead track is also proposed, but this track would be in a 
tunnel that would pass beneath the existing loop tracks, beneath the sidewalk and roadbed of 
43rd Street, and beneath the mainline rail bridge over 43rd Street. The tunnel would be 
constructed primarily via a soft soil boring machine, with cut-and-cover construction for the 
portal area where the lead track curves to approach the new midday storage yard. The buildings 
along the west side of 43rd Street north of the LIRR mainline tracks would be demolished to 
allow construction of the open cut (cut-and-cover) portion of the new tunnel loop track as well as 
the project’s new substation (see below). The Revision 14-4M design would not require 
acquisition of the 43rd Street sidewalk. In this design, the sidewalk would not have to be 
relocated eastward and the parking lane and full roadway width of 43rd Street would be 
preserved.  

In both the FEIS design and the 2002 Interim design, construction of the new yard lead (loop) 
track would require both temporary and permanent acquisition of private property from the 
General Motors repair facility that is located between the existing loop tracks and the mainline 
track embankment, as well as temporary acquisition of an additional parcel on 43rd Street 
immediately to the north (the “Refron”parcel). First, a substantial new retaining wall would be 
required adjacent to the loop track along the south side of the GM property. This would require 
acquisition of a strip of land along the south side of the GM property, adjacent to the loop track. 
Second, to construct the new retaining wall, a portion of the GM property close to 43rd Street 
would have to be used as a construction staging area, displacing approximately 28 parking 
spaces at the GM facility for approximately 2 years. Third, the FEIS design and 2002 Interim 
design required changes to the GM facility’s access driveway. The GM facility currently has an 
access drive from 43rd Street on a bridge over the existing loop tracks. Both the FEIS design 
(see page 17-15 of the FEIS) and the 2002 Interim design required relocation of this bridge and 
the GM access drive, further disrupting activities at the GM facility during construction. In both 
designs, the bridge would be moved to the privately owned Refron property farther north along 
43rd Street (Block 183, part of Lot 250). The new tunnel lead track proposed in the Revision 14-
4M design would eliminate these impacts to the GM and Refron properties. No new retaining 
wall for the lead track, construction staging area, or relocation of the access drive would be 
required. (Although a narrow strip of land along the northern boundary of the GM property and a 
subsurface easement at the Refron property property would be required, see below). 

The new tunnel lead track would provide access for LIRR trains from Grand Central to the 
midday storage yard. In addition, the Revision 14-4M design also proposes a connection from 
the existing loop tracks to the midday storage yard, north of the mainline rail embankment, to 
provide access for LIRR trains from Penn Station to the midday storage yard. These trains would 
share the existing Loop Track A with Amtrak as far as the mainline embankment, after which 
they would break away on the new yard lead connection.  This connection offers a new benefit 
that greatly improves operational flexibility for LIRR over the FEIS design and 2002 Interim 
design.  
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HAROLD INTERLOCKING IMPROVEMENTS 

Revision 14-4M proposes to relocate LIRR Track D within the Harold Interlocking to reduce the 
potential for operational conflicts for LIRR. As a result of this relocation, mainline track 4 would 
be shifted slightly southward between 39th Street and 48th Street. This would require acquisition 
of a small strip of privately owned property at the General Motors repair facility, which is 
located south of the mainline embankment between 39th Street and 43rd Street. A narrow strip 
of property along the northern edge of the General Motors property would be acquired to allow 
construction of a retaining wall in place of the existing slope. This portion of the General Motors 
property is currently used as parking (although it is not a striped lot) and up to an estimated eight 
parking spaces could be eliminated. 

Revision 14-4M also combines into a single tunnel the inbound and outbound yard lead tracks 
that were in two separate tubes at the approach to the existing 63rd Street Tunnel in the FEIS 
design. This design change would offset some of the increased capital costs associated with 
other elements of the Revision 14-4M design. As a result of this cost-saving measure, the 
location of the tunnel boring machine launch wall in Sunnyside rail complex would be shifted 
southward and require the demolition of Amtrak’s Buildings 3 and 4 at Sunnyside Yard. 

One of the critical issues for the East Side Access Project in Queens has been how to modify 
Harold Interlocking to avoid conflicts between LIRR and Amtrak operations. A number of 
alternatives were developed to improve Amtrak operations through Harold Interlocking with the 
East Side Access Project in place. While a number of different alternatives have been developed, 
Revision 14-4M proposes a new bypass for westbound trains and a reroute for eastbound trains  
similar to what was proposed in the EIS. These two grade-separated routes would allow Amtrak 
trains traveling between Penn Station and the Hell Gate Bridge to pass through Harold 
Interlocking without conflicts with LIRR trains bound to and from Penn Station.  

ADDITIONAL TRACKS BETWEEN 43RD AND 48TH STREETS 

The viaduct structure proposed in the FEIS design between 43rd and 48th Streets would be 
replaced by an embankment, created by widening the existing LIRR mainline embankment to 
the north and south.1 This would involve construction of retaining walls—one to the north and 
one to the south of the embankment—between 43rd and 48th Streets. Fill would then be added 
to widen the trackbed and allow for the installation of new tracks. This design change would 
result in simpler construction and cost savings over the viaduct design. As in the FEIS design 
(see page 17-15 of the FEIS), bridges would be constructed at 43rd and 48th Streets. These 
bridges would now connect to the western and eastern ends, respectively, of the widened 
embankment described above. They would be adjacent to the existing rail bridges that carry the 
LIRR mainline tracks over 43rd and 48th Streets. Construction of the widened embankment 
would require temporary use of a narrow parking lot on the north side of the embankment east of 
43rd Street, owned by the New York Presbyterian Church, and a temporary access easement on a 
vacant lot (Block 119 Lot 150, adjacent to 37-31 Barnett Avenue east of 48th Street). These 
temporary easements would also have been required under the FEIS design. 

                                              
1 The viaduct structure was discussed in Chapter 17, “Construction and Construction Impacts,” of the 

FEIS in the Description of Construction Activities for the Preferred Alternative at Harold Interlocking, 
page 17-15. 
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NEW SUNNYSIDE EMERGENCY VENTILATION BUILDINGS AND SUBSTATIONS 

As a result of new fire-protection and life safety standards for commuter rail systems, the East 
Side Access Project is now proposing to include additional emergency exit and ventilation 
structures above the new tunnels to be constructed in the Sunnyside rail complex. In 2003, the 
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) revised its standards for fixed guideway transit and 
passenger rail systems. These standards, known as NFPA 130, cover fire protection and life 
safety requirements for underground commuter rail systems. The revised standards dictate 
ventilation zones based on signal block lengths and train occupancy. As a result, new buildings 
to house tunnel emergency ventilation equipment and associated substations are proposed as part 
of Revision 14-4M. 

These buildings, situated above the new East Side Access tunnels that would run beneath Harold 
Interlocking, would be used to clear smoke from the tunnels in the event of an emergency. Three 
buildings would be constructed on railroad property in the Sunnyside rail complex. One 
building, the 39th Street facility would be located on the north side of Skillman Avenue at 39th 
Street. This new building would serve the new outer loop track, would be approximately 40 feet 
tall above the grade of Skillman Avenue and would have a footprint of approximately 1,900 
square feet. The two other buildings would be adjacent to the Honeywell Street bridge within the 
existing boundary of the rail complex. One of these buildings (the Tunnel D facility) would be 
approximately 60 feet higher than the bridge deck, and the other (the Three-Tunnel facility) 
would be approximately 25 feet higher than the bridge deck, with footprints of approximately 
6,500 and 2,500 square feet, respectively. The project’s emergency exits from the tunnels would 
now be incorporated into the new ventilation buildings. The proposed 39th Street facility and the 
Three-Tunnel facility would each also contain a substation to power the equipment located 
within the building. Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7 show the existing conditions and proposed facilities at 
the 39th Street and Honeywell Street bridges. 

In addition, the new eastbound reroute proposed at Harold Interlocking (described above) would 
require relocation of one existing LIRR traction-power substation, Substation G02. That 
substation is located directly in the route of the proposed reroute track. A new replacement 
substation would be constructed at the northwest corner of Skillman Avenue and Honeywell 
Street. That substation could be constructed at the level of Skillman Avenue or below, at track 
level, requiring a new retaining wall adjacent to Skillman Avenue. 

NEW 43RD STREET SUBSTATION 

Revision 14-4M also includes a new traction-power substation to provide power to LIRR’s 
mainline tracks and the new yard lead (loop) track to the new midday storage facility. The need 
for the new substation was identified in a traction power system study for the East Side Access 
Project that was completed after the FEIS. The FEIS design did not include a new substation and 
instead relied on utilizing the existing traction power substation in the Harold Interlocking area 
(after increasing its capacity) to provide the power for the additional trains with new M7 cars 
that would be operating on the mainline as a result of East Side Access. However, with detailed 
analysis it was found that a number of restraints prevented increasing the capacity of the existing 
Harold substation. The traction power study determined that a new traction power substation in 
the vicinity of 43rd Street was needed to provide sufficient power to the Harold Interlocking 
area. In addition, this new substation would provide needed redundancy between the existing 
Harold Interlocking substation and Woodside substation in the event of a substation outage. 
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Existing conditions at site of proposed 39th Street Emergency Exit/Ventilation facility, 
as seen from Skillman Avenue

Conceptual rendering of 39th Street Emergency Exit/Ventilation facility, as seen from Skillman Avenue
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Existing conditions at site of proposed 39th Street Emergency Exit/Ventilation facility, 
as seen from 39th Street Bridge

Conceptual rendering of 39th Street Emergency Exit/Ventilation facility
as seen from 39th Street Bridge
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Rendering of Honeywell Street Facilities, as seen from Skillman Avenue

Rendering of Three Tunnel Facility, 
as seen from interior of rail yard
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The new substation would be in one of two possible locations: either on the west side of 43rd 
Street, just east of the Sunnyside rail complex and immediately north of the mainline track 
bridge over 43rd Street, or farther west from 43rd Street, inside the Sunnyside rail complex’s 
loop track system. At the 43rd Street location, the substation building would sit above the new 
loop track. The one-story building would have a footprint of approximately 13,000 square feet 
and would house switchgear, transformers, rectifiers, and other electrical equipment. As shown 
in Figure 8, the structure would be a brick and block design, similar to existing buildings in the 
area. A new electric duct bank would also be installed in the sidewalk along the west side of 
43rd Street. 

YARD ACCESS DRIVES 

As part of Revision 14-4M, the existing access drive into the Sunnyside rail complex just west of 
39th Street, from the north side of Skillman Avenue would be improved by constructing a new 
bridge over Harold Interlocking for this drive. In addition, a new yard access point would be 
created immediately south of the new 43rd Street substation, near the rail viaduct that crosses 
43rd Street. The new drive on 43rd Street would allow yard personnel and contractors to access 
the yard without using the GM facility driveway. 

C. ASSESSMENT OF PROJECT EFFECTS 
The proposed project modifications in Queens would occur almost entirely within the Sunnyside 
rail complex, a vast railroad complex that is separated from and below the grade of the 
surrounding neighborhoods. The preferred alternative for the East Side Access Project analyzed 
in the FEIS included extensive project construction in the Sunnyside rail complex, and the 
proposed modifications would overall not be substantially different in terms of effects during 
construction or operation from those of the FEIS design. The FEIS included an assessment of the 
impacts of the different project elements in Queens for a full range of relevant environmental 
issues. For those project elements that are now proposed for modification as part of Revision 
14-4M, an evaluation of the environmental effects of the modifications is provided below. The 
discussion considers the same range of environmental issues as the FEIS, and in each area 
evaluates the effects of the project during both construction and operation. The discussion 
compares the conclusions made in the FEIS and in the 2002 Technical Memorandum to new 
conclusions about the Revision 14-4M modifications, to identify whether any new significant 
adverse impacts would occur that were not disclosed in the FEIS. Based on the analyses 
presented below, no new significant adverse impacts would result. 

LAND USE AND SOCIAL CONDITIONS 

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 

Sunnyside Rail Complex 
The Sunnyside area of Queens is occupied by a vast railroad complex generally extending from 
close to Hunters Point Avenue on the west to 43rd Street on the east, between Northern 
Boulevard and Skillman Avenue. As noted above, the rail complex includes Sunnyside Yard, 
LIRR’s Existing Rail Yard, and the Harold Interlocking. The complex includes tracks for train 
storage with associated overhead electric wire (catenaries) and numerous buildings and parking 
areas for railroad employees. The yard complex is generally substantially below the grade of the 
surrounding neighborhoods. Six bridges cross Sunnyside Yard, connecting the neighborhood on 
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the north to that on the south—at Hunters Point Avenue/49th Avenue, Thomson Avenue, 
Queens Boulevard, Honeywell Street, and 39th Street. Outside the rail complex (east of 43rd 
Street), the LIRR’s Main Line and Port Washington Branch tracks run east and west on an 
embankment between Barnett Avenue and 37th Avenue.  

Since issuance of the FEIS, several elements of the project have been completed. The 
construction of the open-cut for the tunnel north of Northern Boulevard has been completed. In 
preparation for the construction of the open cut from Northern Boulevard to the Existing Rail 
Yard, a warehouse complex known as the Superior Reed building has been demolished and a 
vehicular access ramp has been constructed from Dutch Kills Street into the yard. The Existing 
Rail Yard has been cleared of track and ballast. It will be used as a construction staging area and 
launch pad for the soft-ground tunnels to be built beneath Sunnyside Yard as part of the East 
Side Access Project.  

Study Area 
The land uses surrounding the Sunnyside rail complex are shown in Figure 9. The neighborhood 
close to the east end of the Sunnyside rail complex includes industrial, commercial, and 
residential uses. As shown in Figure 9, the area immediately north of the LIRR mainline tracks, 
which run on an embankment alongside Barnett Avenue east of 43rd Street, is predominantly 
industrial, while the area to the south is residential. The eastern portion of the rail complex, 
where the Revision 14-4M modifications would occur, is located in an M1-1 zoning district (see 
Figure 10). This district is an industrial buffer district that permits light manufacturing/high 
performance uses at a floor area ratio (FAR) of 1.0. The western portion of the rail complex is 
located in an M3-1 zoning district, which is designed for heavy industries that generate noise, 
traffic, and pollutants, and allow an FAR of 2.0. 

North of the mainline tracks, low-rise industrial buildings front on the west side of 43rd Street. 
These properties abut the Sunnyside rail complex and are located in an M1-1 zoning district 
designed for light industrial uses (see Figure 10). As described in more detail below, these 
primarily two- to three-story buildings contain a variety of predominantly light industrial uses, 
including warehouse and office space, parking, and printing, as well as a communal artist space.  

North of these buildings, at the corner of 43rd Street and Northern Boulevard, a retail building 
fronting on Northern Boulevard houses a large Pathmark supermarket and a smaller Dunkin 
Donuts/Baskin Robbins, savings bank, and insurance office. A large public storage facility is 
located immediately west of the Pathmark store, fronting on Northern Boulevard. The area on 
the north side of Northern Boulevard is largely industrial, with low-rise auto repair shops, 
warehouses, and used car and motorcycle sales lots. These uses are located in an M1-5 zoning 
district, which like the M1-1 district is designed for light industrial uses, but permits an FAR of 
5.0. 

On the east side of 43rd Street, the New York Presbyterian Church occupies a complex of 
formerly industrial buildings immediately north of 37th Avenue, just north of the rail 
embankment. This complex includes a small chapel building at the northeast corner of 37th 
Avenue and 43rd Street and a large church building just to its east. A large accessory parking lot 
for the church is located immediately north of the church and a smaller lot is on the south side of 
37th Avenue, adjacent to the rail embankment. More industrial/auto-related uses are located just 
north of the church, including a car and truck rental lot. Win Depot, a large restaurant equipment 
center, is located near Northern Boulevard, across 43rd Street from the Pathmark. All of the 
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above institutional and industrial uses are located in the same M1-1 zoning district as the rail 
complex.  

South of the mainline bridge, the area on the west side of 43rd Street is dominated by the 
Sunnyside rail complex. A tall chain link fence along 43rd Street separates the complex from the 
surrounding neighborhood. A small bridge from 43rd Street crosses the loop tracks to provide 
vehicle access to a large General Motors repair facility that is located inside the loop tracks, 
alongside the mainline tracks. This driveway is also used by workers and contractors to access 
portions of the Sunnyside rail complex. South of the bridge, a warehouse/light industrial 
building on the west side of 43rd Street abuts the loop tracks. Just south of the industrial 
building, a park is located at the corner of Skillman Avenue and 43rd Street. This 2-acre park, 
George P. Torsney Park, is mostly paved and contains play areas. The park is buffered from the 
loop tracks by the bulky warehouse buildings. 

On the east side of 43rd Street south of the mainline embankment, the neighborhood is 
predominantly residential. The north side of Barnett Avenue, adjacent to the railroad tracks, is 
lined by auto-related and industrial uses, including 20 privately owned residential garages. The 
south side of Barnett Avenue east of 43rd Street marks the beginning of the Sunnyside Gardens 
residential neighborhood. This residential area is part of the 16-block Sunnyside Gardens 
Historic District (S/NR), a planned residential community built between 1924 and 1935 by the 
founders of the Regional Planning Association of America (for more information, see “Historic 
Resources,” below). This neighborhood consists of low-rise (generally two-story) brick houses 
with attached one-story garages. Along the east side of 43rd Street, the houses are set back from 
the street by a row of these garages. The residential district is zoned R7-1, which is a medium-
density apartment house district with a maximum FAR of 3.44. Part of the Sunnyside residential 
area is located within a Special Planned Community Preservation District. Within this district, 
no new development, enlargement that requires building demolition, or substantial alteration of 
landscaping or topography is permitted, without a Special Permit. The District was created to 
preserve an example of town planning/large-scale development as well as the character and 
integrity of a unique community.  

As described in more detail in Chapter 3, “Land Use, Zoning, and Public Policy,” of the FEIS 
(see page 3-16), the area surrounding the rest of the Sunnyside rail complex is predominantly 
industrial, with numerous large loft-type buildings on large blocks (see Figure 9 and the aerial 
photograph in Figure 2). North of Sunnyside Yard, nearby uses include the office district of 
downtown Long Island City, which also includes some institutional uses, such as the 
contemporary art museum known as P.S. 1; to the south of the yard, some industrial uses have 
been replaced by institutional uses, such as La Guardia Community College. Near the 39th Street 
and Honeywell Street bridges, the area close to the rail complex is dominated by low-rise 
industrial buildings, including warehouses and automobile-related facilities. 

PROPERTY ACQUISITIONS 

Fee acquisition and permanent easement requirements for Revision 14-4M are identified in 
Figure 11.  Revision 14-4M would require permanent acquisition of privately owned properties 
on the west side of 43rd Street for the new yard lead track and substation. The required property 
acquisitions and uses that would be displaced are described below. More information on the 
acquisition and relocation procedures to be followed is provided in the discussion of “Economic 
Conditions” in the next section of this document.  
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In Chapter 5, “Economic Conditions,” in the section entitled “Potentially Affected Properties in 
Queens” (page 5-29), the FEIS identified the need to acquire one industrial building (occupying 
three lots) on the west side of 43rd Street, immediately north of the mainline tracks at 3856-3864 
43rd Street (Block 183, Lots 200, 195, and 192). The FEIS concluded that acquisition of the 
industrial property in the Sunnyside area on 43rd Street would not change overall land use 
patterns in the area. This property, formerly owned by Matura, has since been acquired by MTA. 

The 2002 Interim design required acquisition and demolition of five additional properties on the 
west side of 43rd Street for construction of the new yard lead track, as follows:  

• 3850-3852 43rd Street (Block 183, Lot 191), a two-story building occupied by office and 
warehouse space. (This property, formerly owned by Sarah Rose, has been acquired by 
MTA) 

• 3840 43rd Street (Block 183, Lot 189), a two-story building occupied by warehouse space 
for non-food bakery decorating products, parking of light trucks as well as general vehicles, 
and offices. 

• 3838 43rd Street (Block 183, Lot 185), a two-story office and warehouse that includes 
parking, storage and distribution of magazines and storage of cable TV installation 
materials, printing, office space, and a communal artist space with a large studio and 
residential rooms. 

• 3830 43rd Street (Block 183, Lot 375), a one-story building used as a warehouse for dry 
foods and refrigerated storage as well as office space. 

• 3832-3834 43rd Street; (Block 183, Lot 375), a two-story building has a warehouse for dry 
goods and general office space. 

The acquisition of these properties was identified and evaluated in the 2002 Technical 
Memorandum. These properties would also be acquired and demolished for the Revision 14-4M 
project changes. The buildings to be acquired are shown in Figure 12. 

Two de minimus fee acquisitions of narrow strips of land (less than a foot) that are adjacent to 
the LIRR right-of-way (Block 142 Lot 291 and part of Lot 50) would be required to construct 
the retaining walls to support the additional tracks between 43rd and 48th streets.    

Revision 14-4M would require a permanent easement of a narrow area along the northern border 
of the GM property (Block 183 Lot 332) for a retaining wall to replace the slope that is currently 
located there. This area is currently used for parking (although it is not a striped lot) – up to an 
estimated eight parking spaces could be eliminated.  Under the FEIS and 2002 Interim designs, a 
permanent easement was required along the southern border, the GM bridge was to be relocated, 
and a construction staging area would have displaced 28 parking spaces for a period of two 
years.  Under Revision 14-4M, temporary easement requirements are limited to construction 
access.   

South of the mainline embankment, a portion of an additional, vacant property on the west side 
of 43rd Street (Block 183, part of Lot 250), the “Refron” parcel, was required for the relocated 
GM bridge in the FEIS design and for construction of the yard lead track in the 2002 Interim 
design. Acquisition of this property is not required under the Revision 14-4M design, however, 
the tunnel loop track would pass beneath it and a subsurface easement would be required. A 
temporary easement for construction access may also be needed. 

Construction of the northern retaining wall east of 43rd Street for the mainline embankment  
would require a temporary easement in the church parking lot (Block 142 Lot 15).  Construction 
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activities would affect a limited number of parking spaces at the church for a period of 
approximately six months.  This temporary impact is less (in extent and duration) than what was 
assumed under both the FEIS and Interim designs.   A temporary access easement would also be 
acquired east of 48th Street on a vacant lot (Block 119 Lot 50) for a period of approximately 6 
months while the retaining wall to the south of the LIRR tracks and bridge work is completed.   

POTENTIAL IMPACTS DURING CONSTRUCTION 
Chapter 17 of the FEIS concluded that construction activities required for East Side Access in 
and around the Sunnyside rail complex would not disrupt surrounding land uses, as most uses 
are predominantly industrial and most construction activity would take place within the rail 
complex and would not be visible from street level. The changes proposed to construction 
activities at Harold Interlocking and at other locations inside the Sunnyside rail complex would 
not result in significant adverse impacts to land use or incompatibilities with surrounding uses. 
These activities would be similar in location and nature to the activities already included in the 
FEIS design, and are intended to minimize adverse effects on rail operations in the complex. 
Extensive construction work was planned to occur within the rail complex for the project as part 
of the design analyzed in the FEIS. The construction activity would be separated from 
neighboring land uses by other parts of the complex, as well as by surrounding streets, and it 
would occur within an already busy industrial setting.  

The construction activities proposed at the edges of the rail yard that would be visible to 
surrounding neighborhoods also would not result in significant adverse land use impacts. These 
include the new ventilation buildings adjacent to the Honeywell Street bridge and the 39th Street 
bridge and the new substation on or near 43rd Street. The new ventilation structures next to the 
Honeywell Street bridge would be within the Sunnyside rail complex, and construction activities 
for those structures would not adversely affect the surrounding neighborhood. A small area on 
the Honeywell Street bridge could be closed during construction, and that closing would be 
subject to the project’s Maintenance and Protection of Traffic plan (see “Transportation” later in 
this document). The new ventilation structure beside the 39th Street bridge, at the corner of 39th 
Street and Skillman Avenue, and the relocated LIRR substation beside the Honeywell Street 
bridge at Skillman Avenue would result in temporary disruptions along Skillman Avenue during 
construction. This portion of Skillman Avenue would also be subject to the project’s 
Maintenance and Protection of Traffic Plan to ensure that traffic continues to flow effectively 
through areas affected by the proposed construction activities. Such Maintenance and Protection 
of Traffic Plans were discussed in Chapter 17 of the FEIS for construction of the project in 
Queens and Manhattan. 

Construction activities near 43rd Street associated with Revision 14-4M project elements would 
include demolition of the industrial buildings along the west side of 43rd Street north of the 
mainline rail viaduct, construction of the new one-story substation building, the open cuts for the 
yard lead track north and south of the LIRR mainline, and the new access drive adjacent to the 
substation building. This work would occur during the same timeframe as the construction work 
on the rail bridge crossing 43rd Street, which was included in the FEIS design. It would also be 
conducted at the same time as some additional construction activities on 43rd Street required in 
connection with Revision 14-4M elements: underpinning of the bridge piers, installation of an 
electric duct bank, and potential relocation of a city sewer line beneath the street. Construction 
activities in this location were anticipated in the FEIS; the “Improvements at Harold 
Interlocking” section of Chapter 17 (page 17-15) described demolition of one building on the 
west side of 43rd Street and construction activities at the rail bridge that crosses 43rd Street. The 
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new project elements would require similar construction activities to those already evaluated in 
the FEIS. A Maintenance and Protection of Traffic Plan would be employed on 43rd Street 
during the construction period to ensure that the flow of traffic is maintained. 

Construction activities on and near 43rd Street for project elements included in Revision 14-4M 
would not result in significant adverse impacts on the nearest sensitive uses, which include the 
large New York Presbyterian Church on the north side of the mainline embankment and the 
Sunnyside Gardens residential area on the south. Construction activities would not be closer to 
the uses than the activities already included in the FEIS design along 43rd Street. The 
construction activities would generally occur in an industrial area that is already noisy because 
of nearby rail activity, including frequent train passbys on the mainline rail embankment. Noisy 
construction work, such as pile driving, would not be conducted in close proximity to the church 
on Sundays, when church is in session.  

In addition, the Revision 14-4M design changes would reduce the construction impacts to the 
General Motors facility and Refron property on 43rd Street near Skillman Avenue that were 
described in Chapter 17 of the FEIS.  

Along the mainline embankment between 43rd and 48th Streets, construction of the project’s 
new viaduct under the FEIS design would be disruptive to surrounding uses, including the 
church and the residential neighborhood at Sunnyside Gardens, as described in Chapter 17 of the 
FEIS. Widening the embankment rather than constructing a viaduct would result in similar 
disruptions and would not change that conclusion. Under the Revision 14-4M design, MTA 
property near the 48th Street rail bridge would be used for construction staging and access.  

Chapter 3 of the FEIS concluded that most of the work in the Sunnyside rail complex area would 
be largely contained within the rail complex, and that no significant adverse impacts would 
occur to the surrounding neighborhoods in terms of land use, neighborhood character, or effects 
on community resources. Based on the analysis presented above, the project elements included 
in Revision 14-4M would not change that conclusion.  

POTENTIAL IMPACTS FROM COMPLETED PROJECT 

The modifications to Harold Interlocking and other changes proposed within the Sunnyside rail 
complex would not change the vast rail complex in use, and most uses would not be visible 
outside the rail complex. Most of the project elements would be located within the larger rail 
complex, and would not change the overall use of the yard complex or its relationship to the 
surrounding area. The new project elements included in Revision 14-4M that would be visible 
outside the rail complex include the new ventilation buildings at the Honeywell Street bridge and 
at the corner of 39th Street and Skillman Avenue, the new (relocated) substation at the corner of 
Honeywell Street and Skillman Avenue, the new substation on or near 43rd Street, and the 
widened embankment between 43rd and 48th Streets. While these uses would be visible to the 
surrounding area, they would be consistent with the existing industrial character and uses at the 
yard. (See “Visual and Aesthetic Considerations” below for more information on visual effects.)  

The rail tunnel ventilation buildings at the Honeywell Street bridge would be located within the 
Sunnyside rail complex, and therefore would not result in any changes in land use. The 
construction of the Three-Tunnel Emergency Exit/Ventilation/Substation Facility would require 
demolition of an unused low-rise substation in the Sunnyside Yard rail complex that is owned by 
Amtrak (see Figures 13 and 14). As shown in Figure 13, the new building would occupy more 
floor area within the yard than the building to be demolished. In addition, the building would be 
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located in closer proximity to the Honeywell Street bridge and would rise above the bridge span 
by approximately 25 feet. 

The new substation to be constructed at the corner of Honeywell Street and Skillman Avenue, 
immediately west of the Honeywell Street bridge, would bring a new structure to a currently 
vacant portion of the yard complex. As shown in Figures 6 and 7, the yard complex in this area 
is substantially below the grade of Skillman Avenue. The surrounding uses are predominantly 
industrial, and the addition of another industrial structure in this area would not result in a 
significant adverse land use impact. 

The new ventilation building at 39th Street, to be built on property owned by Amtrak, would 
replace an auto-related use: a taxi brokerage business, consisting of a parking area filled with 
taxis and other vehicles and a small building (see the photographs in Figure 4 and 5). The parcel 
would be converted from an auto-related use to a rail-related transportation use. There would be 
no significant adverse land use impact, as the new use would be compatible with surrounding 
land uses, which include auto-related (gas station) and commercial and light industrial uses. The 
nearest residential uses—at 39th Place, one block east of 39th Street—are already located in a 
predominantly industrial and commercial area, and the proposed change would not alter that 
setting. 

On the west side of 43rd Street north of the mainline embankment, the project would displace 
six one- and two-story industrial properties (on seven lots; one lot has two different owners). The 
FEIS design would have required demolition of the southernmost of these buildings (occupying 
three lots); the 2002 Interim design also required demolition of all six properties. These light 
industrial uses would be replaced by a single substation that would serve the Sunnyside rail 
complex below it and to the west. In Chapter 5, the FEIS concluded that the acquisition of the 
southernmost of these industrial properties along 43rd Street would not change overall land use 
patterns in the area. The same conclusion applies for the acquisition of the other buildings on the 
west side of 43rd Street that are to be acquired in the current proposal. 

The new substation on or near 43rd Street would replace existing industrial uses with a different 
transportation-related industrial use. The new substation would be similar in use, scale, size, and 
bulk to the existing buildings along 43rd Street. The change in use from industrial to 
transportation-related industrial would not be significant, and would not result in significant 
changes to the character of the neighborhood. The area is a mix of transportation-related, 
industrial, commercial, and residential uses, and would continue to be so after the East Side 
Access Project is complete. Overall, the industrial character of this portion of the street would 
remain and the change in specific use would not alter the overall land use patterns or 
neighborhood character of the immediate area. Furthermore, the properties proposed for 
acquisition with Revision 14-4M are of similar type and function and are in the vicinity of the 
property identified for acquisition in the FEIS. The proposed modifications would be an 
improvement over the design analyzed in the 2002 Technical Memorandum, as no loss of 
parking or sidewalk space would be required. Impacts from property acquisitions and mitigation 
measures to minimize these impacts would be similar to the impacts and mitigation described in 
Chapter 5 of the FEIS and would not represent new significant adverse impacts. (Economic 
effects and mitigation measures are described in more detail in “Economic Conditions,” below.)  
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The widening of the embankment north and south of the existing embankment between 43rd and 
48th Streets would also have no significant adverse impact on nearby land uses. The FEIS 
analyzed the effects of constructing a new viaduct1; replacing the viaduct with a widened 
embankment would not change the conclusions of the FEIS.  

As an authority of New York State, MTA is exempt from local requirements, including zoning 
regulations. Nonetheless, the proposed modifications would be consistent with M1-1 zoning 
requirements, which are designed to promote light manufacturing/high performance uses, often 
bordering residential uses. The proposed structures would meet the zoning requirements in terms 
of use, bulk, and yard requirements.  

Overall, no significant adverse land use or neighborhood character impacts would occur from the 
Revision 14-4M modifications. The project modifications are similar in nature and location to 
what was analyzed in the FEIS, and would not result in adverse changes to land use, 
incompatibilities with existing land uses, or adverse effects to the character of the surrounding 
area. 

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS 

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 

The property acquisition requirements of Revision 14-4M are described above in the “Land Use” 
section.  

ACQUISITION, RELOCATION, AND COMPENSATION 

Acquisition of the properties would occur prior to commencement of construction activities. As 
a federally funded project, East Side Access will follow federal acquisition and relocation 
regulations. The rights of owners and tenants of real property acquired to implement the 
proposed project, including permanent easements, are protected under the Uniform Relocation 
Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, as amended (the Uniform Act). 
The Uniform Act provides for equitable treatment of persons displaced from their homes, 
businesses or farms by federal and federally assisted programs. It also establishes uniform and 
equitable land acquisition procedures. Entitlements for property owners under the law include 
the following: 

• Just compensation for property, which may not be less than the acquiring agency’s approved 
appraisal of the fair market value;  

• Determination of just compensation by a court of law;  
• The opportunity to accompany the appraiser who appraises their property;  
• Written statement of, and summary of the basis for the amount established by the acquiring 

agency as just compensation; 
• Payment of the agreed upon purchase price (or a deposit in the court) before being required 

to surrender possession of the property;  
• Reimbursement for certain expenses incidental to transfer of title to the acquiring agency;  

                                              
1 See Chapter 6, page 6-25 for visual impacts; Chapter 7, page 7-25 for historic impacts; Chapter 8, page 

8-20 for archaeological impacts; and Chapter 17 for construction impacts. 
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• Reimbursement for certain litigation expenses;  
• At least 90 days’ written notice to vacate occupied property; 
• Relocation services and payments, where applicable; these may involve housing supple-

ments, moving cost, etc. for residential acquisitions, or reestablishment, moving costs, etc. 
for business, nonprofit, or farm acquisitions; and 

• Written statement or brochure advising property owners of their rights and entitlements, and 
assurance that they receive all of the services and payments to which they are entitled under 
federal and state law and regulations. 

In addition to the rights of owners, the Uniform Act provides entitlements to qualified businesses 
displaced as part of a federal and federally assisted program, including reimbursement for 
relocation expenses, including:  

• Payment for actual reasonable moving and related expenses for nonresidential moves, in-
cluding transportation of personal property up to 50 miles, disconnecting, dismantling, re-
moving, packing, crating, reassembling, and reinstalling relocated machinery, equipment, 
and other personal property, including connection to utilities available nearby; storage of the 
personal property for a period not to exceed 12 months; insurance for the replacement value 
of the personal property in connection with the move and necessary storage; any license, 
permit, or certification required of the displaced business at the replacement location; re-
placement value of property lost, stolen, or damaged in the process of moving; and profes-
sional services necessary for planning, moving and installing the relocated personal property 
at the replacement location. 

• Actual direct loss of tangible personal property incurred as a result of moving or discon-
tinuing the business based on the fair market value of the item for continued use at the dis-
placement site, less the proceeds from its sale.  

• Purchase of substitute personal property, if an item of personal property which is used as 
part of a business or farm operation is not moved but is promptly replaced with a substitute 
item that performs a comparable function at the replacement site. 

• Payment for expenses required to search for a replacement location, not to exceed $1,000. 
Other moving-related expenses that are not listed as ineligible, as determined to be reasona-
ble and necessary. 

All site occupants would be personally interviewed to determine their specific relocation needs, 
and would be furnished a copy of the state’s informational booklet and fully informed of all 
benefits to which they may be entitled. Owners’ properties that would be acquired would be 
compensated at fair market value and relocation benefits would be provided for displaced 
businesses. Businesses and tenants that would be displaced would likely be able to relocate 
within Queens with minimal disruption to business activity and minimal loss of employment. 
Overall, there would be no new significant adverse socioeconomic impacts related to 
displacement from the additional acquisitions required by the project changes. 

POTENTIAL IMPACTS DURING CONSTRUCTION 

The Revision 14-4M design would reduce the project’s construction-period impacts to the 
General Motors facility near 43rd Street and Skillman Avenue. The construction easement to use 
a portion of the General Motors property as an access and staging area for work along the 
interlocking between 43rd and 48th Streets that was described in Chapter 17 of the FEIS would 
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no longer be required. This would eliminate the need to temporarily displace up to 28 parking 
spaces at the General Motors property. In addition, the Revision 14-4M design would also 
eliminate the need to relocate the GM facility’s access drive farther north along 43rd Street. 
Instead, the project would require a permanent easement of a narrow area along the northern 
border of the GM property for a retaining wall to replace the slope that is currently located there. 
The area is currently used to park cars (although it is not a striped parking lot) –up to an 
estimated eight parking spaces could be affected. 

Construction activities associated with Revision 14-4M would not result in adverse effects to 
nearby businesses. The businesses that would be acquired would be provided relocation 
assistance, as described above. Impacts from acquisition would be similar to the effects 
described in Chapter 5 of the FEIS for the single building to be acquired on 43rd Street for the 
FEIS design, differing only in the number of affected properties, and would not represent new 
significant adverse impacts. A greater number of employees would be affected than for the FEIS 
design, although specific information on the number of employees in the buildings to be 
acquired is not available. The FEIS concluded that there is a sufficient inventory of industrial 
space for the relocation of displaced businesses. It is anticipated that the businesses directly 
displaced as a result of project modifications would likely be able to relocate within Queens. 
While individual businesses would have to relocate, no particular industry would be significantly 
adversely affected by the required displacement. Mitigation measures to minimize impacts from 
displacement would be similar to the mitigation described in the Economic Conditions chapter 
of the FEIS for acquisition related to construction of the inner loop track.  

POTENTIAL IMPACTS FROM COMPLETED PROJECT 

The operation of the completed project would not adversely affect surrounding businesses. 
Nearby uses currently operate in proximity to industrial uses, and the project modifications 
would replace industrial or commercial uses with a transportation-related industrial use.  

VISUAL AND AESTHETIC CONSIDERATIONS 

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 

As detailed in Chapter 6, “Visual and Aesthetic Considerations,” of the FEIS, the Sunnyside rail 
complex appears as one vast area of railroad tracks interspersed with electrical facilities, poles, 
and wires, and one- to three-story early 20th century masonry buildings and modern metal 
structures and trailers that are utilitarian in appearance. This whole area is depressed below the 
surrounding land. Vegetation is sparse, mostly consisting of short trees and lightly overgrown 
grassy areas in isolated locations, with the exception of the southern edge, which is bordered by 
taller and much denser vegetation. Rail cars are stored on the tracks, particularly in the center of 
Sunnyside Yard, where Amtrak trainsets and catenary wires dominate views. At the northern 
portion of the complex, LIRR’s Existing Rail Yard is currently vacant, since work has begun 
here in association with the East Side Access Project. 

The visual character of the area surrounding the rail complex is that of an industrial district 
consisting of a variety of early and mid-20th century manufacturing, warehouse, and commercial 
buildings. On the southern side of the rail complex, wide open views from Skillman Avenue 
over the below-grade rail complex extend as far as the Manhattan skyline to the north and west. 
From south of Skillman Avenue, the land slopes slightly upward toward the rail complex, 
limiting views of the Skillman Avenue area near 39th and Honeywell Streets to the portions of 
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the streets in proximity to Skillman Avenue. In addition, the rail complex’s location below the 
surrounding neighborhoods—in combination with the densely built-up character of the 
surrounding area—almost completely isolates the rail complex from view from the surrounding 
neighborhoods. The north side of Skillman Avenue near 39th and Honeywell Streets is lined 
with parallel parking spaces adjacent to a chain-link fence overlooking the depressed yard 
complex (see Figures 4 and 6). Near 39th Street, small commercial buildings occupy parcels on 
the north side of Skillman Avenue on either side of the 39th Street bridge. A taxi brokerage 
consisting of a small one-story building surrounded by a parking area is at the northwest corner 
of 39th Street and Skillman Avenue and a one-story brick commercial building is at the 
northeast corner of 39th Street and Skillman Avenue. Across Skillman Avenue, a gas station 
occupies the southeast corner of 39th Street and Skillman Avenue and a two-story commercial 
building is at the southwest corner. Near Honeywell Street, no structures occupy the north side 
of Skillman Avenue, where the rail complex is depressed below the street. The area south of the 
rail complex is similarly industrial in appearance, with one- to three-story office and commercial 
buildings on the south side of Skillman Avenue.  

The Amtrak and LIRR Main Line and Port Washington Branch tracks cross 43rd and 48th 
Streets on two separate steel and concrete bridges. Between these streets, and bounded by 37th 
Avenue to the north and Barnett Avenue to the south, the tracks run on a narrow, raised 
embankment that is at the same elevation as the bridges. Tall metal poles and high-tension 
towers support electric wires that extend along the length of the tracks. The slopes of the 
embankment are covered in light vegetation and small trees. 

The area north of the mainline embankment on 43rd Street is defined by plain brick commercial 
buildings, parking lots, and small vacant areas. Due to the sharp bend in this road close to 
Northern Boulevard, the presence of the railroad viaduct between 37th Avenue and Barnett 
Avenue, and the buildings that line the streets north and south of the railroad embankment, 
visibility of the area surrounding the LIRR bridges and railroad embankment is primarily limited 
to the immediately surrounding areas. 

The areas within visual range of the LIRR bridges and embankment differ significantly to the 
north and south. On the north side of the railroad tracks, 37th Avenue is a predominantly 
industrial two-way street with little pedestrian traffic. The south side of this street, contiguous 
with the railroad embankment, consists primarily of a paved parking area that is fenced and 
provides parking for a church across 37th Avenue. There are also several plain one-story brick 
and concrete commercial buildings near 48th Street. On the north side of the street, there are a 
few plain, one- and two-story structures, as well as fenced, vacant lots. The industrial buildings 
at the northeast corner of 37th Avenue and 43rd Street have been converted for use as a church. 
These include a small boxy chapel at the corner of 43rd Street and a large and striking concrete 
and metal building, new and modern in appearance, with large Korean characters and lettering 
reading “New York Presbyterian Church” on its west facade. Overall, the church buildings are 
industrial in appearance, and do not have windows facing 43rd Street. Because there are no 
buildings along the south side of 37th Avenue, the railroad embankment is clearly visible along 
that street—including from the two church buildings on the north side of the street. 

On the south side of the railroad embankment, a group of attached one-story private residential 
garages and several one-story, brick, boxy, commercial buildings are located on the north side of 
Barnett Avenue between the street and the railroad embankment. The 20 small garages, which 
are located on a slight incline commencing at the corner with 43rd Street, are utilitarian 
structures with flat roofs. Along the Barnett Avenue side, they consist simply of wooden garage 
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doors set in plain brick framing. Eastward, the remaining portion of this street to 48th Street is 
occupied by a variety of flat-roofed brick and concrete structures interspersed with small, chain-
link, fenced parking areas. At the northeast corner of Barnett Avenue and 48th Street is a one- 
and two-story janitorial supply building. Built of concrete and brick, it is a freestanding structure 
surrounded by a corrugated metal fence. A driveway between the railroad embankment and the 
building provides access into the complex. 

The area south of Barnett Avenue is composed of the tree-lined Sunnyside Gardens residential 
neighborhood, which has a suburban character and is a visual resource (and historic district). 
Lining the south side of Barnett Avenue and the streets south of it are two- and three-story brick 
houses and taller brick apartment buildings that date from the 1920s and 1930s. Along the east 
side of 43rd Street, the residential buildings of this complex are set back behind one-story 
garages similar to those along Barnett Avenue (described above). Several gated pedestrian 
entrances to the residential complex are located at intervals between the garages. Views of the 
railroad embankment from the south side of Barnett Avenue and the streets that dead-end onto it 
are mostly obstructed by the one-story garages and commercial buildings on the north side of the 
street. However, where there are gaps between the buildings in the area of the small parking lots, 
described above, the train embankment and passing trains are visible. Views across 43rd Street 
from the residential complex are of a vacant overgrown site, chain link fence, and the active 
driveway of the GM facility (see Figure 15). From limited locations, views down to the loop 
tracks in the below-grade rail complex are also available. 

POTENTIAL IMPACTS DURING CONSTRUCTION 

As noted in Chapter 17 of the FEIS (see page 17-30), although extensive construction activities 
would occur in Queens, most of this work would not be visible to the public. All of the work 
within the Sunnyside rail complex would be largely invisible, since this area is separated from 
surrounding neighborhoods by grade changes, fences, and bulky industrial buildings. Most work 
outside the yards would be enclosed by fencing, limiting views of the construction materials and 
equipment. The FEIS concluded that construction activities that would be most visible in Queens 
would be related to the new Sunnyside Station and the rail work on the embankment between 
43rd and 48th Streets. The FEIS design included construction of new bridges across local streets 
and a new viaduct along the rail embankment between 43rd and 48th Streets, just east of 
Sunnyside Yard, which would be visible to the surrounding community. 

With Revision 14-4M, certain limited construction activities would be visible to the public. 
These include the construction activities associated with the proposed facilities near the 
Honeywell Street bridge and the 39th Street bridge and the new substation on 43rd Street north 
of the mainline tracks, as well as the work on the bridges at 43rd and 48th Streets, and the work 
along the embankment between the 43rd and 48th Street bridges. This construction activity 
would be temporary and would occur on sites currently occupied by industrial or heavy 
commercial uses. The effect of this visible construction would be similar to that described for the 
same area in the FEIS. It would not result in significant adverse visual and aesthetic conditions 
impacts.  

POTENTIAL IMPACTS FROM COMPLETED PROJECT 

Chapter 6, “Visual and Aesthetic Considerations,” of the FEIS concluded that the project’s 
changes within the Sunnyside rail complex would not alter the visual character of the yard 
complex (see page 6-23 of the FEIS). This conclusion is also true for the changes proposed as 
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part of Revision 14-4M. Construction of new facilities within the rail complex, including cuts, 
tunnels, buildings, ventilation facilities, emergency exits, access roads and other project 
elements, would only add to the existing mixture of old and new structures located within the 
yards, therefore not altering their visual character. Moreover, no sensitive viewer groups are 
located in proximity to the project elements in the Sunnyside rail complex. 

Chapter 6 of the FEIS also concluded that east of the Sunnyside rail complex, the proposed 
demolition of an industrial building immediately north of the mainline viaduct and construction 
of new bridges across 43rd and 48th Streets to carry the new tracks would not significantly alter 
the appearance of the immediately neighboring areas. The removal of one utilitarian brick 
structure—or a portion of that structure—out of several of similar appearance, and the 
construction of bridges, expected to be similar to the existing ones, would not noticeably change 
the visual character of the area in the vicinity of 43rd Street, 37th Avenue, Barnett Avenue, or 
48th Street. The removal of the additional buildings at 43rd Street and replacement with a 
substation building (and yard lead track below grade) proposed under Revision 14-4M would 
similarly not be expected to result in a significant alteration of the appearance of the neighboring 
areas. Like the existing buildings, the substation would maintain the context of the existing land 
uses. This area is visible to two viewer groups with only limited sensitivity—the members of the 
New York Presbyterian Church on 37th Avenue, across 43rd Street from the substation, and the 
residents of the Sunnyside Gardens Historic District. The church members visit the area only a 
limited number of times each week, and are already visiting an area that is industrial in context 
and appearance. Moreover, the church’s main entrance is on 37th Avenue, not 43rd Street, and 
the church buildings do not have windows facing toward 43rd Street. The residents of the 
westernmost portion of the Sunnyside Gardens Historic District have very limited views of the 
substation site beyond the elevated rail viaduct that crosses 43rd Street—from the historic 
district, the existing buildings are visible, but the new substation would be obscured by the 
viaduct. Some residents may also walk past the substation site on their way to and from 
shopping locations on Northern Boulevard. The change in the building would not substantially 
alter these limited views for this viewer group. No adverse visual impact would result. 

The new facility at 39th Street would replace the view of a plain, one-story taxi brokerage with a 
small new building approximately 40 feet tall above the adjacent at-grade parking area. The top 
of the structure would be visible from neighboring areas. As noted earlier, there are no sensitive 
viewer groups in the immediate proximity of the 39th Street site. Because the nearby 
commercial uses are not sensitive uses and because the visual character of the new structure 
would be similar to its industrial setting, there would be no significant adverse visual impact. 
Due to the upward slope north on 39th Street, the facility would not be visible except within 
close proximity to Skillman Avenue. Furthermore, the facility would not block views to any 
visual resources.  

Similarly, at Honeywell Street, the new substation to be constructed at the northwest corner of 
Honeywell Street and Skillman Avenue would bring a new industrial structure to an industrial 
area with no sensitive viewer groups in the immediate proximity. 

At the Honeywell Street bridge, two new buildings in the Sunnyside rail complex would be 
visible above the bridge deck. One building would extend 25 feet higher than the bridge deck, 
and the other would be approximately 60 feet higher. Both buildings would be small in plan and 
would be located in the context of the vast rail yard. The visible portions of these facilities would 
appear as a tower with a door and louvers on the upper level for emergency ventilation. 
Constructed of concrete and glass, the facilities would be industrial in character and would be 
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compatible with the industrial setting. No sensitive viewer groups are located in the immediate 
proximity of either of these sites. While the new buildings would be visible from neighboring 
uses, including a sheet-metal contractor and office building, they would not obstruct views to 
any visual resources and would not significantly alter the appearance of the existing rail facility, 
which contains similar looking facilities. No adverse visual impact would result. 

Farther east, Chapter 6 of the FEIS concluded that work along the LIRR train embankment, 
including embankment modifications and new viaduct bridges at 43rd and 48th Streets, would 
not negatively affect the properties to the north or south. The properties to the north, which are 
located on the north side of 37th Avenue, already have clear views of the embankment. The 
properties to the south, which are located on the north side of Barnett Avenue, form a buffer 
between the railroad embankment and the nearby Sunnyside Gardens residential neighborhood 
south of Barnett Avenue. The one-story garages and commercial buildings, except where there 
are small paved parking lots with no structures, form an effective visual barrier from the 
embankment and passing trains. The new, wider track area would not be any more visible to the 
surrounding neighborhood than the existing tracks today. Consequently, the proposed work 
would not alter the historic character of the Sunnyside Gardens neighborhood. This conclusion 
remains valid for the project modification of constructing a widened embankment rather than a 
viaduct between 43rd and 48th Streets. 

South of the mainline bridge, in the Sunnyside Gardens Historic District viewshed, the yard lead 
loop track included in Revision 14-4M would not be visible, as it would be built in a tunnel.  

In the 2002 Interim Design, existing views of the trains on the loop tracks in the rail complex 
from an estimated 10 or fewer residences (the western houses facing 43rd Street) would have 
been replaced by views of a solid wall intended to buffer views of a new outer loop track. Under 
the proposed modifications, the existing view of the chain link fence and train tops on the 
existing loop tracks would remain unchanged. Overall, the visual character and setting of 
Sunnyside Gardens, which has long existed in the context of nearby railroad uses, would not be 
altered. 

Overall, there would be no significant adverse visual impacts from the Revision 14-4M 
modifications. Most project elements included in Revision 14-4M would be located within the 
Sunnyside rail complex and would not be visible from surrounding areas. Those changes that 
would be visible would be similar in appearance and context to what was already described in 
the FEIS, and/or to the existing industrial character of the nearby area. 

HISTORIC RESOURCES 

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 

Potential impacts to historic resources can include both direct physical impacts—demolition, 
alteration, or damage from construction on nearby sites—and indirect or contextual impacts, 
such as the isolation of a property from its surrounding environment, or the introduction of 
visual, audible, or atmospheric elements that are out of character with a property and would alter 
its setting. The effects of the East Side Access Project on historic resources were assessed in the 
Chapter 7, “Historic Resources,” of the FEIS in accordance with the National Historic 
Preservation Act of 1966, following a multi-step process. Study areas, or Areas of Potential 
Effect (APEs), were identified in consultation with SHPO and historic resources were identified 
within each APE. Then the potential adverse effects of the project on those resources were 
assessed and measures to mitigate the potential effects of the project were developed. These 
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measures are detailed in full in a Programmatic Agreement between the FTA, MTA, the 
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, and SHPO, which is presented in an appendix to the 
FEIS. 

As part of the FEIS evaluation, two historic rail structures were identified within the Sunnyside 
rail complex—Switch Tower Q and the Office, both of which were determined eligible for 
listing on the State and National Registers of Historic Places. The two buildings were erected by 
the Pennsylvania Railroad in 1910 under contract by the John F. Ferguson Company, based in 
Paterson, New Jersey. Switch Tower Q, located at the south end of Sunnyside Yard just east of 
the Queens Boulevard viaduct, was built for combined use as a signal cabin and yardmaster’s 
office. The Office, just west of the Thomson Avenue viaduct, was originally built as Signal 
Cabin F, one of three original signal cabins built in Sunnyside Yard. Both buildings are simply 
designed with ornament typically confined to use of stone lintels and sills, with peaked roofs and 
bay windows. These buildings are significant not for their architecture, but for their association 
with the history of the construction of a major railroad project. They were an integral part of the 
functioning of Sunnyside Yard, which was a key component in the construction of Pennsylvania 
Station and the new tunnels that connected the station to areas in New Jersey and Long Island.  

As part of the consultation for historic resources under Section 106 conducted during preparation 
of the East Side Access Project’s EIS, SHPO indicated in a letter dated November 10, 1999, that 
Amtrak’s Buildings 3 and 4 are not eligible for the State and National Registers of Historic 
Places. That letter is included in the FEIS in Appendix B. 

The FEIS also identified one historic resource immediate to the Sunnyside rail complex, the 
Sunnyside Gardens Historic District. This district, which is listed on the State and National 
Registers of Historic Places, consists of a planned residential community built between 1924 and 
1935, covering an area of roughly 16 city blocks (the boundaries of the historic district are 
shown on Figure 9). Sunnyside Gardens was conceived and designed by the founders of the 
Regional Planning Association of America (RPAA), including architect Clarence Stein; 
landscape architect Henry Wright; philanthropist Alexander Bing; and historian Lewis 
Mumford. Consisting of primarily low-scale brick rowhouses surrounding landscaped interior 
courtyards, some apartment houses, parks, and playgrounds, Sunnyside Gardens was the first 
planned community in the United States that reflected the utopian ideal of the British garden city 
movement. Embraced by the RPAA founders, the movement favored the development of small 
self-sufficient communities with plenty of open space and replacement of the large, unhealthy, 
and congested urban environment.  

The Sunnyside Gardens Historic District is across 43rd Street to the west of the below-grade 
Sunnyside rail complex. The rail complex is substantially lower in elevation than the 
surrounding neighborhood, and is not visible from the historic district. Behind a chain link fence, 
the closest elements of the rail complex to the historic district are the loop tracks, which are used 
by slow-moving trains traveling between Harold Interlocking and storage tracks at Sunnyside 
Yard. The mainline tracks carrying Amtrak and LIRR trains east of the rail complex cross 43rd 
Street on a bridge and continue eastward on a raised embankment immediately north of Barnett 
Avenue. The tracks are separated from Barnett Avenue and the historic district by low-rise 
garages and industrial buildings. 

POTENTIAL IMPACTS DURING CONSTRUCTION 

Demolition of the warehouse properties on 43rd Street and construction of the one-story 
substation there would have similar impacts as were disclosed in the FEIS and in the 2002 
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Technical Memorandum. The existing buildings on the west side of 43rd Street are recent 
utilitarian buildings (constructed in the 1980s) and are not historic. The demolition of the 
existing industrial uses and construction of the one-story substation on 43rd Street would not 
have contextual impacts on the Sunnyside Gardens Historic District, as the residential buildings 
within the district are separated from the area of above-ground construction by one-story garages 
on Barnett Avenue and 43rd Street and the rail viaduct that crosses 43rd Street near Barnett 
Avenue.  

The demolition of the Amtrak Substation 1A building for construction of the Three-Tunnel 
Facility adjacent to the Honeywell Street bridge would not have any historic effects, as the 
existing building is not a historic resource. The three-story brick structure was built in 1927 as a 
substation for the Sunnyside rail complex and is sited between the railroad tracks for the Amtrak 
trains north of Skillman Avenue and west of the Honeywell Street bridge. The substation is a 
simple rectangular structure with a flat roof (see Figure 14). All four facades have windows: 
bricked-over rectangular windows are on the first floor, small square windows are on the second 
level of the north and south façade and are also bricked-over, and multi-light rectangular 
windows are on the top floor, most of which are missing their glass or have broken panes of 
glass. The east and west facades have small parapets on the roof line. There are no distinguishing 
architectural details or elements, nor does the building possess any particular historical 
significance, since it was built approximately 20 years after the completion and opening of 
Pennsylvania Station and the Sunnyside Yard rail complex. Since the substation is over 50 years 
old, which is the minimum age requirement for listing on the National Register of Historic 
Places, a Historic Resources Inventory Form (“Blue Form”) was prepared and submitted to 
SHPO for its review as part of the East Side Access Project’s review under Section 106. The 
SHPO determined that the building is not eligible for listing on the State and National Registers. 

The demolition of the taxi brokerage on the site of the proposed 39th Street substation would 
also have no adverse impacts on historic resources. The taxi brokerage is a small, one-story 
concrete structure that was built some time after 1951. It does not have any distinguishing 
architectural characteristics.  

A Programmatic Agreement was executed by the FTA, MTA, and the SHPO in 2001 prior to 
completion of the FEIS, setting forth procedures to be followed by the project with respect to 
historic and archaeological resources. The Programmatic Agreement required the project to 
develop and implement a Construction Protection Plan for any historic resources that could be 
affected by the project’s construction activities. The Revision 14-4M design would involve 
construction activities near the Sunnyside Gardens Historic District. These would include 
tunneling under 43rd Street near the northwest corner of the historic district to create the new 
yard lead track, construction of a new ventilation building across 43rd Street from the district, 
and work on the mainline embankment. For construction purposes, 200 feet has been defined as 
the area of potential construction influence for the proposed project. Therefore, the Sunnyside 
Gardens Historic District has been included in the Construction Protection Plan prepared for the 
project (April 2004), which has been reviewed and approved by SHPO. The Construction 
Protection Plan includes provisions for pre-construction surveys, vibration monitoring during 
construction, and stipulations for stopping work if damage to a historic building results from 
project construction.  

Since the yard lead track would be tunneled underground, its construction would not result in 
any significant contextual or visual adverse impacts on the Sunnyside Gardens Historic District. 
Noise from construction of the loop track system would likely be less than what was already 
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disclosed in Chapter 17 of the FEIS, since the yard lead track would be built within a tunnel 
beneath the surface. The work required to build the small ventilation building on the west side of 
43rd Street across from the district would also not result in any significant contextual or visual 
impacts.  

The proposed trackwork in Harold Interlocking and the new Sunnyside Station would be 
constructed within 200 feet of two historic buildings (Switch Tower Q and Signal Cabin F) 
within the Sunnyside rail complex. Potential construction impacts were disclosed in Chapter 17 
of the FEIS related to construction activity in Harold Interlocking, and the FEIS indicated that 
these resources would be included in a Construction Protection Plan prepared for the project. 
These resources have been included in the Construction Protection Plan described above.  

POTENTIAL IMPACTS FROM COMPLETED PROJECT 

The FEIS concluded that when the project is completed, there would be no adverse impacts to 
the two historic resources identified in Sunnyside Yard within the project’s Area of Potential 
Effect. Proposed visible changes within the existing active rail yard, including construction of 
new tracks and the Sunnyside Station, would not be expected to alter the structures’ context 
within the yard, nor significantly alter the visual character of the yard surrounding the structures. 
The modifications proposed to the project as part of Revision 14-4M would not alter that 
conclusion. 

The FEIS also concluded in Chapter 7 that the new viaduct alongside the railroad embankment 
beside Barnett Avenue between 43rd and 48th Streets would not result in significant adverse 
effects on the context of the Sunnyside Gardens Historic District. As noted in the FEIS, 
Sunnyside Gardens was built more than a decade after the completion of the LIRR tracks and the 
rail yards at Sunnyside and therefore Sunnyside Gardens and the LIRR tracks have historically 
coexisted. Prior to the construction of the garages and commercial buildings along Barnett 
Avenue during the late 1950s and 1960s—which are not part of, or related historically to, the 
district—there were no structures between the LIRR embankment and Barnett Avenue to act as a 
buffer. Today, however, those structures are present and form an effective buffer between the 
rail right-of-way and the historic district. Overall, the new work would not result in visual 
changes or adverse impacts to the historic district. This conclusion remains valid for the widened 
embankment proposed under the Revision 14-4M design changes.  

The Sunnyside Historic District is located adjacent to existing industrial uses. Under Revision 
14-4M, one type of industrial use on the west side of 43rd Street north of the mainline track 
bridge —warehouse buildings—would be replaced by another—an electrical substation. Since 
the historic district is currently adjacent to an industrial area, and has coexisted with the 
industrial area and the vast railroad complex for decades, the addition of this support facility 
beside the rail complex would not alter the context or setting of the historic district. Further, the 
new substation building would be similar in bulk and scale to the existing buildings. 

The new project elements included in Revision 14-4M in the Sunnyside rail complex would not 
adversely affect the historic resources in the rail complex. They would not require physical 
changes to either of the historic structures identified for the FEIS, and they would not change the 
context or setting of those rail-related structures in the yard complex.  
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES 

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 

In Chapter 8, “Archaeological Conditions,” the FEIS identified numerous areas that would be 
affected by the East Side Access Project within the Sunnyside rail complex and along the rail 
embankment between 43rd and 48th Streets that had the potential to contain buried 
archaeological resources (see page 8-11 of the FEIS and Table 2 and Figure 16 of this report). 
This conclusion was made on the basis of documentary research conducted (Stage 1A 
Archaeological Assessment, MTA/Long Island Rail Road East Side Access Project, prepared by 
Historical Perspectives, Inc. December 1999) for the project during preparation of the FEIS. A 
Programmatic Agreement was executed by the FTA, MTA, and SHPO in 2001 prior to 
completion of the FEIS, setting forth procedures to be followed by the project for all areas that 
MTA in consultation with SHPO identified as potentially archaeologically sensitive and in 
which construction activities will occur. Following those procedures, at sites where potential 
archaeological sensitivity was identified through Stage 1A evaluation and subsequent soil 
borings (where appropriate), MTA, in consultation with SHPO, will perform subsurface testing 
to identify the presence or absence of archaeological resources. The field evaluation and testing 
program was developed by MTA in consultation with SHPO and at a level sufficient to 
determine if sites meet the criteria for listing in the National Register. For any sites determined 
to be eligible for inclusion in the National Register where MTA determines, in consultation with 
FTA and SHPO, that avoidance is not practicable, MTA, in consultation with SHPO, shall 
develop and implement a data recovery plan.  

Following the procedures established in the Programmatic Agreement, archaeological resources 
presented in the FEIS were re-evaluated based on updated boring and subsurface information 
and these areas were then compared to the proposed areas of construction for Revision 14-4M. 
The westbound bypass and eastbound reroute at Harold Interlocking would involve trackwork in 
areas already included in the Area of Potential Effect (APE) for archaeological resources 
analyzed in the FEIS. However, Revision 14-4M requires subsurface construction in areas not 
previously evaluated in the FEIS. These areas were therefore assessed by a professional 
archaeologist for the potential to contain archaeological resources. The areas of project activity 
that were not included in the APE evaluated for the FEIS included the following: 

• Area to be affected by construction of a retaining wall along Skillman Avenue 
• Area of the yard lead track’s portal area as it approaches the new midday storage yard. 
• Site of a new ventilation structure at 39th Street and Skillman Avenue and a sewer on 

Amtrak property in the railyard complex, west of, and parallel to, the 39th Street bridge. 
• Site of a new substation and retaining wall at Honeywell Street and Skillman Avenue. 
• Area of proposed Woodside Interlocking work, including construction of a new Battery Hut 

and Central Instrument Location (CIL), a Signal Hut, and retaining walls, north and south of 
Woodside Avenue between 63rd Street and 65th Place. 

Therefore, these areas were assessed by a professional archaeologist for their potential to contain 
archaeological resources.The APEs for these new project elements are shown on Figure 16. The 
APE for Woodside Interlocking is shown on Figure 17. 
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Table 2
Areas of Archaeological Sensitivity and Potential Project Effects

Map 
Ref. Area of Sensitivity Potential Resource Type 

Approximate Elevation 
Resource May be 

Encountered1 
Proposed 

Construction 
AREAS OF SENSITIVITY IDENTIFIED IN THE FEIS 

Precontact Resources 

Below approximately 4-20 feet 
of fill. Resources potentially at 

elevations of 300-288 feet 
(based on soil boring profiles 
prepared for Contract CQ028) 

1 

Area between Northern Blvd. 
& Yard A (Block 239, Lots 35 

& 48) 
Historic period resources: mid 19th 

century Payntar Homestead 

In the lowest levels and 
beneath approximately 4 to 20 

feet of fill. The top of the 
sensitive area ranges from 

elevations of 310-305 feet at 
Northern Blvd to 299-297 feet 

near Yard A 

Cut and cover tunnel 
excavation. 

 
Construction of Yard 

Services Building/Vent 
Structure. 

2 Northern edge of Yard A Precontact resources 

Below approximately 4 to 8 
feet of fill . Resources 

potentially at elevations of 
307-293 feet 

Construction in Yard A for 
new storage yard facility 
and construction of new 
yard systems including 

lighting and power 

3 Northern edge of Yard A Precontact resources 

Below approx. 4-8 feet of fill 
between Thomson Ave & 

Queens Blvd. near 41st Ave. 
Resources potentially at 

elevations of 307-293 feet Yard A storage yard facility

4, 5 

Area in Yard A extending 
southwest from old LIRR 

trackbed to proposed tunnel 
alignment Precontact resources 

Below approximately 8-13 feet 
of fill. Resources in Area 4 
potentially at elevations of 
303-288 feet. Resources in 

Area 5 potentially at elevations 
of 306-289 feet in Yard A and 

306 to 296 in the area of 
Amtrak bldgs 3 & 4 

Cut and cover tunnel 
excavation. 

 
Construction in Yard A. 

Precontact resources 

Below approximately 2-17.5 
feet of fill. Resources 

potentially at elevations of 
317-307 feet on the rail 

embankments and 313-303 
feet in Yard A. 

6 
Area near Queens 

Boulevard 

Historic period resources: 
19th-early 20th century residential lot 

features (e.g., shafts from privies, 
cisterns, and wells) 

In the lowest levels and 
beneath approximately 2-17.5 

feet of fill. The top of the 
sensitive area ranges from an 
elevation of 317 feet on the 
rail embankments to one of 

313 feet in Yard A 

Harold Interlocking 
Reconfiguration. 

 
New Sunnyside Station. 

7 

Triangular area of tracks 
bounded by north edge of 
Yard A, Dutch Kills St. and 

Thomson Ave. Bridge 

Historic period resources: late 19th-
early 20th cent. Residential lot 

features (e.g., shafts from privies, 
cisterns, and wells) 

In the lowest levels and below 
approximately 3.5 feet of fill. 

The top of the sensitive area is 
approximated at an elevation 

of 308 feet 
Yard A excavation, 

including for new utilities 

8 

Area adjacent to and east 
of Dutch Kills St. and the 

Thomson Ave Bridge 

Historic period resources: late 
19th-early 20th cent. residential 

lot features (e.g., shafts from 
privies, cisterns, and wells) 

In the lowest levels and 
below approximately 3.5 
feet of fill. The top of the 

sensitive area is 
approximated at an 
elevation of 308 feet 

Yard A excavation 
including for new 

utilities. 
 

Harold Interlocking 
Reconfiguration. 

9 
Subsequent to the FEIS, a review of boring logs and re-analysis of sensitivity has resulted in the removal of this 
sensitive area, which was located along the LIRR Main Line between the 39th Street Bridge and 43rd Street. 
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Table 2 (cont’d)
Areas of Archaeological Sensitivity and Potential Project Effects

Map 
Ref. Area of Sensitivity Potential Resource Type 

Approximate Elevation 
Resource May be 

Encountered1 
Proposed 

Construction 
AREAS OF SENSITIVITY IDENTIFIED IN THE FEIS 

Precontact Resources Below approx. 11-17 feet of 
fill. Resources potentially at 

approximately at elevations of 
297-288 feet 

10 

Northern edge of Yard A 

Historic period resources: ca.1650 
grist mill between 41st Ave. and 40th 

Road 

In the lowest levels and 
beneath approx. 11-17 feet of 

fill. The top of the sensitive 
area is approximated at an 

elevation of 297 feet 

Cut and cover tunnel 
excavation. 

 
Yard A storage yard facility.

 
 
 

11 

L-shaped area adjacent to 
western end of loop track 

Historic period resources: 
British & Hessian Revolutionary War 

troop occupation 

In and below fill. Some areas 
may have up to 6.75’ of 

surface removed, others up to 
14’ of fill added. The top of the 
sensitive area is approximated 

at an elevation of 346 feet 
Harold Interlocking 

Reconfiguration 

12 

Portions of the area 
bounded by 43rd and 46th 
Sts, and 37th and Barnett 

Avenues 

Historic period resources: 
British & Hessian Revolutionary War 

troop occupation 

In the lowest levels and below 
approximately 10 –20 feet of 
fill. The top of the sensitive 
area is approximated at an 

elevation of 340 feet 

Harold Interlocking 
Reconfiguration, including 
filling and construction of 

retaining walls 
AREAS OF SENSITIVITY IDENTIFIED FOR REVISION 14-4M 

13 

Northern edge of Yard A 
between former Crane 
Street and former Nott 
Avenue (44th Drive) 

Precontact Resources Below approximately 5-10 feet 
of fill. Resources potentially at 

elevations of 293-303 feet 
near Crane Street and at 
elevations of 298-308 feet 
near former Nott Avenue. 

Excavation in Yard A, 
including for new utilities. 

142 

Area 0-50 feet west of the 
39th St Bridge and 0-278 

feet north of the LIRR Main 
Line 

Historic period resources: British & 
Hessian Revolutionary War troop 

occupation 

In the lowest levels and below 
approximately 0-15 feet of fill. 

The top of the sensitive area is 
approximated at an elevation 

of 345 feet. 

New sewer to be built 
parallel to the 39th Street 

Bridge. Present 
engineering indicates that 
sewer will be excavated 

outside the area of 
potential sensitivity. 

152 

Woodside Interlocking: rear 
lots of former Lots 57/58, 59, 

and 60 of Block 1342 

Historic period resources: 19th 
century residential shaft features 

(e.g., privies) 

Anticipated just beneath the 
surface 

Excavation for signal hut 
and retaining wall. Present 
engineering indicates that 

excavation will occur 
approximately 10 feet away 

from sensitive area. 
Notes:  

Except for the contract for the cut and cover tunnel excavation, which affects Areas 1, 4, 5, and 10, the estimated depth of 
potential archaeological sensitivity is based on geotechnical information contained in early design submittal packages (pre-50% 
design completion), and is expected to be refined as engineering proceeds and additional geotechnical information is compiled. 
Since much of the potentially affected area was formerly an alluvial area (a marsh), the area of potential precontact sensitivity 
has been approximated to extend for a depth of 10 feet (except Areas 1 and 10 where current geotechnical profiles based on 
boring logs taken in preparation for contract for the cut and cover tunnel were reviewed). The East Side Access Project is using 
a datum of 0=300.  
Areas 14 and 15 are conservatively included in the event that the location of the proposed sewer moves east within the area of 
potential sensitivity and to account for the proximity of excavation to the sensitive area at Woodside Interlocking. 
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The assessments are contained in addenda to the original archaeological study prepared for the 
project (see Appendix A).1 The conclusions of the archaeological assessments are described 
below. Areas identified as archaeologically sensitive, including types and potential depths of 
resources, are shown in Table 2. The areas of sensitivity are shown on Figures 16 and 17. 

The addenda for the yard lead track’s portal area, the retaining wall along Skillman Avenue,  and 
the site of the 39th Street ventilation structure and a new sewer were submitted to SHPO and 
LPC for their review and comments (Addendum 1). SHPO and LPC have indicated that they 
require further clarification in terms of the APEs evaluated and areas of sensitivity determined 
(see correspondence in Appendix B). Therefore, presented in this document on Figure 16 is a 
schematic rendering that shows all the APEs for archaeological resources for this project, 
including those APEs evaluated in the FEIS, additional APEs evaluated for Revision 14-4M, and 
those APEs that still require evaluation. More specific maps showing the APEs and areas of 
archaeological sensitivity will be prepared and submitted to SHPO and LPC for their review.  

In addition, the locations of all utilities that will involve excavation and locations of  additional 
elements of Revision 14-4M, including the two new retaining walls, will be evaluated by a 
professional archaeologist consistent with the procedures set forth in the project’s Programmatic 
Agreement. The new APEs for these elements, including areas along Skillman Avenue, areas 
north of the LIRR Main Line, in the area of the TBM launch pad, and on 43rd Street, are shown 
on Figure 16, and are designed to be conservative. As per the Programmatic Agreement, the 
archaeological evaluations for these APEs will be provided to SHPO and LPC for review. If any 
sensitive areas are identified in these areas, the same procedures will be followed as are 
described below for other sensitive areas already identified. Furthermore, the Construction 
Protection Plan prepared for the project for architectural and archaeological resources (described 
below) will be revised to include any new sensitive areas identified for Revision 14-4M. The 
revised CPP will be submitted to SHPO and LPC for review and approval. 

Yard Lead Track Portal West of 43rd Street North of the Mainline (Addendum 1) 
The assessment evaluated the archaeological sensitivity of the area where the yard lead track 
comes to grade north of the LIRR mainline. It concluded that the area has a low sensitivity for 
containing archaeological resources and, therefore, no further archaeological analysis of this area 
is warranted. 

Area Between Thomson Avenue and Hunters Point Avenue (Addendum 1) 
The assessment evaluated the potential for the rail complex between the Thomson Avenue and 
Hunters Point Avenue bridges, where some minor utility work is proposed, to contain 
archaeological resources. It concluded that the area is not sensitive for archaeological resources 
with the exception of a portion along the northern edge of LIRR’s Existing Rail Yard, in the 
location of the old LIRR trackbed. The area of the old LIRR trackbed between Crane Street and 
former Nott Avenue (now 44th Drive) was elevated land near marshes and may have been 
utilized by Native Americans. It is possible that the fill covering this area—ranging in depth 

                                              
1 Addendum 1—Loop Track Portal North of the LIRR Mainline West of 43rd Street and Yard Area 

Between the Thomson Avenue and Hunters Point Avenue Bridges and 39th Street Substation and 
Proposed Sewer Parallel to the 39th Street Bridge, Historical Perspectives, Inc., January 2005; 
Addendum 2—Proposed Substation G02, Sunnyside Yard, Historical Perspectives, Inc., July 2005; 
Addendum 3—Woodside Interlocking, Historical Perspectives, Inc., July 2005. 
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from between 5 and 10 feet—may have served to protect potential precontact (Native American) 
resources, which may be buried beneath the fill. As described below, archaeological monitoring 
during construction will be conducted in this area to determine whether such resources are 
present. The remainder of the area of the old LIRR trackbed between Crane Street and the 
Hunters Point Avenue bridge and former Nott Avenue and the Thomson Avenue bridge was part 
of a marsh and, therefore, it is unlikely it would have been utilized by Native Americans as a 
camp site or food processing area.  

39th Street Bridge Substation and Proposed Sewer Parallel to the 39th Street Bridge  
(Addendum 1) 
The locations of the proposed 39th Street Substation and a proposed sewer west of and parallel 
to the 39th Street bridge were evaluated for their potential to contain archaeological resources. 
The report concluded that the site of the proposed substation at the northwest corner of 39th 
Street and Skillman Avenue was once on the upper slopes of a hill that has subsequently been 
significantly regraded. The removal of the original soils during the construction of the Sunnyside 
rail complex would have destroyed any potential precontact archaeological resources that may 
have been present. No potential historical archaeological sites were documented in this area. 
Therefore, this area has a low sensitivity for archaeological resources and no further 
archaeological analysis of this area is warranted.  

The location of the proposed sewer (which is anticipated to extend north-south through the yard 
from just south of the LIRR mainline to the northern edge of the yard), including the area east of 
it to the 39th Street bridge, was evaluated for its potential to contain archaeological resources. 
The assessment concluded that this area has a low precontact sensitivity, and, therefore, no 
further analysis of such resources is required. However, areas between the site of the proposed 
sewer and the 39th Street bridge, north of the LIRR mainline, were determined to possess 
historic-period sensitivity relating to the occupation of the area by British and Hessian troops 
during the Revolutionary War (see sensitive area No. 14 on Figure 16). These sensitive areas are 
located between 0-50 feet west of the 39th Street bridge, and approximately 0-278 feet north of 
the LIRR mainline. These areas contain fill up of to 14.25 feet, which could have served to 
protect any archaeological resources, if present. Should excavation of the sewer—anticipated to 
be built as an open cut to a depth of approximately 5 feet—occur in these areas, it is possible that 
potential archaeological resources could be impacted, if excavation were to extend beneath the 
depth of the fill into the original soils. Therefore, archaeological monitoring during construction 
will be conducted in this area in order to avoid any adverse impacts to these potential 
archaeological resources. This monitoring will be conducted as part of the project’s larger 
Construction Protection Plan (discussed immediately below). 

Honeywell Street Substation (Addendum 2) 

The assessment evaluated the potential for the area of the proposed G02 Substation and 
associated retaining wall at Honeywell Street and Skillman Avenue to contain potential 
archaeological resources. The APE consisted of an area at the northwest corner of Skillman 
Avenue and the Honeywell Street Bridge. The assessment determined that prior to yard 
construction, the APE was along the slopes of a small hill whose summit was formerly at what is 
now the intersection of present Skillman Avenue and the Honeywell Street Bridge. A 
comparison of pre- and post-yard elevations indicates that the area was disturbed through the 
removal of soils, which would have destroyed any potential precontact resources. No historic-
period structures were indicated on historic maps in the APE, therefore the APE is also not 
sensitive for historic-period resources.  
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Woodside Interlocking (Addendum 3) 

The assessment evaluated the potential archaeological sensitivity of two areas that would require 
subsurface disturbance for proposed improvements at Woodside Interlocking. These consist of 
an area north of Woodside Avenue that is roughly bounded by Trimble Road, 63rd Street, 64th 
Street, and the LIRR right-of-way; and another area south of Woodside Avenue bounded by the 
LIRR right-of-way and 65th Street and 65th Place. The assessment determined that the APE once 
possessed few characteristics which would have been valued by Native Americans  for camp, 
village, or processing sites, namely that it was a dry, elevated location that was not in close 
proximity to a fresh water source. Therefore, due to the distance from a source of fresh water, 
the APE has a low potential  for precontact sensitivity and no further research or testing for 
precontact resources is warranted.  

A review of historical maps indicates that the APE contains the former locations of three 
dwellings built prior to 1891. Based on the earliest recorded dates for the availability of 
municipal water and sewer service in this location dates to no earlier than 1903, the rear portions 
of former lots 57/58, 59, and 60 of Block 1342, are sensitive for deep shaft features such as 
privies (see Figure 17). 

POTENTIAL IMPACTS DURING CONSTRUCTION 

As described above, archaeological resources presented in the FEIS were re-evaluated based on 
updated boring and subsurface information, and compared to the proposed areas of construction 
for Revision 14-4M. MTA, in consultation with the SHPO, has developed an archaeological 
testing protocol for the areas in Queens identified as potentially containing archaeological 
resources. That protocol is incorporated in the East Side Access Project’s Construction 
Protection Plan, which was approved by the SHPO in a letter dated April 5, 2004. 

Due to access, safety, and contamination issues in the rail complex, the Construction Protection 
Plan recommends archaeological monitoring during construction. Archaeological testing in 
advance of construction is proposed for one area outside the rail complex—the archaeologically 
sensitive area located between 43rd and 48th Streets along the LIRR mainline.  

POTENTIAL IMPACTS FROM COMPLETED PROJECT 

Any impacts to archaeological resources would be mitigated during construction in accordance 
with the provisions of the Construction Protection Plan developed for the project and approved 
by SHPO. No additional impacts are expected to occur during operations. 

TRANSPORTATION 

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 

As described in the FEIS, the Long Island City/Sunnyside area has substantial existing traffic 
volumes, consisting of vehicles destined for the immediate area, as well as through traffic en 
route to Manhattan via the Queensboro Bridge. Traffic volumes in the area are expected to 
increase in the future as a result of two major actions, which were included in the FEIS No Build 
traffic analysis—the full buildout of the Queens West/Hunters Point Waterfront Development 
Project and the rezoning of a 32-block area in Long Island City by the New York City 
Department of City Planning. The FEIS concluded that based on the small percentage of LIRR 
passengers projected to drive or take a taxi to/from the new Sunnyside Station, the East Side 
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Access Project’s vehicular trip generation in Queens would be below the level warranting 
detailed analysis for traffic or parking impacts in the area, according to guidance provided in 
New York City’s City Environmental Quality Review (CEQR) Technical Manual.  

POTENTIAL IMPACTS DURING CONSTRUCTION 

Commuter Rail 
In the Transportation section of Chapter 17, the FEIS described that some of the construction 
work at Harold Interlocking is likely to require the rerouting of some LIRR trains, either within 
the track complex at the interlocking itself or elsewhere. Specific service plans would be 
developed in conjunction with the formulation of construction staging plans. A chief objective of 
the construction staging plans would be to minimize disruption to LIRR and Amtrak operations 
and service during the East Side Access construction period at Harold Interlocking and 
elsewhere in the Sunnyside rail complex. Extensive coordination between the LIRR, Amtrak, 
project designers and contractors during final design and construction would establish schedules 
and work hours for each construction operation. One of the main benefits of the proposed 
modifications under Revision 14-4M would be the reduction in construction impacts to train 
operations. The proposed modifications to the yard lead track under Revision 14-4M would 
result in less disruption to train operations within Harold Interlocking and on the three existing 
loop tracks than in the FEIS design or the 2002 Interim design.  

Street Disruptions: Vehicular Traffic and Parking 
Under the FEIS design, the majority of construction activities in the Sunnyside rail complex area 
would be performed within the existing rail complex. The construction-related partial closures 
that would be required on certain streets and sidewalks in the vicinity of the rail complex would 
be of limited duration and would be coordinated with the New York City Department of 
Transportation. As a result, the FEIS concluded in Chapter 17 that no significant adverse traffic 
impacts would result from project-related construction activities. This conclusion remains valid 
for the Revision 14-4M design.  

In the discussion on street disruptions in Chapter 17 of the FEIS, possible short-term outages at 
the 43rd and 48th Street rail bridges during construction were described. With Revision 14-4M, 
construction of the new rail bridges over 43rd and 48th Streets would require similar 
construction activity as was anticipated in the FEIS design, and similar disruptions would result. 
The Revision 14-4M design would also result in limited disruption to 43rd Street because of the 
possible need to relocate a sewer and to install electric duct banks in the sidewalk. As described 
in the FEIS, a Maintenance and Protection of Traffic Plan would be developed in coordination 
with NYCDOT to minimize disruption to traffic and pedestrian flows on those streets during 
construction.  

In the FEIS design, a portion of a parking lot serving the GM facility west of 43rd Street would 
have been temporarily acquired for use as a staging area during construction, and the access 
drive to the GM facility would have had to be relocated. The staging area would have displaced 
approximately 28 parking spaces for the 2-year duration of construction but would not have had 
significant adverse impacts, as the GM facility has adequate remaining parking spaces. This 
construction staging area at the GM facility is no longer required for the Revision 14-4M design. 
As described earlier, a permanent easement would be required for a new retaining wall along the 
northern boundary of the GM property, and this easement would displace an estimated eight 
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parking spaces. This is a smaller number than was anticipated in the FEIS, and the GM facility 
would have adequate remaining parking spaces.  

Construction on the west side of 43rd Street for the new yard lead track portal and substation in 
the Revision 14-4M design would be similar to what was contemplated in the FEIS design, 
which included demolition of one industrial building and construction of a fourth loop track in 
Sunnyside Yard. Accordingly, the effects on traffic of the truck trips generated by the two 
Revision 14-4M construction staging areas would be similar to those analyzed in the FEIS and 
found to be insignificant.  

As described earlier, the project’s construction activities would require temporary use of a 
church parking lot on the south side of 37th Avenue east of 43rd Street for approximately six 
months. The contractor would be required to restore the lot for parking on Sundays and 
accommodate the demand for parking during other days of the week.  As a result, there would be 
no significant adverse impact for parking for the church during construction. 

Based on the analysis presented above, construction activities under the Revision 14-4M design 
are not expected to result in any significant adverse impacts to vehicular traffic or parking 
conditions. 

POTENTIAL IMPACTS FROM COMPLETED PROJECT 

Commuter Rail 
As noted earlier, the primary purpose of the modifications proposed in Revision 14-4M is to 
improve rail operations in the Sunnyside Yard complex, and particularly to provide operational 
flexibility for LIRR while minimizing impacts to Amtrak operations that would result from 
increased LIRR service operating through the Sunnyside rail complex and along Harold 
Interlocking. 

The Revision 14-4M design reduces the potential for delays to both LIRR and Amtrak 
operations by providing a yard lead (loop) track that has an adequate curve radius and increased 
capacity.  It also offers a new benefit that greatly improves operational flexibility for LIRR at 
Sunnyside over the FEIS design and the 2002 Interim design. The previous designs provided 
access to LIRR’s new midday storage yard for LIRR trains coming from GCT, but not those 
coming from Penn Station, limiting operational flexibility. In contrast, a new track connection to 
the midday storage yard from existing Loop Track A (which would be shared by LIRR and 
Amtrak) proposed in Revision 14-4M would permit LIRR yard access from Penn Station, a 
substantial advantage over the previous loop track designs. In summary, Revision 14-4M would 
improve operational flexibility for LIRR by permitting access to the midday storage yard from 
GCT and Penn Station, reduce delays and potential conflicts for both Amtrak and LIRR by 
increasing capacity on the loop track system, and eliminate construction-period impacts to 
Amtrak operations since the three existing loop tracks would remain where they are today.  

In addition, the project’s westbound bypass and eastbound reroute at Harold Interlocking would 
allow grade separation for certain Amtrak trains traveling between Penn Station and the Hell 
Gate Bridge, providing conflict-free access across Harold Interlocking. The overall effect would 
be to improve on-time performance and service reliability, and to reduce trip time for Amtrak 
service.  
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Street Disruptions: Vehicular Traffic and Parking 
The Revision 14-4M design changes would generally not differ in terms of effects to traffic or 
parking conditions from the FEIS design or the 2002 Interim design. The loss of 20 to 30 on-
street parking spaces along the west side of 43rd Street that would have occurred under the 2002 
Interim design would no longer occur. Therefore, the Revision 14-4M design would provide a 
benefit relative to the 2002 Interim design. The Revision 14-4M design would permanently 
displace an estimated eight parking spaces at the GM repair facility, but adequate parking 
capacity would remain there and no significant adverse impact would occur.  

In addition, the Revision 14-4M design would include a new access drive to the Sunnyside rail 
complex immediately north of the mainline rail viaduct over 43rd Street. This would result in a 
benefit to the GM facility, because workers at the Sunnyside rail complex would not longer use 
the GM access drive to access the rail complex. 

Once the project is complete, the Revision 14-4M design elements would not change traffic 
patterns compared to the FEIS design or to existing conditions at Sunnyside Yard. Based on the 
analysis presented above, no significant adverse traffic or transportation impacts would result. 

AIR QUALITY 

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 

As described in Chapter 10, “Air Quality,” of the FEIS, the East Side Access Project would 
result in an overall decrease in regional pollutant emissions due to a reduction of vehicular miles 
traveled in the Long Island Transportation Corridor. With regard to potential localized mobile 
source air quality impacts in the Sunnyside/Long Island City area, the FEIS concluded that 
vehicular trip generation attributable to the East Side Access Project at all intersections in this 
area would be below the level warranting detailed mobile source air quality analysis, according 
to guidance provided in the CEQR Technical Manual.  

POTENTIAL IMPACTS DURING CONSTRUCTION 

No significant adverse air quality impacts or new violations of National Ambient Air Quality 
Standards (NAAQS) related to construction activities at the Sunnyside rail complex were 
identified in Chapter 17 of the FEIS. For the FEIS, a quantified mobile source air quality 
analysis was conducted for the intersection of Northern Boulevard and 39th Street. This analysis 
concluded that the maximum predicted 8-hour CO concentration at this intersection, including 
the effect of construction-related vehicles, would be well below the 8-hour NAAQS of 9 parts 
per million. The project modifications under Revision 14-4M would not significantly increase 
the number of vehicles per hour at the construction site, or alter the routes they would use to 
travel to and from the site, and would therefore not be expected to alter this conclusion.  

POTENTIAL IMPACTS FROM COMPLETED PROJECT 

The Revision 14-4M design would include three new ventilation buildings that would provide 
emergency tunnel ventilation for the new East Side Access tunnels beneath Harold Interlocking 
and for the new tunnel yard lead (loop) track. These buildings would be located adjacent to the 
Honeywell Street bridge and at 39th Street on the north side of Skillman Avenue. Under 
emergency conditions, these buildings would be used to exhaust smoke from the segment of the 
train tunnel being ventilated.  
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Emergencies requiring such ventilation are by definition extremely rare and of very short 
duration. In the event that a tunnel fire or smoke condition did occur, the most important 
consideration would be to remove smoke from the tunnels below, to minimize danger to people 
in those below-grade spaces. Any smoke that would emerge from the louvers on the ventilation 
buildings would be diluted by the outside air. Since the proposed buildings would be located 
within the Sunnyside rail complex, away from other buildings in the surrounding neighborhood, 
the separation between the emergency tunnel exhaust louvers on the new buildings and the fresh 
air intakes on the nearest existing buildings in the surrounding neighborhood would be much 
greater than the minimum separation required by the New York City Building Code or the New 
York State Mechanical Code. No significant adverse stationary source air quality impacts would 
result from the proposed tunnel ventilation equipment.  

As noted above, once the project is complete, the Revision 14-4M design elements would not 
change traffic patterns compared to the FEIS design or to existing conditions at Sunnyside Yard. 
Therefore, no significant adverse mobile source air quality impacts would result. 

NOISE AND VIBRATION 

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 

For the FEIS, existing noise levels were measured in the vicinity of the proposed design 
changes, at Barnett Avenue between 46th and 48th Streets, a historic residential area with two-
story private houses and some seven-story apartment buildings. The measured day-night noise 
level, Ldn, at this location was 68.0 dBA. This relatively high ambient noise level reflects the 
high level of train activity in the Sunnyside rail complex, as well as the moderate volume of 
vehicular traffic on Barnett Avenue.  

POTENTIAL IMPACTS DURING CONSTRUCTION 

Noise 
In Chapter 17, the FEIS described that construction activities in Queens would be noisy, 
particularly when pile driving would occur, but the construction noise is generally not expected 
to be intrusive to the surrounding neighborhood. The yard complex is surrounded by industrial 
uses and existing noise levels outside the yards are high, especially along Northern Boulevard 
with its elevated subway. 

The FEIS indicated that the construction work on Harold Interlocking between 43rd and 48th 
Streets would result in the greatest noise effects on nearby sensitive receptors. Residential uses 
exist just across Barnett Avenue, approximately 70 feet from the proposed construction area. 
The most intrusive activity in the FEIS design would be the pile-driving required to support the 
new viaduct between 43rd and 48th Streets. In this design, viaduct piles would be constructed 
via auger/cast-in-place methods to minimize construction noise, and this would occur during off-
peak, daylight hours for approximately three months. While intrusive, most of the noise-
intensive activity such as pile-driving would occur during the day and would be temporary in 
nature. Furthermore, a noise barrier could be installed along the construction alignment to 
minimize the noise effect on the adjacent neighborhood. At locations where it is feasible, 
plywood barriers would be erected around construction areas to reduce noise levels by 
interrupting the line of sight from the noise source to the receptor.  
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With the Revision 14-4M design, a widened embankment with retaining walls rather than a 
viaduct would be constructed between 43rd and 48th Streets. Modifications to the rail bridges at 
those streets would also still be required. These activities would require pile driving and other 
noisy construction, similar to what was envisioned in the FEIS design. Overall, the conclusions 
about noise from construction along the embankment remain unchanged from the FEIS. 

The Revision 14-4M design would require demolition of buildings on the west side of 43rd 
Street north of the mainline tracks and construction of the new yard lead (loop) track and 
substation there. The FEIS design also included demolition of a building on the west side of 43rd 
Street. The FEIS design would have constructed a new bridge and driveway to the nearby GM 
facility on the west side of 43rd Street south of the mainline tracks. No construction activity 
would occur at the surface at this location with Revision 14-4M. Overall, the Revision 14-4M 
design changes would not bring construction activities closer to sensitive uses, including the 
Sunnyside Gardens residential neighborhood south of the rail embankment or the church north 
of the rail embankment. They also would not introduce new noisy activities that were not 
anticipated in the FEIS. As noted earlier, noisy construction activities, such as pile driving, 
would not be conducted in the vicinity of the New York Presbyterian Church on Sundays. The 
construction activities required for Revision 14-4M are similar in nature to those anticipated in 
the FEIS, and the FEIS conclusions about construction noise remain unchanged.  

Construction activities associated with the Revision 14-4M design changes would adhere to the 
construction noise specifications developed for the East Side Access Project as a whole. These 
specifications are summarized in Table 3. 

Table 3
Construction Noise Limits for East Side Access Project 

Receptor 
Noise Level–Leq (dBA) 
(whichever is greater) 

Lmax Level 
 (dBA, slow) 

DAYTIME (7 AM TO 6 PM) 
Residences and buildings where people normally sleep  75 or Background + 5* 85* 

90 (impact equipment) 
Commercial Areas 80 or Background + 5* None 
Industrial Areas 85 or Background + 5* None 

EVENING (6 PM TO 10 PM) 
Residences and buildings where people normally sleep  Background + 5 85 
Commercial Areas None None 
Industrial Areas None None 

NIGHTTIME (10 PM TO 7 AM) 
Residences and buildings where people normally sleep 
If Background<70-dBA 
If Background >70-dBA 

 
 

Background + 5 
Background +3 

 
 

80 
80 

Commercial Areas None None 
Industrial Areas None None 
Notes: 
1 Noise from impact equipment is exempt from the Leq requirement, however is subject to a lot-line Lmax limit of 

90 dBA. 
2 All measurements will be taken at the affected lot-line in accordance with Article 3.05. 
3 Noise level limits are averaged over 20-minute intervals. 
4 Lmax noise level limits are the maximum noise level that occurs over 20-minute intervals 
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Vibration 
Overall, the construction activities required for Revision 14-4M in Queens are similar to those 
required for the FEIS design, and no changes would occur with respect to vibration. One project 
element is notably different and could change vibration levels during construction, however—
the construction of a tunnel for the yard lead track below 43rd Street using a soft ground tunnel 
boring machine. No tunnel in this location was envisioned in the FEIS. 

The East Side Access Project has a Construction Protection Plan to protect any historic 
structures within 200 feet of construction activities. This plan applies to the Sunnyside Gardens 
Historic District, which encompasses the closest sensitive buildings to the yard lead track 
tunneling activities under 43rd Street. As noted earlier in the discussion of historic resources, the 
Construction Protection Plan has been reviewed and approved by the State Historic Preservation 
Office. The construction protection plan sets forth a three-step process to protect structures that 
could be affected by vibration: 

• For structures that could be affected by project-induced vibration, a detailed inspection will 
be carried out, where access permits, on both the interior and exterior condition of the 
structure prior to the commencement of any excavation or construction activities. Video and 
photographic recording will be made of any potential weakness or signs of structural 
distress. Reports will be prepared for all structures where a pre-construction survey has been 
conducted, describing the condition of the structure in detail. 

• During construction, structures that could be affected by construction activity will be 
monitored for movement, settlement, rotation, and construction-induced vibrations, using 
geotechnical and structural instrumentation installed on these or nearby structures. 
Monitoring results will be continually reviewed. 

• If any data exceed threshold values, an immediate review of the excavation and construction 
work methods will take place to mitigate further adverse effects. 

With implementation of these measures, no significant adverse impacts would occur to the 
historic buildings of the Sunnyside Gardens historic district from construction of the new yard 
lead track.  

POTENTIAL IMPACTS FROM COMPLETED PROJECT 

Train Noise 
Noise from rail operations along the proposed yard lead track system would not alter the 
conclusions of the FEIS regarding noise impacts. A new loop track was also envisioned in the 
FEIS design, and that track would have been at grade in the Sunnyside Yard complex. Moving a 
portion of the track into a tunnel would reduce the amount of train noise reaching nearby 
receptors. Noise from rail operations along the proposed yard lead track in the depressed 
Sunnyside rail complex would generally not be noticeable in the surrounding community, due to 
the slow speed of the trains using the track, and the high background noise from the frequent 
train passbys on the LIRR mainline passing overhead on the 43rd Street bridge. 

The FEIS considered the effect of increased noise from new train operations throughout the 
LIRR system, and found that noise impacts would occur on certain segments. As mentioned 
above, existing noise levels were measured in the vicinity of the proposed design changes. 
Future noise levels resulting from increased train operations were predicted using the FTA 
detailed noise analysis methodology, and were found to exceed FTA impact criteria at Barnett 
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Avenue between 46th and 48th Streets. The FEIS concluded that there were no feasible 
mitigation measures to reduce these noise impacts.  

Stationary Source Noise 
The FEIS stated in Chapter 11, “Noise and Vibration,” that all stationary equipment constructed 
for the East Side Access Project would be designed to meet all applicable noise standards and 
regulations and to avoid producing noise levels that cause impacts. Accordingly, the proposed 
electrical substation on 43rd Street would be designed to meet these standards and regulations, 
and therefore is not expected to result in any significant adverse noise impacts. Furthermore, 
because existing ambient noise levels are generally high, noise generated by the substation is not 
expected to represent a substantial or noticeable increase over existing levels in the surrounding 
neighborhood. 

The proposed 43rd Street substation would be used for regular train operations rather than 
emergency conditions. For the proposed 43rd Street substation, the nearest noise receptor is a 
building belonging to the New York Presbyterian Church complex located at the corner of 43rd 
Street and 37th Avenue, directly across 43rd Street from the site of the proposed substation. This 
building is approximately 120 feet from the proposed substation, less than the screening distance 
of 250 feet listed in Table 4-1 of the FTA guidance manual Transit Noise and Vibration Impact 
Assessment (April 1995). Accordingly, a detailed noise assessment was performed to assess the 
potential for impacts using FTA noise impact criteria. Based on the results of this assessment, 
which are described below, no noise impacts would occur at the church building.  

Existing noise levels at the nearest church building were estimated using noise measurements 
conducted for the FEIS. These FEIS measurements were performed at Barnett Avenue between 
46th and 48th Streets, a location with similar noise characteristics to that of the church building. 
Both sites are similarly close to the elevated rail embankment and both have similar traffic noise 
from nearby surface streets. The hourly equivalent noise level, Leq(1), at the Barnett Avenue 
location during the times that the church building operates, conservatively assumed to be 7 AM 
to 9 PM, ranged between 62.3 dBA and 68.7 dBA.  

The noise level that would be generated at the church building by the proposed 43rd Street 
substation was estimated to be 57.7 dBA, using the source reference SEL for substations 
provided in Table 6-7 of the FTA guidance manual and the distance from the proposed 
substation to the nearest church building.  

Based on these existing noise levels mentioned above, and the FTA noise impact criteria for 
Category 3 noise receptor sites, the impact threshold for the noise generated by the proposed 
substation at the church building would be from 64 dBA, corresponding to the lower end of the 
existing Leq(1) range, to 68 dBA, corresponding to the upper end of the existing Leq(1) range. The 
project-generated noise level of 57.7 dBA is much lower than these impact threshold values. As 
a result, the proposed 43rd Street substation would not cause a noise impact at the church 
building, based on FTA noise impact criteria. 

Revision 14-4M would also include three emergency ventilation structures with associated 
substations—two adjacent to the Honeywell Street bridge and one at 39th Street and Skillman 
Avenue and a new substation at Honeywell Street and Skillman Avenue. All of these structures 
would be located within the boundaries of the Sunnyside rail complex in an industrial area, and 
not in proximity to any sensitive receptors. Noise from operation of this equipment would 
therefore not result in any significant adverse impacts.  
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Mobile Source Vehicular Noise 
As noted above, once the project is complete, the Revision 14-4M design elements would not 
change traffic patterns compared to the FEIS design or to existing conditions at Sunnyside Yard. 
Therefore, no significant adverse mobile source noise impacts would result. 

For the two new access drives included in Revision 14-4M, the distance to the nearest noise 
receptor would be greater than the screening distance listed in Table 4-1 of the FTA guidance 
manual, Transit Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment (April 1995). Therefore, a general noise 
assessment is not required. 

Vibration and Groundborne Noise from Yard Lead Track Tunnel near 43rd Street 
A screening analysis was performed to assess the potential for vibration impacts from the 
proposed yard lead track tunnel on residential receptors located near the corner of 43rd Street 
and Barnett Avenue. Vibration levels generated by project-generated trains were predicted using 
the FTA general vibration assessment methodology, and compared to FTA vibration and 
ground-borne noise impact criteria. The FTA vibration criteria apply to three land use categories: 

• Land Use Category 1: High Sensitivity—Buildings where low ambient vibration is essential 
for the operations within the building (e.g. vibration-sensitive research, hospitals with 
vibration-sensitive equipment, etc.), which may be well below levels associated with human 
annoyance. 

• Land Use Category 2: Residential—All residential land uses and any buildings where 
people sleep, such as hotels and hospitals. 

• Land Use Category 3: Institutional—Schools, churches, other institutions, and quiet offices 
that do not have vibration-sensitive equipment, but still have the potential for activity 
interference. 

FTA’s vibration criteria for each of these categories are summarized in Table 4. 

Table 4
 Vibration and Ground-Borne Noise Impact Criteria

Ground-borne Vibration Impact Criteria
(VdB re 1 micro inch/second) 

Ground-borne Noise Impact Criteria
(dBA re 20 micro Pascals) Land 

Use 
Category 

Frequent 
Events1 Infrequent Events2 

Frequent 
Events1 Infrequent Events2 

1 65 VdB3 65 VdB3 4 4 

2 72 VdB 80 VdB 35 dBA 43 dBA 
3 75 VdB 83 VdB 40 dBA 48 dBA 

Notes: 
1 “Frequent events” are defined as those with more than 70 vibration events per day. Most 

rapid transit projects fall into this category. 
2 “Infrequent events” are defined as those with fewer than 70 vibration events per day. This 

category includes most commuter rail systems. 
3 This criterion limit is based on levels that are acceptable for most moderately sensitive 

equipment such as optical microscopes. Vibration-sensitive manufacturing or research will 
require detailed evaluation to define the acceptable vibration levels. Ensuring lower vibration 
levels in a building often requires special design of the HVAC systems and stiffened floors. 

4 Vibration-sensitive equipment is not sensitive to ground-borne noise. 
Source: Transit Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment, FTA, April 1995, pages 8-2 through 8-3. 
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The FTA general vibration assessment estimates vibration levels at specific locations as a 
function of distance from the track centerline, with a series of adjustment factors affecting the 
vibration source (i.e., train speed, crossovers and other special track work, type of transit 
structure, etc.), factors affecting the vibration path (i.e., geologic conditions that affect vibration 
propagation), and factors affecting the vibration receiver (i.e., floor-to-floor attenuation, 
amplification due to resonances of floors, walls, and ceilings, and radiated sound). 

The closest sensitive receptors—residences located on the corner 43rd Street and Barnett 
Avenue—would be approximately 60 feet away from the new tunnel, measured laterally. Taking 
into account the difference in elevation between the receptors at grade and the tunnel 
underground, the diagonal distance would be approximately 73 feet.  

Predicted vibration and ground-borne noise levels from trains operating in the new yard lead 
track tunnel below 43rd Street are shown in Table 5. These levels would not exceed the FTA 
impact criteria for “frequent” events. (The FTA defines “frequent events” as more than 70 
vibration events per day.) Furthermore, given the large number of existing train movements in 
the vicinity of the proposed yard lead track tunnel near 43rd Street, the number of LIRR trains 
on the new yard lead track would not double, or otherwise substantially increase, the number of 
vibration events compared to existing conditions.  

 

Table 5
Vibration and Ground-Borne Noise Impact Evaluation
Vibration Ground-Borne Noise 

Land Use Category 

FTA 
Criteria 
Level 

Predicted 
Exposure 

Level 

FTA 
Criteria 
Level 

Predicted 
Exposure 

Level 
Threshold 
Exceeded 

2 (Residences) 72 66 35 31 None 

 

ENERGY 

The project modifications described in Revision 14-4M would not have any substantial effect on 
the amount of energy consumed during the construction process at the rail complex or for 
operation of the overall project. 

UTILITIES AND SUBSURFACE INFRASTRUCTURE 

The FEIS and 2002 Technical Memorandum did not describe any significant adverse utility or 
infrastructure impacts related to construction activities at the Sunnyside rail complex. Revision 
14-4M would not alter this finding or produce any such impacts. With the Revision 14-4M 
modifications, a sewer located beneath 43rd Street could require relocation. As described in the 
FEIS, utility service would be maintained during construction activities, resulting in no 
significant adverse impacts.   
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CONTAMINATED MATERIALS 

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 

Several of the proposed modifications included in Revision 14-4M have the potential to affect 
contaminated materials. The new construction activities in the Sunnyside rail complex, including 
construction of new ventilation buildings, the new yard lead track tunnel, and the revised 
location for launch of the tunnel boring machines, would require excavation of soils in 
Sunnyside Yard. All work to be performed in this area requires an agreement with Amtrak. 

As described in Chapter 14, “Contaminated Materials,” of the FEIS, the Sunnyside rail complex 
has been designated by the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation 
(NYSDEC) as a Class II Inactive Hazardous Waste Site. A plume of PCB-contaminated oil has 
been identified floating on the groundwater beneath Sunnyside Yard and LIRR’s Existing Rail 
Yard. Amtrak is currently under a consent order to perform remedial investigations in Sunnyside 
Yard. For the East Side Access Project, an extensive program of soil and groundwater 
investigation was undertaken in the area that would be affected by the East Side Access Project 
in the Sunnyside rail yard, both before and after publication of the FEIS, to further define the 
extent of the contamination there. 

In addition, each of the buildings to be demolished as part of Revision 14-4M (including the 
industrial buildings along 43rd Street, the Amtrak buildings at Sunnyside Yard, and the taxi 
stand at 39th Street) could contain contaminated materials including petroleum storage tanks, 
asbestos-containing materials, and lead-based paint. Once the buildings are demolished, 
excavation would be required on those properties, potentially affecting contaminated soil and 
groundwater, if any is present. 

POTENTIAL IMPACTS DURING CONSTRUCTION 

In Queens at Sunnyside Yard, Existing Rail Yard, and Harold Interlocking, construction 
activities (as described in the FEIS) would include cut-and-cover construction and soft-ground 
tunneling techniques. These activities would require the excavation of large amounts of soil that 
may be contaminated. They would also require dewatering of contaminated groundwater. The 
same precautions described in the FEIS with respect to contaminated materials would be 
followed under Revision 14-4M.  

Special care will be taken at Sunnyside Yard, including ongoing coordination with Amtrak and 
NYSDEC, to ensure that the project will not interfere with any remediation efforts at the yard. 
These activities are described in the FEIS. As noted there, the project will construct tunnels deep 
beneath Sunnyside Yard to avoid affecting contaminated areas, and, where excavation is 
required, will create a “bathtub” area enclosed by a slurry cut-off wall with limited permeability 
to minimize the amount of dewatering required. This will avoid the impacts associated with 
encountering the contaminated plume in the groundwater at the Existing Rail Yard and 
Sunnyside Yard. For the excavation required for the westbound bypass and eastbound reroute, 
the tunnel launch wall, and the portal of the tunnel yard lead track, the same techniques would be 
used. During construction, the excavation area would first be enclosed with virtually watertight 
walls constructed using slurry and jet grout. Soils would then be excavated and soil and 
groundwater would be removed from the area, tested, and disposed of properly. Monitoring 
would be performed throughout construction to determine whether the plume of contaminated 
material in the groundwater beneath the yard moved. If it moves, water from dewatering could 
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be reinjected to reduce drawdown, or additional extraction wells or slurry walls could be 
installed to capture oil and other contamination. 

Precautions to be followed during construction are set forth in the East Side Access Project’s 
Environmental Health and Safety Plan (HASP). In addition, contract specifications require the 
contractor to submit a site-specific HASP that includes health and safety requirements related to 
specific environmental conditions present at the site.  

An environmental site assessment (Phase I) has been conducted for the buildings at 43rd Street 
proposed for acquisition by MTA. The Phase I employed a four-part investigation—past and 
current historical land use review, contaminated materials database and records research, a site 
inspection, and interviews with knowledgeable personnel—to determine the potential presence 
of contaminated materials on or below the buildings, as well as the need for further detailed 
subsurface site investigations (Phase II). Based on the results of the Phase I investigation, soil 
and groundwater testing is recommended prior to demolition of the buildings, because of the 
potential for subsurface contamination that may have migrated from nearby properties. No 
underground storage tanks were identified at the buildings to be demolished during the Phase I 
site inspection. However, it is possible that underground storage tanks may be present.  

Lead-based paint and asbestos-containing materials (ACMs) may also be present in the 
structures to be demolished. Prior to any demolition activities with the potential to disturb 
suspect ACMs, an asbestos survey would be conducted. If these materials prove to contain 
asbestos, they would be properly removed and disposed of in accordance with all state and 
federal regulations. Any demolition activities with the potential to disturb lead-based paint 
would be performed in accordance with the applicable Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration regulation (OSHA 29 CFR 1926.62—Lead Exposure in Construction).  

Since the buildings that would be demolished were constructed after 1987, it is unlikely that any 
fluorescent lights and lighting fixtures include polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB)-containing 
and/or mercury-containing components (including capacitors and potting compounds). However, 
any disposal of such lights and/or lighting fixtures would be performed in accordance with 
applicable federal, state, and local regulations and guidelines, unless labeling or test data indicate 
that they do not contain mercury or PCBs. 

Prior to any demolition activities, a plan would be developed to address hazardous materials or 
chemicals that may be encountered in the buildings or in the soil or groundwater beneath the 
buildings. The plan would describe the requirements for handling, management, treatment, and 
disposal of contaminated materials encountered during construction. The protocols described in 
the hazardous material plan would be in accordance with relevant local, state, and federal 
regulations. The plan would identify minimum requirements for Health and Safety Plans 
(HASPs) to be submitted by each construction contractor prior to commencement of work at the 
site. The HASPs would comply with 29 CFR 1910.120 and would include health and safety 
requirements related to site-specific environmental conditions at the site.  

POTENTIAL IMPACTS FROM COMPLETED PROJECT 

As described in Chapter 14 of the FEIS, the mitigation measures implemented during 
construction would ensure that any contaminated materials that are on the project site would not 
result in significant adverse impacts once the construction is complete and the project 
operational. The proposed project modifications under Revision 14-4M would not alter the 
mitigation measures or FEIS conclusions. In the Sunnyside rail complex, the project would be 
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constructed to avoid any effects on the contaminated plume beneath the yards, and the new 
railroad-related facilities created as part of the project would comply with all applicable 
regulations regarding contaminated materials, to avoid creating new contamination at any of the 
project sites. Overall, operation of the proposed project with or without the proposed 
modifications would not result in significant adverse impacts related to contaminated materials. 

NATURAL RESOURCES 

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 

As described in the Chapter 15, “Natural Resources,” of the FEIS, Sunnyside Yard is located 
more than 1,000 feet from the East River and Newtown Creek, and approximately 400 feet from 
the north end of Dutch Kills. Developed parcels and streets lie between the yard and this water 
body. Existing Rail Yard/Arch Street Yard is not close to a surface water resource. However, a 
drainage system serving the yards discharges to Dutch Kills as well as to the city sewer system, 
and portions of the Sunnyside rail complex are included in the 100- and 500-year floodplains. 
Newtown Creek and Dutch Kills generally do not attain the goals of their water quality 
classifications. Few aquatic species are known to exist in Newtown Creek or Dutch Kills 
because of the high level of pollution. 

In the Sunnyside rail complex, no wetland indicator species were observed during the site in-
spection conducted for the FEIS. A small, linear depression of wet soils was observed, but this 
area has low value as a potential wetland resource and does not provide any sensitive habitat or 
ecological function. There are no federally mapped wetlands on the site. Overall, no significant 
natural resources were identified in the Sunnyside Yard rail complex. In addition, no significant 
natural resources are present in other areas that would be affected by the work proposed as part 
of the Revision 14-4M design. 

POTENTIAL IMPACTS DURING CONSTRUCTION 

The FEIS describes, in the Natural Resources section of Chapter 17, that during construction 
activities, there would be increased potential for on-site erosion and sedimentation at 
construction sites where soils would be disturbed. A detailed stormwater management plan will 
be prepared under NYSDEC State Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (SPDES) permitting 
requirements for any construction sites larger than 1 acre, and will be implemented during con-
struction. Stormwater management plans will be developed as part of the design process, with 
implementation to be carried out by the contractors under supervision of the owner, construction 
manager, and the SPDES permitting and enforcement program administered by NYSDEC. 
Stormwater management plans would also be implemented for construction activities associated 
with Revision 14-4M. Therefore, no new impacts would occur as a result of the proposed project 
modifications. 

POTENTIAL IMPACTS FROM COMPLETED PROJECT 

The Revision 14-4M design changes would not affect any significant natural resources. The new 
structures proposed would not significantly increase the amount of impervious area over existing 
conditions. All of the structures proposed under Revision 14-4M would be located outside the 
100-year and 500-year floodplains. Some of the trackwork proposed in the Harold Interlocking 
would be located in the 100-year floodplain, as was described in the FEIS. The new structures 
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proposed in the Sunnyside rail complex as part of Revision 14-4M would not alter any existing 
floodplain characteristics.   

SAFETY AND SECURITY 

Revision 14-4M significantly improves the safety of the new system as it was designed in 
accordance with the latest NFPA 130 standards (2003), which were developed to protect the 
lives of railroad customers, employees and emergency personnel in the event of a fire.  The 
modifications proposed include several structures near Honeywell Street and 39th Street that 
would provide ventilation to the tunnels, safe egress for passengers and employees, and rapid 
access for emergency personnel. 

As described in the Safety and Security section of Chapter 17 of the FEIS, public access to all 
construction sites would be restricted. Standard safety and security measures would be followed 
and the most stringent provisions of the applicable statutes and regulations of New York City 
and New York State, and the Department of Labor, Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration, pertaining to the safe performance of the work, would be observed. The 
proposed project modifications would not alter the findings of the FEIS related to safety and 
security as the same safety and security measures would be followed.  

The safety and security procedures that would be in place at the site, which were described in the 
FEIS, would not be affected by the proposed project modifications. 

The Revision 14-4M design would include one new substation on or  near 43rd Street to provide 
power to trains (“traction power”), a new substation at Honeywell Street near Skillman Avenue, 
and new substations associated with the new tunnel ventilation buildings adjacent to the 
Honeywell Street bridge and 39th Street bridge. Substations produce electromagnetic fields 
(EMF) generated by electric current, which increase proportionately with electric loads. The 
substations would be designed to minimize magnetic field levels outside the property boundaries 
through the use of state-of-the-art shielding. Although some public concern exists regarding 
possible effects of EMFs on health, no cause and effect relationship has been established and no 
federal and state regulatory agencies have identified a specific magnetic field level that is unsafe.  

ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE 

Most of the proposed changes associated with Revision 14-4M in Queens would occur within 
the massive Sunnyside rail complex, and would not have any effect outside the yard. Those 
project elements proposed for the eastern end of the rail complex, close to the Sunnyside 
Gardens residential complex, would not raise issues of environmental justice. 

The census tract that includes the residential neighborhood closest to the yard lead track is Tract 
183, which extends from Barnett Avenue to 47th Avenue, 43rd Street to 46th Street. According 
to the 2000 Census, 61 percent of the people who live in this census tract are minority (including 
Black, Asian, Hispanic, and other ethnic groups excluding White alone), compared with 67 
percent for Queens as a whole. Construction activity for Revision 14-4M project elements would 
also occur near Tract 181 (extending from Skillman Avenue to Queens Boulevard, 39th Place to 
43rd Street) and Tract 169 (located on the blocks bounded by Barnett Avenue to the north, 53rd 
and 52nd Streets to the east, Skillman Avenue to the south, and 46th Street to the west). These 
two tracts also have minority populations lower than Queens as a whole, with 63 and 52 percent 
respectively.  
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All but one of the census tracts closest to the eastern edge of Sunnyside Yard, where most of the 
Revision 14-4M work would occur, report a larger percentage of their population living below 
poverty in 1999, compared to 15 percent in Queens as a whole. Tract 183, closest to the mainline 
tracks and Sunnyside rail complex, reported 20 percent of its population living below poverty in 
1999, and Tract 181 reported 19 percent. Tract 169, which is closest to the rail work near 48th 
Street, reported a percentage of 11 percent, which is lower than for Queens as a whole.  

In addition to residents of the immediate area, construction activities would also affect the 2,000-
member New York Presbyterian Church, a large church complex, which serves a predominantly 
Korean congregation. Similar construction activities were also anticipated near the church in the 
FEIS design. Construction activities near the church would not be conducted on Sundays. 

Construction of the project’s Revision 14-4M elements would also require acquisition of 
privately owned property currently occupied by businesses. No information is available about 
the racial or ethnic characteristic of the owners of those businesses. As described above, owners 
of the businesses would be provided relocation assistance and would be compensated for their 
property in accordance with federal law.  

All the census tracts in close proximity to the Revision 14-4M project elements have minority 
populations lower than that of Queens as a whole. All but Tract 169 have slightly larger 
percentages of their population living in poverty than in the borough as a whole. Each census 
tract except the one near 48th Street therefore contains populations that may be of concern for 
environmental justice. Nevertheless, as described above, the proposed Revision 14-4M project 
modifications are not expected to result in significant adverse impacts. Therefore, the proposed 
project modifications would not have a disproportionately high and adverse effect on minority or 
low-income populations and would not result in environmental justice impacts. 

PROCESS AND PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 

EAST SIDE ACCESS PROJECT 

The public participation effort for the East Side Access Project is being performed in compliance 
with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). Public outreach efforts are also consistent 
with the requirements of Executive Order 12898 (“Federal Actions to Address Environmental 
Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations”) and Section 106 of the National 
Historic Preservation Act (NHPA), as implemented by federal regulations appearing at 36 CFR 
Part 800.  

The primary goal of the public outreach program is to create a public forum for the exchange 
and discussion of information among the project team, concerned individuals and federal, state, 
and local agencies. The program has encouraged dialogue between all interested parties, 
beginning early in the planning process, continuing throughout the Environmental Impact 
Statement (EIS) process, and extending beyond the publication of the Final EIS (FEIS) and 
issuance of the ROD, to address issues as they arise during the later phases of design and 
construction.  

The East Side Access Project has conducted an extensive public participation program, 
beginning in 1995 during preparation of the Major Investment Study, and continuing through 
preparation of the Draft EIS (DEIS) and FEIS in 2001. This program included presentations and 
meetings for interested parties, presentations and question and answer sessions at community 
board meetings in New York City, general information meetings for the public, presentations 
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and meetings with transit organizations, technical and citizens advisory committee meetings, 
meetings with relevant regulatory and environmental agencies, public hearings, and printed 
materials (fact sheets, brochures, etc.). Further details of the public participation program 
undertaken throughout the EIS process are provided in the FEIS (see Chapter 23, “Process and 
Public Participation”). 

Since the publication of the FEIS and issuance of the ROD, public outreach activities for the 
East Side Access Project have included several individual meetings with affected stakeholders. 
Representatives of the East Side Access Project also regularly participate in meetings of 
Community Boards representing areas affected by the project.  

REVISION 14-4M DESIGN CHANGES IN QUEENS 

MTA is coordinating with city, state, and federal agencies regarding the design changes 
proposed in Queens as part of Revision 14-4M. These agencies include the New York City De-
partment of Transportation, New York City Fire Department, New York City Department of 
City Planning, SHPO, New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission, and other relevant 
agencies.  

Public outreach for the proposed Revision 14-4M design changes in Queens has included the 
meetings and correspondence detailed in Table 6.  

Table 6
Stakeholder Meetings and Correspondence for 

Revision 14-4M Design Changes in Queens 
Date Stakeholder or Representative Description 

2/27/2004 3840 43rd Street  
Property Owner’s Representative 

Meeting to advise of the need to acquire the 
property (for the interim design) and describe 
the appraisal process. 

3/29/2004 3830 43rd Street Property Owner 
3832-3834 43rd Street Property Owner 
3838 43rd Street Property Owner 

Letters mailed to property owners describing 
the need to acquire their properties (for the 
interim design), and offering a meeting with 
MTA. Letters were followed by telephone 
conversations to discuss the appraisal 
process. 

5/10/2005 Queens Community Board 2 Briefing to review Revision 14-4M design and 
effects on community, and provide project update. 

7/21/2005 Queens Borough President Briefing to review Revision 14-4M design and 
effects on community, and provide project update. 

7/27/2005 General Motors Meeting to review Revision 14-4M design and 
effects on General Motors property. 

8/3/2005 Refron Meeting to review of Revision 14-4M design and 
effects on Refron property 

10/6/2005 Queens Community Board 1 Briefing to review Revision 14-4M design and 
effects on community, and provide project update. 

Note:  Meeting minutes are available upon request. 
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D. CONCLUSIONS 
This analysis demonstrates that the proposed project revisions in Queens would not result in 
significant adverse impacts or changes to the conclusions of the FEIS. With Revision 14-4M, the 
project activities in Queens both during construction and during operation of the completed 
project would not be substantially different from what was analyzed in the FEIS. The proposed 
project modifications in Queens would occur almost entirely within the Sunnyside rail complex, 
a vast railroad complex that is separated from and below the grade of the surrounding 
neighborhoods. The preferred alternative for the East Side Access Project analyzed in the FEIS 
included extensive project construction in the Sunnyside rail complex, and the proposed 
modifications would overall not be substantially different in terms of adverse effects during 
construction or operation from those of the FEIS design. The proposed Revision 14-4M project 
modifications would result in no additional significant adverse impacts to land use and social 
conditions, economic conditions, visual and aesthetic resources, historic and archaeological 
resources, transportation, air quality, noise and vibration, energy, utilities and subsurface 
infrastructure, contaminated materials, natural resources, safety and security, or environmental 
justice. Activities would occur in similar locations and would be of a similar nature to those 
evaluated in the FEIS. As a result, a supplemental EIS will not be necessary and this 
environmental analysis will be maintained in the project files to document compliance with the 
NEPA process with regard to this design modification.  
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Addenda to the East Side Access Project 
Stage 1A Archaeological Assessment 
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13ric/ge.:es, ur~d 39ik Slreel S~r/~.sltriior~ crrld 1'roj~o.rcci Sei.ser I'ur.trllel io /he 
39ih Sireel Bridge, Historical l'erspcctives, Inc., January 2005 

Adde~idu~n 2 - I-'roposed Sz~hsicriior~ G02, Su~~riji.tic/e Ji.t/r.d, 
Historical Pcrspectivcs, Inc., July 2005 

Addendum 3 -- I.t/ood,side Ir~ierlockir~g, Historical Persl~ectives, Inc., July 2005 
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39/h Slieel Bridge. I-listorical Perspectives, Inc., January 2005 



117 East 29th Street 
New York, NY 10016 
tel: 212 696-0670 
fax: 212 213-3191 
~v~v~t~.ok~fconl  

January 19,2005 

Mr. 1)ougIas Mackey 
Historic Preservatio~i Program Analyst --- Archaeology 
New York State Office ofl'arks, llecreatio~i and Historic Preservation 
Bureau of Ilistoric Preservation 
Peebles Island, P.O. Box 189 
Waterford, NY 12188-0189 

Re: MTAILIRR East Side Access 
Addendull1 to Stage 1A Arcliaeological Assessment (IIPI, 1999) 
04PR01563/for1i1erly 00PR4431, Queens County 

Dear Doug: 

E~iclosed for your review is an~~~Ka~t~pI-e~~rE~-6~HiStO~caTES~iCilves~~il~~~G~i1le~~IlarST~~~1A~ 
Archaeological Assessment prepared for tile East Side Access I'roject (Stage l A  A~chaeological Assessn~e~lt, 
MTAILIRR East Side Access Project, Historical Perspectives, Inc., December 1999). 

This addendum evaluates the potential for four areas in the Su~myside Rail complex in Queens to contai~i 
arcliaeological resources. As project engineering has proceeded with the MTAILIRR East Side Access Project, new 
project elements have been added tliat were not previously evaluated in tlie Final Environmental Impact Statement 
(FEIS) prepared for the project (March 2001). The four new areas were not located in the original Area of I'otential 
Effect (APE) established for arcliaeological resources, and, therefore, they were not assessed for their potential to 
contain archaeological resources. These new areas are located as follows: 1) at tlie northeaster11 end of the yard in 
tlic area of the loop track, 2) tlie area consisting of tlie Sum~yside Yard complex between the Tliomson Avenue and 
Ilunters Point Aveuue bridges, 3) the northwest conler of Skillman Aveuue atid 39111 Street, and 4) an area west of 
the 39th Street Bridge in the Suunyside Rail co~ilplex. 

Since completion of the Stage 1A a~id tlie project's FEIS, arcliaeological protocols have beell developed to evaluate 
tlie preselice/lack of presence of archaeological resources it1 areas identified as archaeologically sensitive. Tliese 
protocols are contained in Long Islorld Rail Road Ea.st Side Access Co~~strt~clion Prolection Plan and Long Islar~d 
Rail Road East Side Access Advar~ce Field Testiizg Plan, which were submitted to SHPO for review and accepted 
respectively in April and Julie 2004. As engineering proceeds, tiew project eleincnts tliat liave the poteiltial to affect 
arcliaeological resources will contitlue to be evaluated and appropriate protocols developed to avoid adverse effects 
on arcliaeological resources. 

Please let me know if you have any questions at (212) 340-9745. 

Sincerely, 

AK- Cia ia Cooney v 
CC: Gina Santucci, LPC 

Robert Gould, MTAILIRR East Side Access Project 
Audrey Heffeman, MTA Capital Construction 
Nilla Chung, FTA Region 2 
Ed Morin, URS COT. 
Julie Cowing, AKRF, lnc. 

AKRF, Inc. . New York City . Hudson Valley Region . Long Island . Baltimore / Washington Area . New J e r s e y  



ADIIENDUM 
STAGlC 1A Al<ClIAEOI,OGICAL ASSESSMENT 

MTNLONG ISLAND RAJI, ROAD EAST SlDE ACCESS PROJECT 
1,001' TRACK POIITAI, 

NORTH OF THE LIRR MAIN LINE WEST OF 43"" STREET 
AND 

YARD AJUA BETWEEN THE T13OMSON AVENUE AND 
HUNTERS POlNT AVENUE BRIDGES 

AND 
39TN STREET SUBSTATION AND PROPOSED 

SEWER PARALLEL TO THE 39TII STREET BRIDGE 

January 2005 

INTRODUCTION 

As a result of ongoing project engineering, the Queens Alignment has been redesigned, resulting 
in the addition of four new project elements in areas not previously evaluated archaeologically. 
This addendum refers to t l~e  following sections of the original Stage 1A prepared for the project, 
Stage IA Archaeological Assessment, MTA/IIRR fist Side Access I'roject, prepared by 
Historical Perspectives, Inc., December 1999 ("Stage 1A"): 

3.3 EXISTING CONDlTlONS (pages AR3-46 to -64), 3.3.1 Pi.ehistoric Archaeological 
Poteizlial (AR3-68) ofthe Stage 1A (Loop Track Area). 

3.3 EXISTING CONDITIONS (pages AR3-17 and -18); and 3.3.1 Prelzistoric 
Archaeological Poleiztinl (page AR3-68) of the Stage 1A (Yard Area between Thomson 
Avenue and I-Iuntcrs Point Avenue Bridges). 

3.3 EXISTING CONDlTIONS (pages AR3-35 lo -46), 3.3.1 Prehistoric Archaeological 
Poteitlial (AR-68), and 3.3.2 Historical Alrhneologicnl Poterztial (AR3-69) of the Stage 
1A (39th Street Subst.dtion a id  Sewer Parallel lo the 39111 Sbeet Bridge). 

The four new APES are described below and shown on Figure A, "Area ofPotentia1 Effect." The - 
arcltaeological assessment for the Loop Track Area is then presented first, followed by the 
archaeolo~ical assessrncnt [or the Yard Area Between the Thon~son Avenue and Hunters Point - 
Avenue Bridgcs. The archaeological assessments fox the 39th Street Substation and proposed 
Sewer Parallel to the 39th Street Brldgc are presented togetller sincc they are in the similar 
vicinity, and follow last. 

Figures 1-18 of the Stage 1A preparcd by ISistorical Perspectives, Inc. have been appcndcd to this 
addendun1 and are referenced herein. 

I. Loop Tsack Area 

Historical I'crspectivcs, Inc. 



M'I'AILong Islalid Rall Road East Side Access I'roject Addcndurn 

In association with the polla1 (coming to grade from a tunriel) of a proposed fourlli loop track, a 
new area has been added to tlie MTAILIRR East Side Access Project. It encompasses the a]-ea 
north of the LIRR Main Line between 43rd Street (42nd Place), tlie fonner Long Island Rail 
Road trackbed, and the original APE for the loop track assessed in the project's original Stage 
1A. 

Subsurface excavation would be required in this area to bring the bored loop track to grade, and 
would involve the demolition of six comlnercial buildings on the wcst side of 43rd Street, 
construction of the Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM) reception chamber, and constructioll of a 
portio~l ofthe Yard Lead Approach Structure which would transition trains from the bored tunnel 
to grade. This work 1s expected to be constructed under Const~uction Contract CQ041. 

2. Yard Area between the Thomson Avenue and Hunters Point Avern~e Bridges 

New work is proposed in the Sulinyside Yard complex in tlie area bounded by Sunnyside Yard/ 
Yard A to the north, Thomson Avenue to the east, Skillman Avenue to tlie soutli, and Hunters 
Point Avenue to the west. This work includes installatioll of utilities, an open cut for a proposed 
cross connector to pass beneath the LlRR main line tracks, pier supports for Tliomson Avenue, as 
well as a new retaining wall along Skiillnan Avenue. This work would occur under a number of 
construction contracts: CHOGO, CH054, and CQ033. 

3. 39th Street Bridge 

A proposed new substation would be built in Sunnyside Yard at the northwest comer of Skillman 
Avenue and the 39th Street Bridge, replacing a taxi brokerage. In addition a new access bridge 
would he built from Skilllnan Averme over the loop track and the LIIiR Main Line. This new 
bridge would be built just west of the proposed new substation. This work is expected to be 
constructed under Constructioli Contract CS079. 

4. Sewer Parallel to the 39th Street Bridge 

A new sewer is proposed to be co~istvucted in Sunnyside Yard west of and parallel to the existing 
39th Street Br~dge. Tlie sewer would be built commencing roughly south of the LIRR Main Line 
nol.th to the nortliern edge of Yard A. It is presently contemplated that the sewer would be built 
as an open cut and extending approximately five feet in depth. Thls work is expected to occur 
under Cdnstruction Contract CH053. 

Ilistorical Pe~spcctives, Inc. January 2005 



M T A I L o I ~ ~  Islaml Rail Road East Side Access Project Addendum 

ARCIIAEOLOGICAI, ASSESSMENT O F  THE 1,001' TRACK AItEA 

APE Betweee tlie 39"' Street Bridge 2nd 43"' Street (Laurel Hill Avenue) 

For~iier Vari Buree (41") Street (North of Middleburg Avenue) 
Beginning at norlhem boundary of the previously-assessed part of the fanner Van Buren Street 
(See page AR3-49), the added section of the fanner Van Buren Street extends from 565 feet to 
605 feet north of Middleburg Avenue on the east side of Van Buren, and from 582 feet to 600 
feet notltl of Middleburg on the west side of Van Buren. In both cases the iloitllel-r~ boundary is 
the old Long Island Railroad trackbed. No historical structures are recorded in this Van Buren 
Street section of the APE. 

Prior to construction of the railyard, this Van Buren Street section of the APE was part of the 
northern slope of a large hill or ridge whose summit lay about 1,400 feet to the south, at what is 
now Skrllman Avenue. In 1907, the elevatior~s in this part of the APE ranged between 37.75 feet 
and 32.75 feet1, sloping dowl~ward lo the northeas1 (Figure 8). 

Culrerlt elevations in this sectiori of the APE lic between 30 and 32 feet (MTAILIRR 1999:5). 
The change in elevation between 1907 and the present indicates that between 0.75 and 7.75 feet 
of the pre-Yard ground surface were removed during or subsequent to Yard construction. Depth 
of ground dlsturbarlce gerlerally decreases from west to east. 

Since prehistoric archaeological remains are generally withio three to four feet of the 
predevelop~nent ground surface, it is possible that potential undisturbed or partially-disturbed 
remains have survived in this section of the APE. For recomlnelldatiolls and mitigation measures 
see Section 3.5. 

Former Block 74 
Beginning at no~lllern boundary of the previously-assessed pad of former Block 74 (See page 
AR3-50), the added sectiorl of Block 74 extends from 565 feet to 605 feet uorlh of Middleburg 
Avenue on the east side of former Van Buren Street, and fiom 460 feet to 635 feet north of 
Middleburg on the west side of former Madden Street (42'ld Place). III both cases the northern 
boundary is the old Long Island Railroad trackbed. No historical structures are recorded in this 
Block 74 section of the APE. 

Prior to collstruction of the railyard, this Block 74 section of the APE was part of the rlorthern 
slope of a large hill or ridge wl~ose suintnit lay about 1,500 feet to the south, at what is ilow 
Skillman Avenue. In 1907, the elevations in this part of the APE ranged between 37.75 feet and 
27.75 feet, sloping downward to the northeast. 

Current elevations in this section of the APE lie betwecn 30 aiid 37 feet, slopiug upward from 
west to east. The contours are sornewhat obscured due to the stockp~ll~ig of co~lstructiorl 
matertals there during the time of the topogral~hic survey. A hill labelled "PILE" at the center of 

I The East Side Access Project is using a datulii of 0=300. Therefore, to lsanslate to the BSA elevation, 300+ sl~ould 
be added. In this case, elevation 32.75 = BSA elevation of 332.75. 
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the Block 74 APE rises to a height of 41.8 feet (MTAILIRR 1999:5). A comparison of the 
elevations of 1907 and the present indicates that in the westet-n parts of the APE between 0.0 and 
7.75 feet of the predevelopment surface has been removed, while on the eastem side, it suggests 
the addition of between 0.0 and 9.25 feet offill. 

Since prehistoric archaeological remains are generally within three to four feet of the 
predevelopn~ent ground surface, it is possible that due to the shallow disturbance and the 
presence of a protective fill overtnantle, potential prehistoric remains may have sutvived 
undisturbed or partially-disturbed on parts of this APE. For recommendations and mitigation 
measures see Section 3.5. 

Portner Madden Street (42""treet - North1 of Middleburg Avenue) 
Beginning at northem boundary of the previously-assessed part of the former Madden Strcet (See 
page AR3-51 to AR3-52), the added section of Madden Street extends fiom 401 feet to 647 feet 
north of Middleburg Avenue on the east side of Madden, and from 460 fect to 635 feet noltli of 
Middleburg on the west side of Madden. In both cases the northem boundary is the old Long 
Island Railroad trackbed. No historical structures are recorded in this Madden Street section of 
the APE. 

Prior to constluction of the railyard, this Madden Street section of the APE was part of the 
northern slope of a large hill or ridge whose summit lay about 1,500 feet to the south, at what is 
now Skillman Avenue. In 1907, the elevations in this part of the APE ranged between 32.75 feet 
and 27.75 feet, sloping downward toward the northeast. 

Cul~ent  elevations in this section of the APE range from just below 35 feet at the north and south 
edges of the APE, to above 38 feet along the eastern side of the APE. A ''PILE" of construction 
materials, nlostly on Block 74 to the west of Madden Street extends onto the APE, obscuring the 
current topographic contours, and raising the elevation of the notlhwestern corner of the APE 
above 38 feet (MTAILIRR 1999:5). 

A comparison of the pre-Yard and present elevatiolls indicates that between 2.25 and 10.25 feet 
have been added during or subsequent to Yard construction. Potential l~rehistonc remains may 
have survived, protected fiom subsequent subsurface disturbance by the fill ovennantle. For 
recommendations and mitigation measures see Section 3.5. 

Former Block 71 

Begimli~lg at northem boundary of the previously-assessed part of former Block 71 (See page 
AR3-52 to AR3-53), the added section of Block 71 extends from 401 feet to 647 feet north of 
Middleburg Avenue on the east side of former Madden Street, and fiom 60 feet north of 
Middleburg on the west side of folmer Laurel Hill (43rd)~venue, following the curve of 42'Id 
~iace/43'* Avenue, which also becomes the tlorthem b o ~ i i d ? ~ ~ ~ t k i s  new part of the APE. No 
potential historical remains are indicated on this part of .!&APE. 

Hrstorrcal Pelspectlves, Inc 
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Prior to construction of the railyard, this Block 71 section of the APE was par1 of the no~lhcrn 
slope of a large hill or ridge whose summit lay about 1,500 feet to the southwest, at what is now 
Skillman Avcnuc. 

In 1907 the northe1-11 175 feet of thc APE were in a relatively level area a1 the base of the hill, 
with elevations between 32.75 and 27.75 fcet. (Plgure 8) 

At present the norlhem 175 feet of the Block 71 APE slope upward to Laurel Hill Avenue, rising 
fro111 elevations of below 35 feet in the northwestern corner of this part of the APE to 
approximately 43 feet at the southeastern comer of this part of tile APE (MTA/LIIUZ 1999:s). 

A comparison of the pre-Yard and cutrent elevations indicates that between 2.25 feet and as 
much as 15.25 feet of fill have been added to this part of the APE, with tlie amount of fill 
increasing toward the east, as one approaches Laurel Hill (43rd) Avenue. Although four 
woodframe buildings associated with the construction storage yard were recorded near Laurel 
Hill Avenue in tlie 1999 survey (See Block Histories below, Appendix 3.7.1), there is no 
indication of basements or deep foundations, and given a standard foundation depth of four feet 
in a part of the APE having a fill overmantle a minimum of 4.25 feet thick, it is unlikely that the 
construction of these buildings would have impacted the pre-Yard surface. 

Potential prehistoric remains may have survived, protected from subsequent subsurface 
disturbance by the fill overmantle. For recommendations and mitigation measures see Section 
3.5. 

In 1907, the elevat~ons in the remaining, southern part of the Block 71 APE ranged from 42.75 
feet at the southernmost comer along 1,aurel Hill Avenue, down to 27.75 feet, sloping downward 
to the north. (Figurc 8) 

At present, the APE slopes steeply upward east of the Loop Track right-of-way, rising fi-om 34 
feet at the right-of-way, to between 45 and 47 feet at Laurel Nil1 Avenue (MTNLIRR 19995). 
A comparison of the current and pre-Yard elevations indicates the addition of more than 2.25 feet 
of fill over t l ~ e  entire area during or subsequent to Yard construction. This layer of fill increases 
to as much as 14.25 feet thick as Laurel I-Iill (43rd) Avenue is approached on the east. As noted 
in the Appendix 3.7.1 (see Block Histories below), four two-story cinder block buildings stood 
along Laurel Iiill Avenue, and the northemmost of the structures had basements in their rear one- 
story sections. This would likely have penetrated the existing fill layer in the western part of the 
APE, where it is the thinnest, and impacted any potentially surviving prehistoric arcl~aeological 

, deposits. In the remainder of this part of the APE, however, there is no indication of basements 
or deep foundations. Given the location of these structures in the area of the greatest amount of 
fill, it is likely that the fill overmantle would have protected portions of the pre-Yard surface and 
any shallowly-buried prehistoric cultural materials !?on1 constluction itnpacts. For 
recon~mendatio~~s and mitigation measures see Section 3.5. 

3.3.1 Prehistoric Archaeologi~.nl Poteiztinl 

Historical t'erspectives, Inc. January 2005 
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As described in the Stage 1A report, po~iio~ls of the original APEs assessed were identified as 
potentially sensitive for prehistoric archaeological resources based on documenta~y and 
archaeological data indicating that ~ a t i v e  Americans had inhabited the Sunnyside Yard vicinity 
during the pre- and proto-historic periods. In addition, as part of that study, subsurface 
disturbance and its impact on and elimination of potential resources i11 the APES was also 
assessed to determine whether potential arcl~aeological materials may still be present. 

Based on the conclusio~ls from these two lines of research, sectious of the APEs were then rated 
as having high, moderate or low prehistoric archaeological sensitivity. The full discussion and 
explanation of the determillatio~l of prel~istoric sensitivity can be found on pages AR3-65 through 
AR3-68 of the Stage 1A report. Areas given a high se~lsitivity rating were those which were in 
near proximity to a fresh water source (e.g., a creek or ~narsh). No APE locations were rated as 
having moderate sensitivity. Areas given a low sensitivity rating were those that were located 
over 1,000 feet 'om a fresh water source, in this case Dutcl~ Kills Creek and its marshes. Areas 
located within the marsh were also given a low sensitivity rating as they would not have been 
habitable or suitable for other archaeologically-visible activities. APEs with a low sensitivity 
rating were not mapped and were not recommended for further archaeological evaluation. 

Based on the abovementioned criteria, the APE that is the subject of this addendum was 
determined to be over 1,000 feet fiom a fresh water source. Therefore, following the same 
approach used in the Stage 1A evaluation, this APE has been given a low sensitivity rating for 
prehistoric archaeological resources and no further archaeological evaluation is recommended. 
This addendum adds the following locations within the APE under the heading: Low Potential 
Sensitiv~ty (page AR3-68). 

Van Buren Street (North of M~ddleburg Avenue) 
Block 74 (North of the Loop Track) 
Madden S t m t  (Nollh of Middleburg Avenue) 
Block 71 (North of the Loop Track) 

3.3.2 Zlistoric Arcltaeologicnl Potential 

As descl-ibed above, no historical structures are recorded in this APE. Therefore, the APE 
possesses a low sensitivity for historical period archaeological resources and no furthcr 
archaeological evaluatioll is warranted. 

3.5 Mitigation Recommendations 

This addendum repeats the recommendations of the original report @age AR3-70): "for areas 
detennined to have a Low Potential Sensitivity rating for prehistoric resources, further 
consideration, research, testing or other mitigation of these locations for buried cultural remains 
from the prehistoric period is not recom~nended." In addition, no further consideration of 
historical pel-iod resources is recommended. Therefore, no additional mitigation beyond that 
discussed in earlier addenda and the original 1-eport is recommended. 

I-Iistorical Perspectives, fnc. 
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3.7 Appendix 

3.7.1 Block Ifistorics 

APE Betvveen the 39"' Street Bridge and 43rd Street (Laurel Nil1 Avenue) 

Val1 Boren Street (North of Middleburg Avenue) 

This added section of the APE on Van Buren Street extends Go~n 565 feet to 605 fect north of 
Middleburg Avenue on the east side of Van Buren, and fiom 582 feet to 600 feet north of 
Middleburg on tile west side of Van Buren. In both cases the nortllern boundary is the old Long 
Island Railroad trackbed. 

This area was owned by T. B. Van Buren in the 1870s, and Van Buren Street was laid out on 
paper in the same decade. The surrounding blocks were lotted before 1891, but there is no 
evidence of any dwellings or other structures built within the APE (Beers 1873; Dripps 1874; 
Sanborn 1898). (Figure 16) 

No potential historical archaeological resources are recorded in this Van Buren Street section of 
the APE. 

Block 74 (North of the Loop Track) 

This added section of Block 74 exteuds fiom 565 fect to 605 feet north of M~ddleburg Avenue on 
the east side of fonner Van Buren Street, and fiom 460 feet to 635 feet north of Middleburg on 
the west side of fonner Madden Street (42"* Place). In both cases the nolthe1-n boundary is the 
old Long Island Railroad trackbed. 

This area was owned by T. B. Van Burcn in the 1870s, and although lotted before 1891, there is 
no ev~dence of any dwellings or other stluetures built within the APE (Beers 1873; Dripps 1874; 
Sanborn 1898). (Figure 16) 

No potential historical arcl~aeological resources are recorded in this Block 74 section of the APE. 

Madden Street (North of Middleburg Avenue) 

Thls added section of the APE on Madden Street extends from 401 feet to 647 feet north of 
Middleburg Avenue on the east side of Madden, and fiom 460 feet to 635 feet north of 
Middleburg on the west side of Madden. In both cases the northenl boundary is the old Long 
Island Railroad trackbed. 

This area was owned by T. B. Van Buren in the 1870s, and Madden Street was laid out on paper 
in the same decade. The surrounding blocks were lotted before 1891, but there is no evidence of 
any dwellings or other structures built within the APE (Beers 1873; Dripps 1874; Sanborn 1898). 
(Figure 16) 

Historical I'e~speclives, IIIC. Janua~y 2005 
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No potential historical archacological resources are recorded in this Van Buren Street section of 
the APE. 

Block 71 (North of tlie Loop Track) 

This addendum section of the Block 71 APE extends from 401 feet to 647 feet north of 
Middleburg Avenue on the east side of former Madden Street, and from 60 feet north of 
Middleburg on the west side of former Laurel Hill (43rd)~venue, following the curve of 42nd 
~ lace /43 '~  Avenue, which also becomes tlie northern boundary of this new part of the AIIE. 

The APE has been divided into a no~thern section which comprises the northern 150 feet of the 
APE, and the southern section which is the remainder of the APE. 

Both sections were owned by T. B. Van Buren in the 1870s, and although lotted before 1891, 
there is no evidence of any dwellings or other structures built within the APE prior to Yard 
construction (Beers 1873; Dripps 1874; Sanborn 1898). (Figure 16) 

No structures are recorded on the northem section of the APE through the 1970s. At the time of 
the 1999 topographical survey, northern section of the APE was being utilized as a construction 
storage yard. Three one-story woodframe structures, as well as a number of sheds were erected 
there, along the Laurel Hill (43rd) Avenue and 42"* ~lace143'~ Avenue frontage (MTNLIRR 
19995). Nc~ther basements nor deep foundations are indicated. These buildings are not 
recorded in the current Sanboln atlas, which shows the area as vacant. 

No structures are recorded on the southern section of the APE through the 1970s. A group of 
three two- and one-story buildings were constructed there III 1984, 1988 and 1988. The 1999 
Sanbom atlas ind~cates that the northern two buildings have basements recorded in their rear. 
(western) sections. No other basements are recorded. 

No potential historical remains are recorded on the Block 71 part of the APE. 

Ilistorical Perspeclives, Inc. January 2005 
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ARC1-1AEO1,OGICAL ASSESSMENT OF TRE YARD AREA BETWEEN TI-1E 
TROMSON AVENUE AND NUNTERS POINT AVENUE BRIDGES 

APE between the Wueters Point and Tlromsor~ A v e ~ ~ u e  Bridges 

Former Block 72; Former Arch Street; Former Block 89; Former Beecl~ Street; Former 
Block 90; Pormer Crane Street; I'ormer Block 91; Former Davis Street; Pormer Block 92; 
Former Pears011 Street; Former Block 93; Former A~rable Aveuue/Amstel Place; Former 
Block 94; Former Court Street; Former Block 95; Former Nott Avenue; Former Block 196; 
Former Pu~lies Street; Former Block 199 

These former blocks and streets, between the current Skillman Avenue on the south and the old 
Long Island Rail Road 11-acltbed on the north, were evaluated in the original report (AR3-17 and 
18). 

No potential historical arcl~aeological sites were documented in this area (Wolverton 1891; 
Figures 17 and 18). 

Based on the evaluation of this pait of the APE as a section of extensive tnarsl~land with none of 
the dry, elevated locations prefetred by prehistoric Americans for their campsites, settlements 
and processing areas (Figure 3; Conner 1852), this section of the project site has very low 
potential for hosting prehistoric arcl~aeological remains. It was considered not sensitive, and no 
further study or other investigation was recommended. For further discussion, see pages AR3-65 
to 67 in tbe original report. 

Former Block 202 
Former Dutclr IGlls Street (south of the Long Islaud Railroad trackbed) 

This block and street fortns a triangle bounded by present Sklll~nan Avenue (folmerly Mcadow 
Street), the Thornson Avenue Bridge and fonner Block 199. It occupies approxi~nately 214 feet 
of frontage along Skillinan Avenue, and ranges betwecn 0.0 feet and approxi~nately 188 feet 
north of prescnt Skillman. 

No potential historical arcl~aeological sites were documented in this area (Wolverton 1891; 
Figures 17 and 18). 

Prior to filling at the tuln of the century, this area of the APE was part of the extensive lnarsllland 
surrounding Dutch Kills and its tributaries (Figure 3; Conner 1852). The edge of the swanip is 
demarcated most clearly on the 1874 topographic imp, where all land to the southeast of the 
Long Island Rail Road trackbed, including this APE, is marsh andlor creekbed (Figure 4). The 
1907 topographic map, drawn prior to railyard construction, but subsequent to road building and 
filling activities in the vicinity ofthis area, records elevations there below 2.75 feet (Figure 6). 

Although the marshes which once existed in the APE would have been attractive ltunting and 
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gathering locations for prehistoric Americans, it is unlikely that any sort of pre- or proto-historic 
campsite, settlement or processing area would have been located within the marsh, rather than on 
nearby dry, elevated laud. As a result, this section of the project site is considered to have a very 
low potential for hosting prehistoric archaeological remains, and is not sensitive. 

Long lsla~ld Rail Road Trackbed (Hunters Point Avenue to Tl~ornson Avenue) 

The old LJRR trackbed was completed tilrough this section of the APE by 1861. Built at the 
westc~n edge of the Dutch Kills marshes, historical maps indicate that some locations were dry 
ground at the edge of the marsh, and others were w~thin the marsh itself. 

A comparison of 19L"-centuw maps identifies an area of elevated, dry ground in this part of the 
APE, between and including former Crane Street on the west and former Nott Avenue (the 
existing portion of this street north of the Yard is now 44Lh Drive) lo tlle east (Figure 3; Beers 
1873). This appears to be the base of large hit1 which has its summit to the northwest. Elevations 
from the 1907 topographical map are only available for the area between former Anable and Nott 
Streets, but appear to be between 2.75 feet and 7.75 feet (Figure 5). Intersection elevations from 
the 1903 atlas give elevations of between 5 and 6 feet along the south side of the embankment. 
This may be due to extensive filling operations carried out on the adjoining properties, 
subsequel~t to trackbed construction but prior to yard const~uction. 

Current elevations it1 this area of the APE rise gradually from above 8 feet on the west to 13 feet 
on the east (Amtrak 1994:2-4,7), indicating the deposit of a protective fill overmantle of between 
approximately 5 and 10 feet thick, most likely deposited at the time the LIRR trackbed was first 
constructed. This indicates that the embankment fill has protected the pre-development surface, 
and any potential buried prehistoric cultur-a1 materials, from subsequent constluction impacts. 

No historical structures were recorded in the Thomson Avenue to Skillman Avenue section of tlie 
old LlRR trackbed in this APE. 

Constructio~i excavation for this section of the APE may eradicate any potentially surviving 
buried cultural materials from the prehistoric period. For recommendations and mitigation 
measures, see Section 3.5. 

In contrast, the remaining two sections of the old LUU< track embankment, lyiitg between the 
west side of Crane Street and the Hunters Point Avenue Blidge, and between the east side of Nott 
Avenue and the Thomson Avellue Bridge were not dry, elevated locations prior to trackbed 
construction. 

Prior to filling operations which accompanied the building of the trackbed embankment, this 
section of the APE was. part of the extensive marshland surrou~lding Dutch Kills and its 
tributaries (Figures 3 and 4; Co~luer 1852). The 1907 topographic map, drawn aAer embankment 
construction and other pre-yard filling operations, generally records swamp elevations as below 
2.75 feet (Figure 5). 

Historical I'erspectives, Inc 
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As ctiscussed in the prehistoric overview section of the original report, salt marshes, sucll as the 
one surrounding Dutch Kills and its tributaries offered valuable resources to pre- and proto- 
historic Native Americans. Because a mal-sh, undergoes regular inundation or partial inundation, 
however, it is extrelnely unlikely that Native Americans would have established a campsile, 
processing area, or larger settlement witllin its boundaries. Thel-efore, this part of the APE has a 
very low potential for prehistoric archaeological remains, and is not considered sensitive. 

No potential historical archaeological sites have been docunlented in this area (Figures 17 and 
18; Wolverton 1891). 

3.3.1 I'rehistoric Archaeological Poteiztial 

The LIRR trackbed section of this APE, from former Crane Street to fonner Nott Avenue, has 
been identified as having potential prehistoric sensitivity, based on the docu~nentary and 
archaeological data indicating that Native Americans inhabited the vicinity during the pre- and 
proto-historic eras, as well as data describing the pre-development environment and topography 
of the APE. Sensitivity is also determined by a location's lack of deep subsurface disturbance, 
which can eliminate this pote~ltial. Areas with moderate and high sensitivity ratings are 
considered to have the potential for archaeological sensitivity; in those locations, disturbance by 
project-related work could result in significant impacts. 

Based on these factors, the following section of the LIRR trackbed is rated as having a high 
potential prehistoric sensitivity (A inore detailed discussion of the deterinination of prehistoric 
archaeological potential is found in the original Stage 1A report on pages AR3-65 to AK3-68): 

APE belwccn the Iiunters Point and Tho~nson Avenue Bridges: 
Location #13: Old LIRR Ernbankinent (Former Crane Street to Fornler Nott 
Avenue) 

This area is an addition to the areas identified in the Stage 1A report as having "High Potential 
Sensitivity" on pages AR3-67 to AR3-68. Please see Figure B, "Areas of Potential 
Archaeological Sensitivity." 

3.5 Mitigation Recommendations 

The installation of utilities and work required to convert Yard A into a new East Side Access 
storage yard, including grading and laying of new tracks, could affect potential prehistoric 
resources beneath a fill ove~~llantle of approxin~ately five to ten feet deep, if construction were to 
extend below the current surface to this depth range. At this time, the depth and extent of 
proposed construction is not known. Therefore, it is recommended that this area be added to the 
Stage 1B Archaeological Field Testing Protocol found within Appendix D of the Long Island 
Rail Road East Side Access Constvuction Prolectiorz Plan, prepared for the East Side Access 
Project and approved by SHPO in April 2004. This protocol stipulates that once construction 
locations and impact depths have been confimjed, they will be compared to the potentially- 
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affected areas of sensitivity to evaluate the potential for adverse effects. Due lo issues of 
coniamiilation and shallow groundwater in the Sunnyside Yard complex, coilstruction within any 
sensitive areas in the complex would be monitored by a professioilal arcl~aeologist as descl-ibed 
in Appendix D of the Construction Protection Plan. 
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3.7 Appendix 

APE between the I-lunters Point and Thornson Avenue Bridges 

Former Block 202 
For~ner  Dutcl~ Kills Street (south of tlie Loug Islalid Railroad trackbed) 

This block and street forms a triangle bounded by present Skill~nan Avenue (fol-tnerly Meadow 
Street), the 'Thomson Avenue Bridge and fonner Block 199. It occupies approximately 214 fcet 
of frontage along Skillman Avenue, and ranges between 0.0 feet and approximately 188 fcet 
north of present Skillman. 

Prior to filling at the turn of the century, this area of the APE was part of the extensive marshland 
surrou~lding Dutch Kills and its tributaries (Figure 3; Conner 1852). The edge of the swamp is 
demarcated most clearly on the 1874 topographic map, where all land to the southeast of the 
Long Island Rail Road trackbed, including this APE, is marsh andlor creekbed (Figure 4). 

No potential historical arcllaeological sites were documented in this area (Wolverton 1891; 
Figures 17 and 18). 

Long Island Rail Road Trackbed (Hunters Point Avenr~e to TI~o~nson Avenue) 

The old LIRR trackbcd was completed through this section of the APE by 1861. Built at the 
weste~n edge of tlie Dutch Kills marsl~es, historical maps indicate that some locations were dry 
ground at the edge of the marsh, and the remainder was built on fill within the marsh itself. 

A co~nparison of 1 9 L " - c e ~ ~ t u ~  maps identifies an area of elevated, dry ground in this part of the 
APE, between the west side of fonner Crane Street on the west and tlle east side of former Nott 
Avenue to the east (Figure 3; Beers 1873). This appears to be the base of large hill which has its 
sununit to the northwest. 

In contrast, the ren~aining two sections of the old LIRR track embankment, lying between Crane 
Street and the Hunters Point Avenue Bridge, and between Nott Avenue and the Thomson Avenue 
Bridge were not d ~ y ,  elevated locations prior to trackbed construction. 

Prior to filli~lg operations whicl? accompanied the building of the trackbed embankment, this 
section of the APE was part of the extensive marshland surrounding Dutch Kills and its 
tributaries (Figures 3 and 4; Conner 1852). The 1907 topographic map, drawn after embankment 
construction and other pre-yard filling operations, generally records swamp elevations as below 
2.75 feet (Figure 5). 

No historical structu~.es were recorded in the Hunters Point Avenue Bridge to Tltomson Avenue 
Bridge section of the old L I M  trackbed in this APE. 
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AIKHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE 39TH STIUCET BRIDGE AND THE 
SEWER PARALLEL TO THE 39TH STREET BNDGE 

APE betweell Hoeeywell Street aud 39th Street Bridges 

Former Block 115 
Historical maps record no stiuctures in this part of the APE 

The Block 11 5 section of the APE lies between follner Van Pelt and Harold Streets, with fonner 
Middleburg Avenue on the south, and the Loop Track APE on the 1101th. Prior to yard 
construction, elevations ranged from 37.75 feet in northwest to above 42.75 feet in the southeast 
corner, sloping upward as one proceeds southeasterly. (Figure 7) At present, elevations are 
between 22 and 26 feet (Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Iilc./STV Incorporated 2002). 
Regrading during yard construction would have removed between 11.75 to as much as 20.75 feet 
of the pre-construction surface, effectively eliminating all potential prehistoric or shallowy- 
buried Revolutionaiy War arcl~aeological deposits. 

Former Middleburg Avenue (between Van Pelt and Harold Streets) 

Historical maps record no structures in this part of the APE 

Pre-yard elevations in the fonner Middelburg Avenue section of the APE were between 42.75 
and 47.75 feet, sloping up toward the south. (Figure 7) Current elevations are between 22 and 25 
feet (Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, Inc.lSTV Incorporated 2002), indicating a 
regrading during yard construction that removed between 17.75 and 25.75 feet of the pre- 
construction surface. This would have destroyed all potential prellistoric archaeological 
resources, as well potential deposits fiom British troops who camped in this vicinity during the 
Revolutionary War. 

Fortner Block 116 (North of the Main Line) 

The new APE section on fonner Block 116 comprises most of the northern pad of the block, 
north of the Main Line APE, which was covered in the original reporl (Pages AR-43 to -44). 
Beginning on the south side of fonner Middleburg Avenue, it extends southward 356 feet along 
the west side of fonner Harold Street, to the beginning of the Main Line APE. The western 
boundary runs aloug the eastern side of the fonner Van Pelt Street 427 feet from the south side of 
former Middleburg Avenue, ending at the Main Line APE. 

Ifistorical maps record no st~uctures in t11is section of the APE 

Prior to yal-d construction, this pait of Block 116 sloped upward as one proceeded southward, 
with elevations rising fiorn above 42.75 feet at Middleburg Avenue to above 57.75 feet at the 
cdge of the Main Line Al'E. (Figure 7) In order to discuss the topographical changes which have 
taken placc in this area during railyard construction in the early 20"' century, it is necessary 
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divide this part of the APE into four sections, based on the contour lines shown 011 the 1907 map. 
(Figure 7) 

The first scction, which lies between the 42.75 and 47.75 contour lines, extends 48 feet south of 
Middleburg Avenue along the western side of the fonner Harold Street, and 0 feet south of 
Middieburg along the eastem side of Van Pelt Street. (Figure 7) At present, elevations in this 
part of the APE lie between 20 and 25 feet (Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, 1uc.ISTV 
Incorporated 2002), indicating that between 17.75 and 27.75 feet of the pre-yard surface have 
been removed during or after railyard construction. This regrading would have effectively 
destroyed any potential archaeological deposits from the prehistoric pel-iod or shallowly-buried 
Revolutiona~y War remains. 

The second section of this area of the APE, immediately south of the first section, extends 
between 48 and 200 feet south of former Middleburg Avenue along the westein side of fonner 
Harold Street, and between 0 and 136 feet south of Middleburg along the eastern side of old Van 
Pelt Street. This section had elevations belween 47.75 and 52.75 feet in 1907. (Figure 7) At 
present, elevations rise from approximately 22 to 70 feet as one goes eastward, becoming 
increasingly steep and elevated on the earthen bank supporting a scctioil of the present 39"' Street 
Bridge (Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & Douglas, hc./STV hcorporated 2002). 

Except for a stnall par( of this second section (which presently lies above an elevation of 45 feet) 
this indicates a regrading for yard constxuction which would have removed a minimum of 2.75 
feet and up to 30.75 feet of the pre-yard surface. ' Because potential prehistoric archaeological 
resources, as well as potential cultural deposits fiom British troops who carnped in this vicinity 
during the Revolutionary War would be expected within three to four feet of the pre-yard surface, 
the ren~oval of 2.75 feet of this surface would have destroyed most of these shallowly-buried 
archaeological resources. In addition, the position of the area with the least alnount of regrading 
is along the side of a steep hill or bank. The subsequent 97 years (1907-2004) of weathering 
and human impacts to exposed potential archaeological resources would have eliminated any 
surviving potential sensitivity. 

The areas which lie above the yresc~tt 45-foot contour line, roughly the easternmost 50 feet of the 
second section, along the present 39'" Street Bridge, would have only experienced a regrading of 
less than 2.75 feet, arid the possibility of the addition of a layer of fill which may be as much as 
17.25 feet thick near the Bridge. This fi l l  overmantle would have protected ally potential 
prehistoric or shallowly-buried Revolutionary War remains from subsequent subsurface 
disturbance. Excavation in this section of the APE could disturb any potentially surviving buried 
cultural materials fiom the prehistoric and historical periods. For recomtnendations and 
mitigation measures, see Section 3.5. 

The third section of this area of the APE lies between the 1907 map's 52.75- and 57.75-foot 
contour lines, immediately south of the second section. (Figure 7) This third section extends 
fiom 200 to 333 feet south of former Middleburg Avenue along the western side of former 
Harold 31-eet, and from 136 to 283 feet south of Middleburg on the eastern side of former Van 
Pelt Street. At present, elevations range froiom 20 feet to 72 feet, with the greatest elevations 
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along the side of the present 39''' Street Bridge (l'arsons Brinckerhoff Quadc & Douglas, 
Inc./STV h~corporated 2002), 

Excel~t for a sslnall part of this third section (which presently lies above an elevation of 50 feet) 
this indicates a regrading for yard construction which would have removed a ininimum of 2.75 
feet and up to 37.75 feet of the pre-yard surface. Because potential prehistoric archaeological 
resources, as well as potential cultural deposits from British troops who camped in this vicinity 
during the Revolutionary War would be expected within three to four feet of the pre-yard surface, 
the retnoval of 2.75 feet of this surface would have destroyed most of these shallowly-buried 
archaeological resources. In addition, the position of the area with the least amount of regrading 
is along the side of a steep hill or bank. The subsequent 97 years (1907-2004) of weathering 
and human impacts to exposed potential archaeological resources would have climinatcd any 
surviving potential sensitivity. 

The areas which lie above theyresent 50-foot contour line, roughly the easternmost 50 feet of the 
third sectio11, along the present 39"' Street Bridge, would have only experienced a regrading of 
less than 2.75 feet, and the possibility of the addition of a layer of fill which may be as much as 
14.25 feet thick near the Bridge. This fill ovennantle would have protected any potential 
prehistoric or shallowly-buried Revolutionary War remains f o m  subsequent subsurface 
disturbance. Excavation in tKis section of the APE could disturb any potentially surviving buried 
cultural materials from the prehistoric and historical periods. For recommendations and 
mitigation measures, see Section 3.5. 

The fourth and southernmost section of this area of the APE lies between the 1907 map's 57.75- 
and 62.75-foot contour lines, immediately south of the third section. (Figure 7) This fourth 
section extends fi-om 333 to 356 feet south of former Middieburg Avenue along the westen1 side 
of former Harold Street, and from 283 to 427 feet south of Middleburg on the eastern side of 
former Van Pelt Street. At present, elevations range from 30 feet to 65 feet, with the greatest 
elevations along the side of the present 39"' Street Bridge (Parsons Brinckerhoff Quade & 
Douglas, 111c.lSTV Incorporated 2002). 

Except for a small part of this fourth section (which presently lies above an elevation of 55 feel) 
this indicates a regrading for yard construction which would have removed a minimum of 2.75 
feet and up to 32.75 feet of the pre-yard surface. Because potential prehistoric archaeological 
resources, as well as potential cultural deposits from British troops who camped in this vicinity 
during the Revolutionary War would be expected within three to four feet of the pre-yal-d surface, 
the I-emoval of 2.75 feet of this surface would have destroyed most of these sl~allowly-buried 
archaeological resources. In addition, the position of the area with the least amount of regrading 
is along the side of a steep hill or bank. The subsequent 97 years (1907-2004) of weathering 
and human impacts to exposed potential archaeological resources would have eliminated any 
surviving potential sensitivity. 

The areas which lie above theprescizt 55-foot contoul- line, roughly the easterlunost 50 feet of the 
third section, along the present 39'" Street Bridge, would have only experienced a regrading of 
less than 2.75 feet, and the possibility of the addition of a layer of fill which may be as much as 
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7.25 feet thick near the Bridge. This fill ovet-mantle would liave pl-otccted any potential 
prehistoric or shallowly-buried Iicvolutionary War rernains from subscqueut subsurface 
disturbance. Excavation in this section of the APE could disturb any potentially surviving buried 
cultural materials from the prehistoric and historical periods. For I-ccommendations and 
mitigation measures, see Section 3.5. 

For~ner  Block 116 (South of the Loop Track) 

A second new area of former Block 116, south of the Loop TI-ack APE, co~npriscs the 
southeastern section of tlie block, with a 100-foot fiontage on present Skill~nan Avenue 
extending west from the west side of 39"' Street. This part of tlie APE ranges 130 feet north of 
present Skillman Avenue along the west side of 39"' Street, and 120 feet north of Skillman along 
its western boundaly. 

No potential historical archaeological sites were documented in this area (Figures 11 and 16) 

According to the 1907 "Contour Map of Sunnyside Yard" (Figure 7) which details pre-yard 
contours and elevatio~is, this part of the APE was once on the upper slopes of a hill which 
probably reached it su~nmit south of Skillman Avenue. Pre-development elevations in this 
section of the yard were greater than 77.25 feet, increasing as one proceeded to the southwest. 

Current elevations in this area of the APE lie between 70 and 35 feet (Parsons Brinckerhoff 
Quade & Douglas, Inc./STV Iucorl~orated 2002), indicating that at least 7.25 to greater than 
32.25 feet of thcpre-yard surface were removed at tlie time of rail yard construction. This 
regrading would liave effectively destroyed a n y  potential archaeological deposits f io~n the 
prehistoric period. 

3.3.1 Prelristoric Arclzaeologicnl Poterztinl 

Tlxe area of the former Block 116, extending from 188 to 356 feet south of former Middelburg 
Avenue along the west side of fo~mer Harold Street, and approxinlately 50 feet west of fonner 
Ilarold Street, has been identified as having potential prehistoric sensitivity, based on the 
documentary and arcl~aeological data indicating that Native Americans have inhabited the 
vicinity during the pre- and proto-historic eras, as well as data describing the pre-development 
environment and topography of illc APE. Sensitivity is also determined by a location's lack of 
deep subsurface disturbance, which can eliminate this potential. Areas with no or low sensitivity 
ratings al-e trtot considered to have the arcliaeological potential to be impacted, and are not 
mapped 

Based on these factors, the APE for the 39th Street Substation and proposed sewer is rated as 
having a low potential prehistoric sensitivity (A more detailed discussio~i of the determination of 
prehistoric archaeological potential is found in the original report on pages AR3-65 to AR3-68), 
and the followi~ig area is an addition to the list of areas detelmined to possess "Low Potential 
Sensitivity" as found on page 4.73-68 in the original repolt: 

Historical Perspeclives, Inc. January 2005 
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Block 116 (eastern 50 fect between 188 and 356 fcet south of former Middleburg Avaiue) 

The same area of the fonner Block 116, extending fro~n 188 to 356 feet soutll of fonner 
Middelburg Avenue along tlle west side of former Harold Street, and approxin~ately 50 feet west 
of fonner Harold Street, has been identified as being potentially sensitive for archaeological 
resources relating to the British and I-iessian troops who occupied the area during the 
Revolutionary War (1776-1783) (Figures 19, 20). This area is located approximately 0-50 feet 
west of the 39th Street Bridge and 0-278 feet north of the LlRR Main Line. Soldiers' huts were 
visible for decades after the Revolution, and the discovery of related artifacts in the plow zones 
of area farms was common into the late 19"' century (Seyfiied 1984b). 

The following area is an addition to the list of areas determined to possess historical 
archaeological potential as discussed on page AR3-69 in the original report: 

APE between the Honeywell Street and 39th Street Bridges: 
Location #14: Block 116 (eastern 50 feet betweem 188 and 356 feet south of former 
Middleburg Avenue, a.k.a. an area approximately 0-50 feet west of t l~e  39th Street Bridge and 
0-278 feet north of the LIRR Main Line) 

Please see Figure B, "Areas of Potential Archaeological Sensitivity." 

3.5 Mitigation Recommendations 

This addendum repeats the recommendations of the original report for mitigation measures for 
locations determined to have a low sensitivity rating for prehistoric arc11aeological resources 
(page AR3-70): "[Flutther consideration, research, testing or other mitigation measures of these 
locations for buried cultural remains from the prehistoric period is not reco~nmended. 

Because the area potentially sensitive for shallowly-buried Revolutionary War remains in tlle 
new Block 116 section of the APE (eastern 50 feet between 188 and 356 feet south of former 
Middleburg Avenue, aka. an area approximately 0-50 feet west of the 39th Street Bridge and 0- 
278 feet north of the LIRR Main Line) lies approximately 50 feet to the east of the proposed 
construction impact zone, it is possible that the potentially sensitive location can be avoided. 
This would mean that no constructio~t involving subsurface excavation or disturbance would occur 
in this location, includi~~g regrading. 

If avoidance is 11ot possible, e.g. if const~uction of the sewer we]-e to occur in the sensitive area 
described above and excavation would extend beneath the fill into sensitive soils, potential 
adverse impacts to arcl~aeological resources could occur. Therefore, it is our recommendation 
that this area be added to the Stage 1B Archaeological Field Testing Protocol found within 
Appendix D of the Long Island Rail Road East Side access Construction Protectiorl Plan, 
prepared for the East Side Access Project and approved by SIQO in April 2004. Tliis protocol 
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stipulates that once construction locations and impact depths have been confirmed, they will be 
compared to the potentially-affected areas of sensitivity to evaluate the potential for adverse 
effects. Due to issues of contatnination and shallow groundwater in tlie Sunnyside Yard complex, 
construction within any of tlie sensitive areas in the complex would be tnonitored by a 
professional arcl~aeologisi as described in Appendix D of the Construction Protection Plan. 

Historical Perspectives, I~ic.  January 2005 
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3.7 Appendix 

3.7.1 Block Histories 

APE betvveeli Honeywell Street and 3% Street Bridges 

Former Block 115 

The Block 115 section of the APE lies between former Van Pelt and I-Iarold Streets, with fonncr 
Middleburg Avenue on the south, and the Long Island Rail Road right-of-way on the north. 
During the 19"' century the block was part of the much larger Bragaw farm, and the block was 
divided into lots by the 1890s, but no structures are recorded there (Dripps 1874; Figure 11). 

Although there are no recorded historical structures in this part of the APE, sections of the 
railroad yard along Middelburgh RoadMiddleburg Avenue were heavily manned by British 
troops during the Revolutiona~y War occupatioil of 1776 to 1783. Soldiers were bivouacked in 
the farmhouses, and others built their huts and pitched their tents on the farms all along the road 
and in the fields. Into the 1880s and 1890s solne of the huts were still visible, and there were 
regular reports of fanners plowing up Revolutionary War relics (Munsell 1882; Seyfried 1984b). 

Former Middleburg Ave~iue (between Van Pelt and Harold Streets) 

The Middleburg Avenue sections of this APE extend eastward from the east side of former Van 
Pelt Street to the west side of folmer Harold Street. Although Middleburg Avenue was the area's 
major eastlwest route during the 18th century, no structures are recorded within the roadbed 
itself. Despite 19th-century street widenings, no adjacent hornelots were added to this section of 
the APE, and historical maps record no buildings in the vicinity, before or after the constlvction 
of the LlRR roadbed in 1861 (Sidney 1849; Figure 11). 

Although there are no recorded historical structures in this part of the APE, sectiot~s of the 
railroad yard along Middelburgh RoadIMiddleburg Avenue were heavily manned by British 
troops during the Revolutionary War occupation of 1776 to 1783. Soldiers wcre b~vouacked in 
the farmhouses, and others built their huts and pitched their tents on the farms all along the road 
and in the ficlds. Into the 1880s and 1890s some of the huts were still visible, and there were 
regular reports of fanners plowing up Revolutiona~y War relics (Munsell 1882; Seyfiied 1984b). 

Former Block 116 (North of tlre Main Line) 

This APE section of former Block 116 comprises most of the northem part of the block. 
Beginning on i l~e  south side of former Middleburg Avenue, il extends southward 356 feet along 
the west side of fot~ner Harold Street. Thewestem boundary runs alorlg the easte~n side of the 
former Van Pelt Street 427 feet fro111 the south side of former Middleburg Avenue. During the 
19"' century the block was pall of the much larger Bragaw fann, and the block was divided into 
lots by the 1890s, but no structures are recorded there (Dripps 1874; Figure 1 I). 
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Although therc are no recorded historical structures in this part of the APE, sections of the 
railroad yard along Middelburgh RoadIMiddleburg Avenue were heavily manned by Britisll 
troops during the Revolutionary War occupation of 1776 to 1783. Soldiers were bivouacked in 
the fatmbouses, and others built their huts aild pitched their tents on the fanns all along the road 
and in the fields. Into the 1880s and 1890s some of the huts were still visible, and thel-e were 
regular reports of fa1-mcrs plowing up Revolutionary War relics (Munsell 1882; Seyfried 1984b). 

Forrner Block 116 (Soutll of the Loop Track) 

The section of former Block 116 comprises the southeastern section of the former block, with a 
100-foot fi-otontage on present Skill~nan Avenue extending west from former Harold Street. This 
part of the APE ranges 130 feet north of present Skillman Avenue along former Harold Street, 
and 120 feet north of Skillman along its western boundary. 

During the 19"' century the block was part of the much larger Bragaw farm, and the block was 
dividcd into lots by the 1890s, but no structures are recorded there (Dripps 1874; Figure 11). 
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FIGURE 1 
Project Site Location: (1.S.G.S . Central Park and Brooklyn Qtratk, 1979 
Scale 1 24,000 





FIGURE 3 
Coast Survey, U.S.C.& G.S., 1844-1845 
Original scale: 1/30,000 
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FIGURE 4 
Coast Survey, U.S.G.S., 1874 
Original scale. 1/40,000 
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PIGUFtE 5 ---- 
---- Current Street 

Contour Map of Sunnyside Yard, 1907 
Scale: lcm = c. 107.1 feet; Penn. RR el. - 300 + 2.75 = USGS el. (in feet) 
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FIGURE 6 ---- 

---- Current Street 
Contour Map of Sunnyside Yard, 1907 
~ka1e:lcrn = c. 166.7 feet; Penn.RR el.. - 300 +. 2.75 = USGS el. (in feet) , . .  : 
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FIGURE 7 ---- 
---- Current Street 

Contour Map of Sunnyside Yard, 1907 
Scale: lcm = c. 166.7 feet; Penn. RR el. - 300 i- 2.75 = USGS el. (in feet) 
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FIGURE 8 ---- 
---- Current Slrcet 

Contour Map of Sunnyside Yard, 1907 
Scale: lcm = c. 136.8 feet; Penn. RR el. - 300 + 2.75 = USGS el. (in feet) 



FIGURE 9 
Atlas of Long Island, Beers, 1873 
No Scale 
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FIGURE 10 
~t las  of Queens County, Wolverton, 1891 
Scale: lcm = c. 193 feet 
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FIGURE 11 
Atlas of Queens County, Woiverton, 1891 
Scale: 1 cm = c. 2 16 feet 
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FIGURE 12 
Atlas of Queens County, Wolverton, 189 1 
Scale: lcm = c. 143 feet 
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FIGURE 13 
Atlair of the Borough of Queens, Hyde, 1903 
Scale: lcm = c. 110.3 feet 
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FIGURE 14 
Atlas of the Borough of Queens, Hyde, 1903 
Scale: lcm = c. 94 feet 
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FIGURE 15 
Atlas of the Borough of Queens, Hyde, 1903 

I Scale: Icm = c. 94 feet 



FIGURE 16 
Atlas of the Borough ofQueem, Hyde, 1903 
Scale: 1 cm = c. 129 feet 
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FIGURE 17 
Atlas of the Borough of Queens, Hyde, 1903 
Scale: lcm = c. 9 1.4 feet 
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FIGURE 18 
Atlas of the Borough of Queens, Hyde, 1903 
Scale: 1 cm = c. 9 1.4 feet 
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July 25, 2005 
Addendum 
STAGE 1A ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMEN'I' 
MTA/Long Islcrrzd Rrril Rocd Enst Sicle Access Project 

lie: I'roposed Substation G02, Sunnyside Yard, Northwest corner of Skillliia~i Avenue and the 
No~icywell Street Bridge. 

The RKTAI1,lRR East Side Access I'roject proposes to construct a new substation in Sunliyside 
Yard in Long Island City, Queens, New York. Associated with the new substation is a rctaitii~ig 
wall, which would be constructed to brace tlie slope between Skillmall Avenue to tlie lower yard 
elevation. Project elements for tlie Queens Alignment of tlie MTA/L,IRR East Side Access 
Proje~t  liave been evaluated in tlie original Stage 1A arcliaeological study prepared for tlie 
project, S/oge IA Ar.cl~creologiccr1 Asse.s.s17zer?/, A47'A/[.IRR 13crIs/ Side Acce.s.s I'rqjed, prepared by 
1-iistot.ical Perspectives, I~ic., Ilecembcr 1999 ("Stage 1A") and in subseiluenl addenda to that 
relmrt. 

'l'liis addendum refers to Chapter 3.0, "Sunnyside Yard and Yard A Arcliaeological Resource 
13valuation" of the original Stage 1A. Spcciiically, it refers to tlie fbllowilig sections: 3.3 
Existing Conditions pages AR3-20 to -35; and 37 .1  Block Ili.s/orie.r, page AR3-A11X7 to - 
AI'X21. Figures 1-18 of clie Stage 1A have been appended to this addelidu~ii and are referenced 
herein. 

The location of Substation GO2 lias been added to tlic Area of Potential Effect (APE) between 
Quee~is Boulevard and Honcywcll Street Bt-itiges. At present, this part of the APE lies between 
1xesent Sltill~iiati Avenue and tlie Sunnyside Yard L,oop 'T'rack. I t  includes scctiotis of former 
Block 156 ant1 166, and a section offi)l-~iic~- Moot-e Street. (1,:igures A and B) 

3.3 Existing Conditions 

AI'E hetween the Qoeens Boolevard ancl No~~eywell  Street Bridges 

Former Blocli 166 

l'lie former Block 166 section of tliis AI'E colnprises tlie central part of IIle former block, 
extending between approximately 364 and 446.2 feet soutli of fol-III~I- Skill~iian Aveliue aloug the 
east sidc of fonner liawson Street, and between approximately 264.2 a~ id  346.3 feet south of 
for~iier Skill~iian on tlie west sidc of fo1.1iier Moore Street. N o  buildings were crcctcd on this 
part of the block prior to tlic co~istructioli of the preselit I-ailroad yard, and no potential liistorical 
arcliaeological sites are documented there (Sanbom 1898). (17igures I I and 15) 

Prior to yard construction, tliis section of the APE was along tlie slopes of a s~iiall hill wliosc 
summit was formerly at what is now tlie intersection of present Sltillman Avenue and tlie 
f-loneywell Street Bridge. I're-yard elevations in tliis section of fOr111er Block 166 were between 
42.75 and 67.75 feet, sloping upward from southwest to northeast. (Figure 7) 



At present the slope is gcncrally reversed, rising fiom northwest to southeast. Elevations range 
fi.0111 25 to 27 feet along the Loop Tracks, in the northern section of the APE, and rise to between 
44 and 52 feet along present Skill~nan Avenue. The southerr~~nost 30 fcct slope sharply upward, 
rising between 14 and 22 feet to present Skillman Avenue (MTAILIRR 1999). 

A coml~arison with c u ~ ~ e n t  elevations indicates a decline in elevation of greater than 3 feet in all 
but a s~nall  section of former Block 166, adjacent to present Skillman Avenue. Such subsurface 
disturbance would have been sufficient to destroy all l~rehistor'ic archaeological potential. 

In a soutliern~nost section of this part of the APE, regrading at the time of yard construction 
resulted in a decline of between approximately ,zero, and less that1 3 feet in elevation. This area 
along the north side of current Skillman Avenue begins 45 feet west of the west side of former 
Moore Street (tlie line of tlie west side of current 34"' Street) and increases fio~il a width of zero 
feet at that point to 22 feet wide at the east side of for~ilcr liawso~i Street (the eastern line of 
cursent 33'" Street). 

Based on the narrowness of this strip; the steep grade created by yard constructiotl, which would 
have exposed ally shallowly- or partially-buried potential prehistoric resources to approximately 
100 years of erosion; and tlie l~roximity of this pal-t of the APE to present Skill~nan Avenue, 
which would have had resulted in subsurface impacts dul-ing grading and crowning episodes, it is 
ulililtely that any potential prehistoric re~nai~is  would have survived in this section of foni~er 
Block 166. 

Former Moore Street 

The for~iler Moore Street section of this APE extends between approximately 264.2 and 346.3 
feet south of former Skillrnan Avenue on the east side of fonlier Block 166, and between 
approximately 235.3 and 310.7 feet south of fonner Slcill~nan on the west side or li~rmer Block 
156. No buildings were crcctcd in this part of tlie APE prior to the constructio~l of the present 
railroad yard, and no potential historical archaeological sites arc docu~nented there (Sanbol-n 
1898). (Figures i 1 and 15) 

Prior to yard constructio~l, this section of the APE was along the slopes of a s~nall  hill whose 
s u ~ n ~ n i t  was ibrmerly at what is now the intersection of present Sltillman Avenue and the 
Honeywell Street Bridge. Pre-yard elcvatio~ls were between 67.75 and 72.75 feet. (Figure 7) 

At present, elcvatio~ls in this section of the APE ax-e between 25 and 54 feet (MTAILIRR 1999), 
indicating that between approxi~ilately 13 and 47 feet of the pre-development surface were 
removed at the time of yal-d construction. Such regrading would have been sufficient to destroy 
all prehistoric archaeological potential. 

T l ~ e  foriner Block 156 section of this APE coillprises the celltval part of the former block, 
extending between approxi~ilately 235.3 and 319.7 feet south of former Sltillman Avenue along 
the east side of for~llcr Moore Street, and between approximately 135.4 and 226.4 feet south of 



foniier Sltillman on the west sidc of for~iicr I-loneywell Street. No buildi~igs were erected on this 
pa11 of the block prior to tlie construction of tlie present railroad yard, and no potential liistorical 
archaeological sites are docu~ilented tliel-c (Sanbor-11 1808). (13gurcs I I and 15) 

Prior to yard construction, tliis sectio~i of the APE was adjacent to tlie to11 of a s~nall  hill whose 
su~n~ii i t  was fortnerly at what is now the intersection of present Sltilllna~i Avenue and the 
I-loneywell Street Bridgc. Pre-yard elevations were between 72.75 atid 77.75 feet. (Figure 7) 

At present, ele\~ations in this section of the  Al'E are hetween 25 and 61 feet (MTAILIRII 1999), 
indicating illat between approximately I I and 52 feet of the prc-dcvelopme~it surf:ice were 
relnoved at the time of yard construction. Such regrading would liave heen sufficient to destroy 
all prehistoric arcliaeological potential. 

3.3.1 Preltisforic Archrteologicrrl I'ofetzficzl A N D  3.3.2 Historicnl Arcltneologicril Pofertfinl 

Based 011 the lack of documented liistorical archaeological sites in tlie Substation GO2 section of 
tlie APE, and tlie depth of subsurface disturl~ance wliicli would liave dest~uyed all l~reliistoric 
arcl~aeological potential, tliis part of the AI'E is not considcred to have archaeological 1)otential. 
No additions to the original I-epol-t are necessary in these sections, and no further study, testing or 
o t h a  investigation is recomlnended. 

3.7. I Block ifi.sfories (A[~pcndi.~) 

Former Bloclc 166 

l l i c  former Block 166 section of tliis APE co~~ipriscs tlie central pal-t of {lie former block, 
extending between appl-oximately 364 and 446.2 feet soutli of fo1-11le1- Skillman Avenue alo~ig the 
east sidc of hrmel- IZawson Street, and between approximately 264.2 and 346.3 feet south of 
former Skillman on the west side of forliier Moore Street. No buildiligs were crccted on tlie 
block prior to the construction of tlie present railroad yard, and no pote~itial historical 
arcliaeological sites are doculne~ited there (Sanbor~i 1898). (Figures I I and 15) 

I'rior to yard construction, tliis section of the APIS was along tlie slopes of a s~iiall hill u~liose 
sulii~uit was fonnerly at what is now the intersection of present Skillnian Avenue and the 
Honeywell Street Bridge, about 175 feet to the east. (Figure 7) It was part of a l~roperty owned 
by tlie Payntar fi~mily, and altliougli lottcd by the 1890s, no buildings were erected on this part of 
[lie block 11rior to the construction of tlie present railroad yard (Sailborn 1898). (Figures I I and 
15) 

No l~otcntial historical archaeological sites are documctitcd on this part of the APE. 

Former Moore Street 

Tlic former Moore Street section of tliis APE extends between approximately 264.2 and 346.3 
feet south of former Skilltna~l Avenue on tlie east side of for~iier Block 166. and betweell 



approxi~nately 235.3 and 319.7 fcct soutli of fonncl- Skillman on the west side of fonncr Block 
156. 

Prior to yard construction, this section of tlie APE was along the slopes of a small hill whose 
sum~iiit was fonnerly at what is now the intersection of present Skillman Avenue and tile 
I-foneywell Street Bridge, about 115 feet to tlie east. (Figure 7) It was part of a ~~ropcrty owned 
by tlie Payntar fa~nily. No buildings were erected there pl-ic~r to the const~.uction of the ~~rescnt  
railroad yard (Saltborn 1898). (Figures I1 and 15) 

No potential historical archaeological sites are documcntcd 01.1 this part oftlie AI'E. 

I~ormer Block 156 

The former Block 156 section of tliis Af'E co~iiprises tlie centl-al part of the hniier block, 
extending between approximately 235.3 and 3 19.7 feet south of fbrmer Skill~nan Avenue along 
the east side of former Moore Street, and between approximately 135.4 and 226.4 ieet soutli of 
former Skillman on tlie west side of fernier Noneywcll Street. 

Prior lo yard constl-uction, this section of the AI'E was alo~ig the slopes of a small liill whose 
sutiiniit was formerly at the present intersection of Skillman Averiue and tlie Hotieywell Street 
Bridge. (Figure 7) I t  was part of a property owned by the Payntar family, and altho~~gli lotted by 
the 1890s, no buildings were erccted on tliis part of tlie block prior to the construction of tlie 
present railroad yard (Senborn 1898). (Figures I I and IS) 

No l~otential Iiistoricrrl archaeological sites are documented on this part of the APE 
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A1)I)ENDUM 
STAGE 1.4 ARCI3AlCOLOG1CAL ASSESSMENT 

MTAILONG ISI,ANI) RAlL IiOAl) ICAS'l' SlI>E ACCESS 1'RO.JICCT 

Re: Woodsidc lnterloclting AI'F:, Aciditio~i to Cliaptcr 3.0, Sun~iysidc Yard and Yard A 
Archaeological Rcsourcc Evaluation 

This addendum refers to the following sections: 3.3 EXISTTNG CONDITIONS (pages AR3-17, 
AR3- 18); 3.3.1 I'relristoric Arclrneologicnl Pofcttfinl page AR3-65 to -67; and 3 . 7 1  Block 
Ili.slor.ies (pages AR3-APX2 to -AI'X7). These additions are necessary because of the addition 
of a new APE to the Queens study area. 

A new Battel-y I-lut and Central Instru~i~ent Localio~i (CIL), a Signal Hut, a series of 
signalielectrical poles, as well as new retaining walls have been proposed for the Woodside 
Interlocking APE, in the trackbed and along tlie right-of-way norlli of the tracks, east of tlie 
present Woodside LIRIi station. These two locations are currently designated as parts of Bloclts 
1294 and 1342. (Figul-e I )  

3.3 EXISTING CONDITIONS 

Bloclc 1294 -Battery Hut and CIL 

The APE on Block 1294 is bounded by Trimble Road and part of Block 1232 on the north, tlie 
current Woodside station platfonii and trackbed to the west, and the Woodside Avenue overpass 
and 64'" Street to the east and south. Irregular in shape, it is approximately 340 feet long from 
the station platfol-111 to 64'" Street, and varies from approximately 25 feet to 40 feet wide between 
the trackbed and Trimble Road. (Figure 2) 

Prior to tlie constructio~l of the below-grade track crossings and the Woodsidc Avcnue and 63'"' 
Street overpasses in 1915 (Seyfried and Asadorian 1991:68), this section of the APE was at tlie 
su~limit of a large hill centered on Woodside avenue, slopilig gradually downward toward thc 
northwest. The topographic maps of 1891 (Figurc 4) and 1903 (Queens 1903 ), clearly show the 
hill and this section of tlie APE with elevations between 80 and 89 feet. 

According to the current U.S.G.S. map (Figure 1 ), elevations range h r n  80 to below 90 feet 
(above mean low water) in the southeast col-ner this part of tlie APE, adjacent to the Trilllblc 
~oad164"' Street ilitersection (according to real estate atlases, this interscciion lias an elevation of 
85.0 feet). They decli~le to between 60 and 70 feet to the northwest along Trimble Road and 



adjacent to tlic station platform. To the south and west, as the L.llili traclthed is approached, 
elevations dccline PI-ecipitously, dropping to between 60 and 70 {bet along the traclts. 

A comparison of tliese figurcs indicatcs a ~.cgradingisoil rc~noval dccline fiom pre-1015 
clcvatio~is of between zero (near the 'l'rimble ~oadl64" '  Street intel-scction) to as iiiucii as 20 feet. 
The depth of this subsurface disturbance increases to tlie south and west, i.c. as the 1,IRII 
platform and trackbed is appi-oaclied. 

No potential liistorical arcliacological resources were identified Sou this area of the APE 

Block 1342 -Signal Hut and Signal l'olcs 

,l'lie Block 1342 section of tlie APE begins along tlie east sidc of tlie 65'" Sti-eet overpass, from 
approximately 87 to 247 feet south of Woodside Avenue, a~ id  extends to tile west side of tlie 65"' 
I'lace overpass, between approxi~iiately 210 and 400 feet south of Woodside Avenue. 'nie AI'E 
includes the present trackbed a~ id  the section of tlie riglit-of-way north of the traclts. (Figure 3) 

Prior to tlie construction of the below-grade track crossings and the 65"' Street and 65"' Place 
overpasses in 1915, tliis section of the AI'E was along the south slopes of a large i~ill ce~itered on 
Woodside Avenue. The topographic n i a ~ s  of 1 89 1 (Figure 4) and 1903 (Queens 1903), show 
tliis section of tlie APE with elevations between 75 and 85 feet, sloping downward toward tlie 
south. 

Accorditig to tlie c u ~ ~ e i i t  U.S.G.S. map, elevations range ft-orn 80 to below 90 feet (above mean 
low water) along tlie tiortli side of this sectio~i of the APE (adjacent to the Woodside Avenue 
liomelots), and drops preci~~itously down to between 60 atid 70 feet in the LlRR trackbed. 

Before the excavation and construction of tlie LIRR below-grade track segiiients in tliis part of 
the APE ill 1915, five liomelots with their associated dwellings tilid outbuildings (Block 1342 
fo~lner Lots 57/58, 59, 50, 62 and 66), established in the period between 1873 and 1891, were 
within, or partly within the subject parcel (Wolvetton 1891; Beers 1873). (Figure 5) 

Based on the disturbailce caused by tlic 1915 excavation and regrading for LlRR below-grade 
track construction, some of these former lots can be eliminated from futther consideration, while 
others must be considered se~isitive for dotiiestic archaeological deposits: 

Foriner Lot 66 was on tlie southerti edge of the presetit trackbed, and was fortnerly at and above 
the 75-foot cotitour line. This area now llas a recorded elevatioil of betwee11 60 and 70 feet, 
indicating that from 5 to as much as 15 fect of tlie pre-LIRR surface has been removed. Because 
ti-ackbed preparation would have caused several additio~ial feet of subsurface disturbance in tliese 
areas, even deeply-buried historical period resources, such as privies, would not have survived. 

Foriner Lot 62 straddled the nortlicri~ edge of the present trackbed and the base of tlic 
e~nbankment, which 1)rior to LIIiR const~uctioi~, had elevatiotis between 75 and 80 feet. This 



location now has elevations between 60 and 70 fcet, indicating that between 5 and 20 feet of tile 
original pre-L,II<R surfdec has been removed. Because tracltbed preparation woi~ld liave causcd 
sevel-al additional fect of subsurfice disturbance in these al-eas, cve~i  shaft features, such as 
privies, would not have survived. 

Fonner Lot 60 was located at what is now the soutlieln edge of the embankment to the north of 
the traclts. I'rior to LlIlR construction, this location had elevations between 80 and 85 feet. At 
present, elevations are hctween 70 and 80 fcet, indicating the re~iioval of between zero and 15 
feel of the i,rc-I,lRR surfacc. Subsurface impact was the gl-eatest, al~proxi~iiately 7 to I5 fcet, in 
the southern 20 feet of the lot, which would have destroyed even deeply-buried liistorical period 
resources, such as privies. 

The northern 20 feet of fo r~~ ie r  Lot 60, would have only experienced between zero and 7 feet of 
subsurface disturbance, and it is possible that deeply-buried histol-ical period domestic shaft 
features may liave survived in this section of the APE. 

Former Lots 50 and 57158 were at the top of the embankme~it along the north side of the LlIiR 
tracks. Before LlRR consttuction, tllis location had elevations between 85 and below 90 fect. At 
present, elcvatio~is are between 80 and below 90 feet, indicating the re~iioval of between 0 and 5 
'eel of the pre-LIRR surface. I t  is possible that deeply-buried historical resources, such as 
domestic shaft featul-es, could have survived in this section of the APE. 

For reco~iimendations anci ~ii~tigation measures see Section 3.5 Mitigation 
Recommendations, in this ~ i ~ e ~ i i o .  

An assess~iient of the archaeological literature regarding recorded and inventoried prehistoric 
sites and toponyms results in the addition of o~i ly  one i~ive~itoried site to those discussed it1 tlie 
origitial report (AR3-7 to AR3-9). 'rliis is identified as NYSM #5472, OPRHP ftA081-01-0109, 
"traces of occupation," 1.3 miles north' of the Woodside Interlocking APE. It is the closest 
inventoried site to tlie APE in t l x c ~ e w  York State Museu~n (NYSM) and the New York State 
Office of Parks, Recreation and I-listoric Preservation (OPRI-1P) files. From an evaluation of 
pre-development topography based on the colnpariso~i of historical maps (Walling 1859; Conner 
1852; USC&GS 1844-45; lJSGS 1874, et al.), the Woodside Interlocking APE once possessed a 
few characteristics which would have been valued by prehistoric A~iiericans for tlieir cam],, 
village and processing sites, namely, that it was a dry, elevated location. Fro111 our kli~wledge of 
prehistoric settlement patterns, however, these assets do not stand alone. Even Inore important is 
proximity to a marsh environmetit, and a source of fiesli water. 111 fact, as noted in tile original 
report, prehistoric archaeological potential declilies as the distance to fiesh water increases (AR3- 
66). 

Historical maps record two creeks, 2,200 feet to the ~iortli (Trains Meadow), and 2,200 feet to the 

'The site, "trdces of occupation," and a potc~itial bol.ia1, is i n  Sl. Michael's Cemetery, near [lie D1.ooklyn-Queens 
Expressway. 



soutli (IJSGS 1891), as the closest water sources. (Figure 4) The creeks were associated with 
marshes as well. Bascd on the criterion laid out in the original report (for further discussion, see 
pages AR3-65 to -67), the Woodside Interlocking APE would receive a 1,OW potential rating for 
prelristoric sensitivity. Locations with low ratings are not considered to have archaeological 
l)otential to be i~npacted, and no further research or testing for prehistoric archaeological remains 
is recommended. 

The locations of potential historical archaeological sensitivity are mal~pcd on Figures 5 and 6. 
Three dwellings were constructed o n  Former I.,ots 57158, 59 and 60 prior to 1801 (Wolverton 
1891) Bccausc the earliest recorded date fbr the availability of municipal water and sewer 
service in this location dates to no earlier than 1903 (Figure 5) the rear yards of these homelots 
would be characterized by deep shaft features, such as l~rivies. 

'rile followi~ig area is an addition to the list of areas deteniiined to possess historical 
archaeological potential as discussed on page AIi3-69 it1 tlie original report (for location, see 
Figure 6): 

Woodside Interlocki~ig APE 
Location #15: Block 1342 Foriner Lots 57/58, 59 and the northern 20 feet of former Lot 60. 
Rear yards o f 3  homelots where dwellings were first consti-ucted between 1873 and 1891. 

3.5 Mitigation Recommendations 

Because tlie area potentially sensitive for doniestic shaft features in the Block 1342 section of the 
Woodsidc Interlocking APE lies approximately 10 feet north of the proposed limits of excavatio~i 
for thc proposed Signal IHut and retaining wall (MTA 2005a; 2005b), it is possible that tlie 
potentially sensitive locations can be avoided. (Figure 6) This would mean that no constructioti 
involving subsurface excavation or disturbailce would occur in this location. 

If avoidance is not possible, then it is our recornrnendation that this area be added to the Stage 113 
Archaeological Field Testing Protocol found within Appendix D of the Long I.slund Ruil Road 
ELIS/ Side Acces.s  cons/^-z~ction P~,o/ec/ion I'lun, prepared for the East Side Access Project and 
approved by SflPO in April 2004. 

3.7 Appendix 

3. 7.1 Block I f i .~/orie .~ 

U~itil the late 19"' century, Woodside was a collectioil of scattered farmhouses dotting a ~u ra l  
landscape. In 1867, Benjamin IHitcIicock pul.cIiased the ICelly family farin, filed a plan for a 
village lie called Woodside, and began sclli~ig off' lots. i\ train statioii was built at the center of 
the settlement, at 58"' Street and 38"' Avenue, about 1,600 feet northwest of the APE. Historical 
iilaps of the 1890s show tlie Woodside Interloclting APE lying just beyond the edge of tlie 



developed part of the Villagc of Woodsidc (Seykicd ant1 Asadorian lOOl:56-00; Beers 1873; 
Wol\icrton 189 1 ). (Figure 4) 

Tlie AI'E on Block 1294 is bounded by 'Irimble Road and par1 of Block 1232 on tlie north, the 
current Woodside station platfc)rlil and trackbcd to the west, and the Woodsidc Avcnue ovcrpziss 
and 64"' Strccl to the east and soutli. Irregular in slial~e, i t  is approxin~ately 340 fcct long fi-om 
the station platfor111 to 64"' Street, and varies Sson1 al~proxi~iiatcly 25 feet to 40 feet wide bctwccn 
the tracltbcd and TI-imblc Road 

Prior to the extension of the streetgrid and tlie construction of the LlRR Woodsidc Station in 
1915, the Block 1294 section of the APE was along the northern slopes of a large hill centered 
on Woodsitle Avenue, with elevations declining to tlie north and west. 

The l~roperty was owned by ".I. Rice" in 1873 (Beers 1873), and in 1891 by Joel W. Slierwood 
(Wolverton 1891). No structures are recorded on the block, but a large 2-story dwelling, most 
likely the RiceISliields liousc, then along Trains Meadow Road, was approximately 50 feet 
nortlieast of' the APE'S northeast comer, where 64"' Street is today. A number of related 
outbuildings lie to the north and east, also outside the APE (Sanbom 1902; I-lydc 1903). 
Altliougli the RiceIShields dwelli~ig was erected at that location sometime between 1844 and the 
1860s (USC&GS 1844-45; 1866), it is highly unlikely that any doriiestic remains, such as shaft 
featul.es would have been deposited in this section of the APE, wl~icli was at the firout of the 
liomclot along Woodside Avenue and Trains Meadow Road, wliercas sliali features would have 
been located closer to, and behind the dwelling. These buildings were removed prior to tlie 
constl.uction of the 191 5 station (I-Iyde 1915). 

Co~istruction on the new Woodside Station and the new helow-grade trttcltbeds created tlie 
present steeply-slopitig embankment present today. A series of stone retaining walls support tlie 
embatikment. A single, still-existing hut, cons(ructed prior to 1032 (Sanborn 1032) sta~lds 
ilnrnediately adjacent to tlie station platfonii. 

Blocli 1342 Fortncr Lots 

The Block 1342 section of tlic APE begins along tlie east side of the 65''' Street overpass, fin111 
approximately 87 lo 247 feet south of Woodside Avenue, and exte~ids to the west side of the 65'" 
Place overpass, between approximately 210 atid 400 feet soutli of Woodside Avctiue. Tlie APE 
includes the present trackbed and (lie sectio~i of the right-of-way north of the tracks. 

Prior to tlie constl-uction of the below-grade track crossings and tlie 65"' Street and 65"' Place 
overpasses in 1915, this section of tlie APE was alo~ig tlie south slopes of a large hill centered on 
Woodside Averiue. (Figure 4) It was part of a mucli larger property owned by C. Hyatt, whose 
residence was along present Queens Boulevard, some 800 feet to thc southwest (13eers 1873). 
Between 1873 and 1891 tlie present streetgrid was laid out, atid Block 1342 was lotted, and tlie 
first dwellings were erected in the APE on the western half (100 feet) of tlie block. along tlie east 



side of 65"' Street, the for~ner Bowne Avenue (Wolverton 1891). T'lieir size and locations are 
  no re clcnrly shown in the 1903 atlas, Figure 5. 

1:ormer 1,ot 57/58 was a 40' by 100' lot, between approximately 87' and 127' south of the 
Woodsidc ~venuel65"'  Street intersection, and extending 100 feet east of 65"' Street. A 2-stol-y 
woodfiame house was built there prior to 1891, with a stable and a I%-srory outbuilding 
(labelled as storage in Sanbol-11 1902) along the rear (eastern) lot line. Tlic structure was 
demolished k)r LIRR constr~~ction prior to 191 5. 

Former I,ot 50 was a 20' by 100' lot, bet\veen approximately 127' and 147' soutli of the 
Woodside Avenue/65"' Street intersection, and extending 100 fkct east of 65"' Street. A 2-stol-y 
woodfkame liousc was built there prior to 1891, with a stable along the rear (eastern) lot line. 
The structure was demolished for Lllili construction prior to 191 5. 

I7ornier 1,ot 60 was a 40' by 100' lot, between approximately 147' and 187' south of the 
Woodside ~venue/65' ' '  Street intersection, and exte~lding 100 feet east of 65"' Street. A 2- and 1-  
story brick llouse was built there prior to 1891, with a stable along the rear (eastern) lot line. 
The structure was demolished for LIRR construction prior to 1915. 

Foniier Lot 62 was a 40' by 100' lot, between approxiniatcly 187' and 227' south of the 
Woodside ~vetiue/65"' Street intersection, and extending 100 feet east of 65"' Street. A 2- and 1- 
story woodfiame house was built there prior to 1891 (Wolverton 1891). The structure was 
deinolished for LlliIi co~istruction prior to 191 5. 

Former Lot 66 was a 40' by 100' lot, between approximately 277' and 317' soutli of the 
Woodsidc Avenue/6.5'" Street intersection, and extending 100 feet east of 65"' Street. A 2%-story 
woodframe house was built there prior to 1891 (Wolverton 1891). A 1-story outbuilding is 
shown along the I-ear (eastern) lot line in 1902 (Sanborn 1902). The structure was deniolished for 
LIRli construction prior to 1915. 

Construction of the new below-grade trackbeds, and the 65'" Street and Place overpasses created 
the present steeply-sloping e~nbank~nent preselit in the APE today. No structures are prese~ltly 
recorded in this section of the AI'E. 
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Figure 1. Woodside Interlocking APE Location - Current U.S.G.S. Topographic Map, 
Brooklyn, N.Y., 1979 

Arrows indicate the two sections of the APE: 
1. Block 1294 
2. Block 1342 



Figure 2. Aerial Photo, 1996 - Woodside Interlocking APE, Block 1294, 

- - - APE Boundaries 



Figure 3. Aerial Photo, 1996 - Woodside Interlocking APE, Block 1342, 

- - - APE Boundaries 



r'igure 4. Bien and Vermeule, City and County of New York, in Atlas of the Metropolitan 
District, 1891 

Arrows indicate the sections of the Woodside Interlocking APE 
1. Block 1294 
2. Block 1342 



rigure 3. nyue, Atlas or me aorougn or yueens, IYUJ - - APE Boundaries on Block 1342 

- Area of Potential Historical Archaeological Sensitivity 



Figure 6. Map of I'otential Historical Archaeological Sensitivity 
(Basc Map - Currcnt Sanbol-11, Atlas of the Borough of Queens) - - APE Boutldaries on Block 1342 

"..am" . . : Limits of Excavation, Proposed Signal I-lut 
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Area ofPotentid I-listoricdl Anl~acological Sensitivity 
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New York State Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation 

% 
Historic Preservation Field Services Bureau 

B NEwYoRKsTmE 51 Peebles Island, PO Box 189, Waterford, New York 12188-0189 
Belnadelte Castio 

Con,n,,ssio,rer 

March 4, 2005 

Claudia Coolley 
AKIIF 
117 East 20"' Street 
New York, NY 10016 

Dear Ms. Cooney, 

Re: MTA 
LIRR Iiast Side Acccss 
Addendum to Stage I Arcl~aeological Study 
Brooklyn, NY 
04PIIO1563/05PR00261 

Thank your for requesting tlie cotnmenls of llie New York State Office of I'arks, 
Recreation and I-listoric I'reservation (OPRHP) with regard to the potential for this project lo 
ziffect significant historical/cullural resources. OPRI-IP has reviewed your recent submission 
regarding added areas of impact. Ol'llI-11' lias fou~id this document to be a bit confusing 
and difficult to follow. Therefore, please provide a map that clearly identifies each of the new 
areas for consideration as well as delineating the reconlmendations for each. This rnap sllould 
hell) to clarify the new reco~nmendations and allow us to continue o ~ ~ r  review of tlie pro.ject. 

Pleasecontact me at extension 3201, or by e-mail at do~1glas.1nackey@oprhp.s(1?Lc.11y.us, 
if you have any questioils regarding these comrncnts. 

Historic Prescl-vation Program Ani~lyst 
Archaeology 

An Equal Oppor!unilyiAffirtiia!ivo Action Agency 
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PROJECT 

COMMENTS 

THE CITY OF NEW YORK LANDMARKS PRESERVAl-ION COMMISSION 
1 Centre St, 9N, New York, NY 10007 (212) 669-7700 

ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW 
MTNSEQRA-Y 01/21/05 

PROJECT NUMBER DATE RECEIVED 

MTAILIRR EAST SIDE ACCESS 

[ ] No architectural significance 

[ ] No archaeological significance 

L - Designated New York City Landmark or Within Designated Historic District 

. Listed on National Register of Historic Places 

[ I  Appears to be eligible for National Register Listing andlor New York City Landmark 
Designation 

[XI May be archaeologically significant; requesting additional materials 

The LPC is in receipt of the, "Addendum for the Stage 1 A Archaeological 
Asessment MTNLong Island Rail Road East S~de Access Project Loop 
Track Portal North of the LlRR Main Line West of 43rd St and Yard Area 
Between the Thomsen Ave and Hunters Point Ave Bridges and 39th 
Street Substation and Proposed Sewer Parallel to the 39th Street Bridge," 
prepared by Historical Perspectives and dated January 2005. 

The LPC concurs with the findings. We recommend that Figure B, 
"Queens Alignment: Areas of Potential Archaeological Sensitivity," be 
revised so that the relationship between the project areas and 
archaeological sensitivity assessment is clearer. Please include the LPC 
in future consultation about archaeological mitigation measures. 

cc: OPRHP 

i 

. \,Lib 
01 124105 

SIGNA~URE 
I DATE 
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